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POWER AMPLI I M  UL - URNTA L S- M IIVIM -
LOUDSPEAKERS -19 INCH STEREO RACK AMPLIFIERS

* PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. a PROMPT DELIVERIES  FRIENDLY
SERVICE * LARGE (A4) S.A. STAMPED FOR CATALOGUE *

 MP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIERS
HIGH POWER. TWO CHANNEL 19 INCH RACK

THOUSANDS PURCHASED
BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

THE RENOWNED MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
FOUR MODELS.- MXF200 (100W 100W) MXF400 (200W 200W)

MXF600 (300W 300W) MXF900 (450W 450W)
ALL POWER RATINGS R.M.S. INTO 4 OHMS, BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN

FEATURES: *Independent power supplies with two toroidal transformers * Twin L E D Vu meters 
Level controls  Illuminated onio11 switch * XLR connectors * Standard 775mV inputs * Open and short circuit
proof * Latest AlosFels for stress free power delivery into virtually any load * High slew rate * Very low
distortion  Aluminium cases * MXF600 & MXF900 fan cooled with D C loudspeaker and thermal protection

USED THE WORLD OVER IN CLUBS,

SIZES.- MXF200 W19 .H3'
MXF400 W19 aH5'
MXF600 W19 aH5'
MXF900 W19 ,115`

PRICES:- M X F200 C175.
MXF600 C329.
SPECIALIST CARRIER

PUBS, CINEMAS, DISCOS ETC.

(2U).D11"
(3U)aD12"
(3U)a131 3"
(3U)a014.."

00 MXF400 C233.85
00 MXF900 C449.15
DEL Ti? 50 EACH

 MP VARI PEED TURNTABLE CHASSI
* Manual arm * Steel chassis * Electronic speed
control 33 & 45 R P M * Vari pitch control * High
torque servo driven DC motor * Transit screws *
12 die cast platter * Neon strobe * Calibrated
balance weight * Removable head shell *
cartridge fixings * Cue lever* 220/240V 50/60Hz
* 390x305mm * Supplied with mounting cut-out
template

PRICE £61.30 £3.70 P&P
C1215171111TTlerIVTIVOTTIVITirt14-4 STANTON AL500mkii GOLDRING G950

PRICE £16.95 10F, Mil PRICE C7.15 50P P&P

.PATTITiri) IFTTir. .11Trrtiri * WITH ECHO *
STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 a 7 band
L & R graphic equalisers with bar graph
LED Vu meters MANY OUTSTANDING
FEATURES:- including Echo with repeat &
speed control, DJ Mic with tone control
& talk -over switch, 7 Channels with
individual faders plus cross fade, Cue
Headphone Monitor. Useful combination of
the following inputs:- 3 turntables (mag), 3
mica, 5 Line for CD, Tape, Video etc.

Price £134.99 £5.00 P&P SIZE: 482 a 240 v 120min

 MP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIER MODULE SUPPLIED READY BUILT AND TESTED.
These modules now enioy a world-wide reputation for quality. reliability and performance al a realistic price Four
models are available to suit the needs of the professional and hobby market e Industry Leisure Instrumental and Hi -F.
etc When comparing prices NOTE that all models include toroidal power supply integral 11..141 sins glass fibre P C B and
drive circuits to power a compatible Vu meter All models are open and short circuit proof

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS
OMP/MF 100 Mos-Fet Output power 110 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms. frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3dB, Damping Factor 300. Slew Rate 45VIuS,
T.H.D. typical 0.002°0, Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R.
-110 dB. Size 300 x 123 x 60mm.
PRICE C40.85 C3.50 P&P

OMP/MF 200 Mos-Fet Output power 200 watts
r R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

-3dB, Damping Factor 300, Slew Rate 50V/uS,
T.H.D. typical 0.001°, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-110 dB. Size 300 x 155 x 100mm.
PRICE C64.35 C4.00 P&P

OMP/MF 300 Mos-Fet Output power 300 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms. frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

or -3dB. Damping Factor 300, Slew Rate 60VIuS.
T.H.D. typical 0.001°, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-110 dB. Size 330 x 175 x 100mm.
PRICE C81.75 - C5.00 P&P

OMP/MF 450 Mos-Fet Output power 450 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3dB, Damping Factor 300. Slew Rate 75V/uS,
T.H.D. typical 0.001°, Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R.
-110 dB. Fan Cooled. D.C. Loudspeaker Protection, 2
Second Anti -Thump Delay. Size 385 a 210 a 105mm.
PRICE C132.85 C5.00 P&P
NOTE MOS-FET MODULES ARE AVAILABLE IN TWO VERSIONS:
STANDARD - INPUT SENS SOOmV, BAND WIDTH 100101,
PEC (PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT COMPATIBLE) - INPUT SENS
775mV, BAND WIDTH SOKHa. ORDER STANDARD OR PEC.

Vu METER Compatible with our tour amplifiers detailed above. A very accurate
visual display employing 11 LEDs (7 green. 4 red) plus an additional on/oH
indicator. Sophisticated logic control for very fast rise and decay times. Tough
moulded plastic case, with acrylic tinted front. Size 84 a 27 a 45mm
PRICE C8.70 50p P&P

r11-3-kTilrT4TTr4rnTTTINriYriFTPin
Join the Piexo revolution! The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) of a Neu, tweeter produces an improved
transient response with a lower distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters As a crossover is not required
these units can be added to existing speaker systems of up to 100 watts (more if two are put in series FREE
EXPLANATORY LEAFLETS ARE SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER.

TYPE 'A' (KSN1036A) 3 round with protective wire mesh. Ideal for
bookshelf and medium sized Hi-Fi apeakers. Price C4.90 50p P&P.
TYPE 'B' (KSN1005A) super horn for general purpose speakers.

TYPE B disco and P.A.systems etc. Price C5.99 50p P&P.
TYPE 'C' (KSN1016A) 2 x5 wide dispersion horn for quality Hi-Fi sys-
tems and quality discos etc Price C6.99 50p P&P.
TYPE 'D' (KSN1025A) 2 x6 wide dispersion horn. Upper frequency
response retained extending down to mid -range (2KHz). Suitable for high
quality Hi-Fi systems and quality discos. Price C9.99 50p P&P.
TYPE 'E' (KSN1038A) Pi horn tweeter with attractive silver finish trim.
Suitable for Hi-Fi monitor systems etc. Price C5.99 - 50p P&P.
LEVEL CONTROL Combines, on a recessed mounting plate. level control
and cabinet input jack socket. 85x85mm Price C4.10

- 50p P&P.

TYPE
A

C TYPE E

THE VERY BEST IN QUALITY AND VALUE

Made especially to suit today s need for compactness with high output
sound levels finished In hard wearing black vynide with protective
corners grille and carrying handle Each unit incorporates a 12" driver
plus high frequency horn for a full frequency range of 45Hz-20KHz.
Both models are 8 Ohm impedance Size' H2O a W15 a D12'.

CHOICE OF TWO MODELS

POWER RATINGS QUOTED IN WATTS RMS FOR EACH CABINET

OMP 12-100WATTS (100dB) PRICE C163.50 PER PAIR
OMP 12-200WATTS (200dB) PRICE C214.55 PER PAIR

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL (12.50 PER PAIR

LOUDSPEAKER LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERS
AVAILABLE, INCLUDING CABINET FITTINGS, SPEAKER

gipGRILLES, CROSS-OVERS AND HIGH POWER, HIGH
FREQUENCY BULLETS AND HORNS, LARGE (A4) S.A.E.
(50p STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE LIST.
P - From McKenzie Professional Series
S . From McKenzie Studio Series

ALL McKENZIE UNITS 8 OHMS IMPEDANCE
8 100 WATT PC8-1 00GP GEN. PURPOSE. LEAD GUITAR. EXCELLENT MID, DISCO
RES FRED 80Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 7KHz. SENS 96dB PRICE C31.45 C2.00 P&P
10 100WATT S CIO -/000P GUITAR. VOICE. KEYBOARD. DISCO. EXCELLENT MID
RES. FREO 72Hz. FREO. RESP TO 6KHz. SENS97dB. PRICE £38,89 £2.50 P&P
10 200WATTSC10-200GP GUITAR. KEYB.D. DISCO. EXCELLENT HIGH POWER MID
RES FREO 69Hz. FREO RESP TO 5KHz. SENS 97dB PRICE C53.21 C2.50 P&P
12 100WATT PC12-100GP HIGH POWER GEN. PURPOSE. LEAD GUITAR. DISCO
RES FREO 49Hz. FREO RESP. TO 7KHz. SENS 98dB PRICE C40.35 C3.50 P&P
12 100WATT P CI 2-100TC (TWIN CONE) HIGH POWER. WIDE RESPONSE. P A VOICE. DISCO.
RES. FREO 45Hz. FREO RESP. TO 12KHz. SENS 97dB PRICE C41.39 03.50 P&P
12 200WATTSC12-200B HIGH POWER BASS. KEYBOARDS. DISCO. P A
RES. FREO. 45Hz, FREO RESP TO 5KHz. SENS 99dB PRICE 071.91 03.50 P&P
12 300WATTS C12-300GP HIGH POWER BASS. LEAD GUITAR. KEYBOARDS. DISCO ETC
RES. FREO. 49Hz. FREO RESP. TO 7KHz, SENS 100dB. PRICE C95.66 C3.50 P&P
15 IOOWATT P C15-10085 BASS GUITAR. LOW FREQUENCY, P.A., DISCO
RES FREO 40Hz. FREO RESP. TO 5KHz. SENS 98dB PRICE C 59.05 C4.00 P&P
15 200WATT P CI 5-200BS VERY HIGH POWER BASS.
RES. FREO 40Hz. FRED. RESP TO 3KHz, SENS 98dB PRICE C80.57 04.00 P&P
1 5 250WATTSC15-250BS VERY HIGH POWER BASS
RES. FREO 39Hz. FRED RESP TO 4KH,, SENS 99dB PRICE C90.23 C4.50 P&P
15 400WATTS C15-400155 VERY HIGH POWER. LOW FREQUENCY BASS
RES. FREO 40Hz. FREO RESP. TO 4 KHz, SENS 100dB PRICE C105.46 C4.50 P&P
18 500WATT S C113-500BS EXTREMELY HIGH POWER. LOW FREQUENCY BASS
RES. FREO. 27Hz, FREO RESP. TO 2KHz, SENS 98dB. PRICE C174.97 C5.0017617

ALL EARBENDER UNITS 8 OHMS 1E Navy( EB8-50 6 EBI(150 which are dual impedance lapped 4 A a aa.a)
BASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
8 50watt EB8-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS, HI -Fl, IN -CAR.
RES FREO 40H, FREO RESP. TO 7KHz SENS 97dB PRICE C8.90 C2.00 P&P
10 5OWATT EB10-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE. TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS. HI-FI. IN -CAR
RES FREO 40Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO 5KHz, SENS 99dB PRICE C13.65 C2.50 P&P
10 100WATT EB10-100 BASS, HI -Fl. STUDIO.
RES. FREO 35Hz. FREO RESP TO 3KHz. SENS %dB. PRICE C30.39 C3.50 PAP
12 100WATT EB12-100 BASS. STUDIO, HI -Fl. EXCELLENT DISCO
RES FREO 26Hz. FRED RESP. TO 3KHz. SENS 93dB. PRICE C42.12 C3.50 P&P
FULL RANGE TWIN CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
5'  60WATT EB5-GOTC (TWIN CONE) HI -Fl. MULTI. ARRAY DISCO ETC
RES FREO 63Hz, FREO RESP TO 20KHz, SENS 92dB PRICE C9.99 01.50 PAP
6'v 6OWATT EB6-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI -Fl. MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC
RES FREO 38Hz, FREO RESP. TO 20KHz. SENS 94dB PRICE C10.99 1.50 P&P
8 6OWATT EBB-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MILTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES FREO 40Hz. FRED. RESP. TO 18KHz. SENS 89dB PRICE C12.99 C1.50 P&P
10 6OWATT EB10-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI -Fl. MULTI ARRAY DISCO ETC
RES. FREO. 35Hz, FREO RESP. TO 12KHz. SENS 98413. PRICE C16.49 C2.00 P&P 

PRICES: 150W C49.99 250W £99.99
400W C109.95 PAP C2.00 EACH

THREE SUPERB HIGH POWER
CAR STEREO BOOSTER AMPLIFIERS
150 WATTS (75 75) Stereo 150W
Bridged Mono
250 WATTS (125 125) Stereo 250W
Bridged Mono
400 WATTS (200 200) Stereo 400W
Bridged Mono
ALL POWERS INTO 4 OHMS
Features:
* Stereo bridgable mono  Choice of
high & low level inputs * L & R level
controls  Remote on.off * Speaker
thermal protection

PROVEN TRANSMITTER DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS

COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS
OW TRANSMITTER 80.108MHz VARICAP CONTROLLED PROFESSIONAL
PERFORMANCE RANGE UP TO 3 MILES SIZE 38 .123mrn SUPPLY 12V : 0 SAMP

PRICE C14.85 C1.00P&P
FM MICRO TRANSMITTER 100.108MHz VARICAP TUNED COMPLETE WITH
VERY SENS FET MIC RANGE 100-300rn. SIZE 56. Maw SUPPLY 9v BATTERY.

PHOTO. SW PM TRANSMITTER

B.K. ELECTRONICS
I POSTAL CHARGES PER ORDER £1.00 MINIMUM. OFFICIAL

ORDERS FROM SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, GOVT. BODIES, PLCs ETC.
PRICES INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T. SALES COUNTER. VISA AND

ACCESS ACCEPTED BY POST, PHONE OR FAX.

IIMICUrrtma UNITS I& 5 COMET WAY, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA,
ESSEX. SS2 6TR.

Tel.: 0702-527572 Fax.: 0702-420243
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The latest news about digital television
(page 12) looks encouraging. The most

remarkable thing about it all is the high
reduction in radiated transmitter power re-
quired for a good signal. Digital transmis-
sions are efficient and it should certainly
help to reduce electromagnetic pollution. If
digital TV test transmissions commence in
a few years time and there is no reason to
suspect that they will not, wide screen high
definition systems w;11 be the de facto
standard. The inevitable road towards a
digital system for TV will ultimately give us
increased flexibility in its usage. As men-
tioned before, the TV of tomorrow will be
an audio-visual computer. However, the
digital link between transmitterand receiver

could eventually be a two way option, lead-
ing the way to interactive TV. The first major
use would be by the TV programmers them-
selves. They would be quick to adopt the
instant opinion poll. This might lead to a
voting system for elections.

IfTV remains a national publically-owned
service, any increased facilities offered by a
digital network might also be used by gov-
ernment to send out things like census forms
or a whole manner of printable data on an
available channel. Speaking of which, spare
channels could be used for sending 'time
compressed' programmes to record by pay-
ing subscribers.

Fantasy or not, the TV of tomorrow will
be a very different beast.

ETI APK11, 1993 3



OPEN CHANNEL
philips faces a new and, ultimately, serious con-
tender against its race to develop the standard for
multimedia consumer applications. We're talking
CD-ROMs here and Philips' dream of its CD-i as

being the only one people will buy.
CD -i's already here of course, albeit in only first -genera-

tion form. Philips fair tripped along to get to market with it
- I don't suppose it takes much to figure out that other
developers would be trying to make their systems the con-
sumer standard also. Generally, though not always, the first
of any new electronic devicetype which gets to the public eye

becomes the public's choice. You've only got to consider any

recent electronic consumer development to see this.
But multimedia is a bit different. Philips has channelled

CD-i down the corridor it expects all similar multimedia
developments to go. Fora start, it's a logical and straighforward

development ofCD-ROM. And yes, no-one can argue against
the fact that CD-ROM (at least for the foreseeable future) is
the only form of digital storage device which can offer
massive data size along with reasonable access time. Also,
CD-ROM can be interfaced with computers and televisions
alike.

So CD-ROM it is. But where the multimedia develop-
ments differ is in the application of the thing. CD-i uses a
fairly standard computer architecture. Currently CD-i and,
for that matter, all CD-ROM application speed depends on
hardware technicalities. Faster CD-ROM drives allow corre-
spondingly faster performance. But multimedia performance
is ultimately based on graphical imagery; renowned for its
large-scale need for processing power. So while CD-ROM
drives get faster the point is approaching where the process-

ing side of any particular development will define the
performance.

Sure, Philips can rejig the architecture when this point is
reached, but that's a colossal undertaking (and one which no

doubt Philips is already considering, if not already doing)
adding further development costs.

The new challenger to Philips' vision of multimedia is a
company called 3D0, which has shown a new CD-ROM
based device built around an ARM 32 -bit RISC processor.
And yes, before you ask, that's another of our very own
Cambridge -based chip maker Advanced RISC Machines'
devices. I've mentioned the name in passing when I've
spoken of other new and imaginative electronic devices.

Portable Power
For those of you who remember my antics last summer,

when I spent considerable time touring Eire in a caravan
while getting my copy to ETI by fair or foul means, I've
something else to add.

Since then I've succumbed to my urge to gather as many
gadgets around me as a I can, and bought a notebook
computer. Thankfully I can justify the expense in terms of
needing it to work away from home - particularly, when I'm
away from mains power. The notebook's superb at this,
giving me around four hours of use away from a recharge. I'll

be taking it with me on this year's summer touring escapades.

Armed with my new computer I should be able to bypass the

power problem, recharging from mains whenever I can and
faxing through any copy I write the odd times I come into
contact with a 'phone socket. Despite it's wild beauty, Eire's
not that remote.

However, a reader in South Africa has written to me
regarding computer use in a part of his world which most
definitely is remote. Remote enough, in fact, not to have
mains power at all - or where power is available it's by no
means regular enough to rely on it daybyday. As he says
"even our modem portable computers are portable for per-
haps 4 or 5 hours at the most. All right, take along half a
suitcase full of rechargeable battery packs and you might
extend that by a day or two."

He's right of course. Even I will come up with the problem

once I've used my computer away from mains for my 4 -hour

limit. I'm sure there're many more computer users in the
world with this problem. Do readers have sensible sugges-
tions? Maybe some readers could suggest projects to build
rechargeable battery chargers for portable computers, or 12V
DC to 240V AC inverters for desktop computers.

Barking Mad
Finally, I'm going to bring to a close the on -running saga

about dog repellers. 1 can't say that I've had no suggestions

about how to repel potentially savage dogs. In fact quite the
opposite; I've had many suggestions. Most of these though
are based on physical aspects, some of them I will not repeat.

But all these suggestions fall down one way or another
(maybe the dog can run faster than you).

You'll be interested to know that this single topic has
provoked more interest from readers than any other topic I've
ever covered in this column. I'm not quite sure what, but this
has got to mean something! The main problem is, however,
none of the suggestions offered by readers is electronic. And

that was the original request. I've even had difficulty in
finding details of any manufactured and available electronic
dog repellers. One reader alone indicates there may be
devices on the market which purport to do the job. Appar-
ently he bought one a few years' back to help train his border
collie from his furious barking (the dog's that is, not the
reader's). Far from doing this, the dog barks even more when
the device is used. I've had no success in tracing the device's
manufacturer despite the reader's help.

I'm still not convinced it can't be done, though. I mean,
we've landed on the moon (collectively, at least) haven't we?

Surely an electronic dog repeller which actually works is -
like the dog's bits and bobs - within our grasp. Isn't it? After
all, the Post Office issues devices to its personnel. So why
can't anyone help with a working device suitable for an
electronics magazine? However, unless any readers really do
have a design for a good electronic dog repeller project, I'm
afraid the matter is now closed.

Keith Brindley

ETI APRIL 1993
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New applications for virtual
reality technology that could

transform the way we do business
were outlined at a seminar held
by Peter Cochrane, the head of the
Systems Research Division at BT
Laboratories, Martlesham.

Virtual reality (VR), a tech-
nology where the user experiences
a sense of involvement in a com-
puter -generated graphical world,
is usually associated with the en-
tertainment and games industries.

BT, however, is taking VR
several stages further by develop-
ing it as a tool for understanding
and managing complex business
and electronic systems.

NEWS
niques can be used to build up a
picture of lightning strike pat-
terns as they affect a telecommu-
nications network, so that protec-
tion measures can be more easily
formulated. He stressed that ani-
mated 3D colour graphics make
complex and important informa-
tion far more accessible. Emo-
tional Icons would provide a hu-

VIRTUAL REALITY COULD
TRANSFORM BUSINESS

"INNOVATE OR LIQUIDATE"
SAYS A CBI/DTI REPORT

he key to increased competi-
tiveness and profitability lies

in the hands of British business -
according to the findings of the
first joint investigation by the Con-
federation of British Industry and
the Department of Trade and In-
dustry into the state of innovation
in UK companies.

On Wednesday 27 January,
around 400 leading industrialists
heard the stark message 'inno-
vate or liquidate' at the launch of
a report entitled 'Innovation - The
Best Practice'.

The study, which involved in-
depth interviews with 76 compa-
nies from manufacturing and serv-
ices, revealed that one UK
company in every ten is a world
class innovator and three in ten
are good at many aspects of inno-
vation, although there is room for
improvement.

The report shows that compa-
nies which scored high on innova-
tion were also those which were
continuing to grow and prosper
despite the recession. The rea-
sons for their success have been
carefully analyzed and the publi-
cation of the report is intended to
spread innovation best practice
throughout Britain.

The study also shows that in-
novative firms tend to have much
larger market share, higher growth
rates and profits than poor inno-
vators. It suggests that if more
UK firms improve their innova-
tion performance, Britain should
be able to climb up the interna-
tional competitiveness score-
board, on which it currently lies
13th out of 22 OECD countries.

Michael Heseltine, President
of the Board of Trade said:

"This in depth analysis repre-
sents a snapshot of current best
practice on innovation within UK
industry. There is no question of
it being Government imposed, or
another bureaucratic exercise.
The report reflects what the best
British companies - from small
concerns to large enterprises -
have found out for themselves
and are now adapting in ways best
suited to their own circumstances.
The outcome is a distillation of
current best practice, capable of
producing a winning formula for
all UK businesses.

"Innovation is clearly a vital
component in improving the com-
petitiveness of business, both in
the manufacturing and the serv-
ice sectors. Contrary to popular

At the seminar, BT demon-
strated four VR applications -
Telepresence, Data Visualisation,
Emotional Icons, and Flying a
Communications Network.

Potential Telepresence appli-
cations could include mobile
teleworking between head office
and service centres, medical ap-
plications such as the direction of
operations from remote locations
and electronic news gathering
where one reporter combines the
roles of cameraman, soundrnan
and commentator.

Other Telepresence develop-
ments could include a pointing
facility that allows the remote
observer to indicate features of
interest to the user and hands free
interaction with databases using
voice commands.

Visualisation techniques use
advanced graphics to assist data
interpretation. At the seminar,
Cochrane showed how such tech-

manised interface with data in
network control applications and
can also be linked to artificial
intelligence to assist decision
making.

Flying a Communications Net-
work overcomes the time and lo-
gistics problems involved in net-
work management: a `desk -top'
virtual reality system can provide
a network manager with a tool for
observing and interacting with a
3D representation of a layered
network structure.

Outlining BT's role in virtual
reality research, Cochrane said:
"BT Laboratories is committed to
research work that helps us to
anticipate the business communi-
cations requirements of our cus-
tomers. We believe that virtual
reality will become an increas-
ingly important technology be-
cause it makes the assimilation of
complex business information a
faster and easier process."

myth, it is not just about spending
large sums of money on research
and development. As highlighted
throughout this report, innova-
tion begins with people.

"The report shows that in many
cases a change in corporate cul-
ture has proved necessary to the
promotion of innovation. Com-
munication and team working -
involving staff at all levels of the
business - emerge as the key in-
gredients."

The President also announced
that Innovation is to be featured in
DTI's 'Managing in the 90's' pro-
gramme. An innovation theme will
be included in the events and
publications and there will be a

series of packages to help busi-
ness become more innovative.

Howard Davies, Director Gen-
eral of the CBI said:

"Innovation is a way of life in
the most successful companies,
which are continually asking
themselves, 'Are we doing things
the right way?' and 'Can we do
them better?'. It is not just inven-
tion, although clearly it does in-
volve the development of new
products and new processes. It
can also involve anything from
training and re-training to col-
laboration with customers, adver-
tising, marketing and distribu-
tion".

Other pointers from the report

ETI APRIL 1993 5



show that best practice compa-
nies are those with a clear sense
of mission and purpose, with a
strategy balanced between short,
medium and long term, thoroughly
thought out at board level and
communicated throughout the or-
ganization. Flatter hierarchies

are the norm, and the companies
are generally run by chief execu-
tives with a strong personal com-
mitment to innovation.

The report says that new ideas
are welcomed - often through sug-
gestion schemes - and those which
are successful are rewarded by

bonuses, prizes, royalties or pro-
motion. No ideas fall on deaf ears
and all are regularly reviewed
with all relevant departments such
as R and D, production, sales and
marketing and, in many cases,
customers.

Innovation, says the study, is

difficult to measure, but leading
companies set formal perform-
ance targets and they measure
performance against their com-
petitors including the world's
best.

TOSHIBA YEAR OF INVENTION AWARDS
Anew, low cost breathing moni-
tor which aims to save the

lives of babies at risk from Cot
Death Syndrome, has won top
prize in the national Toshiba Year
of Invention competition organ-
ised by the Confederation of Brit-
ish Industry.

Its inventor, 18 year old Edin-
burgh schoolboy, Colin Paton, is
the youngest ever outright winner
of this competition.

The winning monitor, called
`Breathe Sure', is designed to be
hung from the cot or pram of a
baby at risk. A sensor attached to
a cloth belt worn around the baby,
picks up the infant's breathing
and checks that it is functioning
correctly. Each time a breath is
detected a green LED flashes to
indicate that the alarm is properly
tracking the baby's breathing.
Should breathing stop or become
irregular an alarm sounds.

Colin Paton had his bright idea
for the alarm after seeing his baby
sister, Katherine, being monitored
in hospital after she was born.

Breathing monitors used by
hospital baby units cost between
£300 and £400. Colin anticipates
his monitor will sell for
approxmately £60, offering af-
fordable peace of mind to many
parents.

As outright winner, Colin re-
ceived a total £15,000 cash prize,
plus the choice of an all -expenses
paid trip for two people to Japan
and the Far East, or top -of -the -
range Toshiba colour computer
equipment. Prior to being declared
outright winner, he also won the
school category.

An industrial designer, Gareth
Jones from Bath, won the indi-
vidual category with a new -de-
sign folding bicycle trailer capa-
ble of carrying loads of up to 40
kilograms. He hopes the device
will persuade more urban drivers
to switch to cycles and reduce
traffic pollution in Britain's towns
and cities.

Winner of the university/
college category was a research
team from Oxford University, led
by Jan Czemuszka. The team has
developed the world's first bone

substitute material which is capa-
ble of stimulating bone growth
outside the human body.

A head teacher from Hartle-
pool and a Stanley businessman
won the small business category
with their new Floatsation raft
which gives total water support
and independence to the pro-
foundly disabled. It is also aimed

at the leisure market as an aid to
relaxation.

A low cost, simple -to -use tel-
ephone for people with hearing
difficulties also won a major prize
at the Year of Invention competi-
tion. Richard Mead, a 17 year old
Chelterham College sixth former
won joint second place in the
school category and received
£2500. It is Richard's second con-
secutive success in this competi-
tion. Last February he received
£5000 as winner of the same cat-
egory for his Powersave energy
monitor.

Richard had the bright idea for
his new device, which he calls
Textcall, when his sister com-
plained about the difficulty she

had communicating with a deaf
friend outside school time. He
claims that his invention is a
cheaper alternative to the exist-
ing textphone or computer mo-
dem links available to people with
hearing difficulties.

Textcall requires only one unit
at one end of the telephone line.
Messages are sent using the dial -

hug tones of an ordinary tone -
dialling telephone.

The number keys one to nine
on a 12 -button key pad of the
telephone each represent three
letters of the alphabet. The bot-
tom three keys, the star, zero and
hash symbols are used to identify
which of the three letters was
meant. A simple sequence of two
presses per letter is used to enable
rapid transmission of any alpha-
bet letter.

The tone sequences are re-
ceived by a Textcall unit attached
to the ear piece of the non -hearing
person's telephone, which de-
codes these sequences into letters
and words, and then displays them
so that they can be read. Assum-

ing the non -hearing person can
speak and the original sender can
hear, the message can be answered
verbally. If not, a second Textcall
unit can be fitted, enabling two-
way communication between two
deaf people.

Richard used an ETI project to
help him implement his textcall
system.

Hoping to study physics at
university after leaving Chelten-
ham College, he developed his
Textcall telephone device as a
GCSE electronics exam project.
Last August he heard that the
device had earned him an `A'
pass.

Richard has registered a pat-
ent application for the invention
and has so far managed to finance
the project from his own resources.
He has had recent discussions
with an electronics company that
has expressed a positive interest
in developing and marketing
Textcall.
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nowerServer is a new, low-
cost uninterruptible power

supply from Fiskars Power Sys-
tems. It offers many of the most
advanced features of Fiskars'
high -end systems to small -com-
puter users on a low budget.

PowerServer provides power
filtering and conditioning faci'i-

unnecessarily to battery power,
but executes rapid transfer when
voltage deviations do justify
switching to inverter operation.

An automatic orderly shut-
down of the computer is also im-
plemented through monitoring of
battery parameters and detection
of other abnormal conditions.

ADVANCED STANDBY POWER
FOR EVERY COMPUTER USER

ties significantly better than other
UPS systems in the price range,
as well as computer communica-
tions, battery monitoring, and a
user-friendly front -panel status
display. These features, ensurhg
reliable computer operations with
complete protection for software
and data, are far in advance of
competitive products.

Intelligent voltage monitoring
prevents the load being switched

PowerServer features both an
RS232 interface and relay mode
communications to ensure that it
can communicate mains and UPS
status to any host computer.

The PowerServer range offers
six models with output power rat-
ings from 400 to 2200VA.

For further information con-
tact: Fiskars Power Systems, Tel:
(0734) 306600. Fax: (0734)
305868.

JOINT TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
OF 256MEGAB1T DRAM

Texas Instruments and Hitachi
Ltd, have announced an agree-

ment to jointly research and de-
velop a 256 -megabit dynamic ran-
dom access memory (DRAM) in-
tegrated circuit beginning in the
feasibility stage of the develop-
ment. This agreement starts with
a year long study on the feasibility
of co -developing common tech-
nology for the 256Mb DRAM,
before proceeding with the co -
development of the next -genera-
tion memory chip.

Under the agreement, TI and
Hitachi will share information in
each area of process, design, and
manufacturing technology for the
256Mb DRAM and each com-

pany will have access to the
other's technology as it relates to
the 256Mb DRAM development.

This new agreement is the third
joint effort in memory chip devel-
opment for the two companies.
The first was established in De-
cember, 1988 to develop a com-
mon technology for the 16Mb
DRAM. TI and Hitachi further
strengthened the relationship in
November, 1991 with the an-
nouncement of an agreement to
jointly develop a 64Mb DRAM.

Feature size of the 256Mb
DRAM will be 0.25 microns. By
comparison, a human hair is 76
microns in width. The smaller
the feature size (or gate) of a

memory chip, the more informa-
tion that can be stored on the chip.

The 256Mb DRAM will be
capable of storing 256 million
bits of information, equivalent to
11,200 typed pages of text. This
is four times the amount of infor-
mation than the previous genera-
tion of memory chip, the 64Mb
DRAM, contains. The 64Mb
DRAM will be capable of stonng
2,800 pages of text.

Work on the 64Mb DRAM is
on schedule at TI's Miho facility
and Hitachi's Device Develop-
ment Center in Japan. The joint
development team has completed
a product design and is currently
producing the memory chip pro-

totypes. Next, the two companies
will jointly develop and produce
first generation chips.

Both the 64Mb and 256Mb
DRAMs are next -generation
memory chips. Today's systems
use 4Mb DRAMs. TI has been in
volume production of 4Mb
DRA]Ms since 1990 at its wafer
fabrication plant in Miho, Japan
and since 1992 at Avezzano, Italy
and its joint venture plant with
Acer in Taiwan.

Industry analysts predict that
shipments of 4Mb DRAMs will
peak in 1994 at approximately
700 million units.

LOWER MICROWAVE CHIP COSTS
The University of Kent at Can-
terbury, Philips Microwave

and Barnard Microsystems have
joined forces in a collaborative
project to develop computer -based
design tools to halve typical de-
velopment costs of very high -fre-
quency microchips.

These microchips (called Gal-
lium Arsenide (GaAs) Monolithic
Microwave Integrated Circuits
(MMICs)), are already at the heart
of various electronic systems.

They are critical to the future of
the communications industry, par-
ticularly in such applications as
miniature personal telephones,
direct broadcast satellites and
global positioning systems. They
will also be vital components of
anti -collision and navigational
systems of the cars of the future,
already tested on the roads of
Germany and Japan.

"Currently an average MM IC
design requires four to five man -

months and the processing cost is
about £40,000-£50,000" said
Keith Williams of Philips Micro-
wave. "To achieve a true explo-
sion in MMIC applications, it is
essential that a more accurate,
economical method of producing
the MMIC is developed and the
design costs are reduced. Philips
is excited about the collaboration
with the University of Kent and
Barnard Microsystems and see it
as the way ahead in this develop-

mental process."
The team, with the help of a

£1,437000 grant from the Depart-
ment of Trade and Industry, is
developing a comprehensive de-
sign package which will include
accurate models of MMIC com-
ponents, plus all the elements re-
quired in the design process, built
into a single work station. "At
present, the combination of proc-
ess spread and insufficient accu-
racy of computer simulation often
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makes it necessary to repeat the
design loop two or even three
times before the chip is con-
structed. With each design loop
taking several months and cost-
ing over £50,000, the envisaged
savings both in time and money
will be very substantial" said
Adam Jastrzebski, Senior Lec-
turer in Electronic Engineering

and leader of the GaAs Research
Group at the University of Kent.

The new MMIC design soft-
ware package and the improved
modelling methods will allow
much more accurate prediction of
the chip's performance. This,
when coupled with the simulta-
neous tightening of the process
control by Philips and other GaAs

foundries, should result in "right
first time" designs and should at
least halve typical MMIC devel-
opment times and costs. The chips
will not only be cheaper but also
the products using them will reach
the market place much faster.

The MMIC design software
will be converted into a commer-
cial product by Barnard

Microsystems. Adam Jastrzebski
said, "I foresee our software be-
ing used by engineering compa-
nies throughout the world.

For further information please
contact Helen Harrison or James
Adamson at The University of
Kent.

ACTIVE CROSSOVER FROM BK

BK ELECTRONICS have an-
nounced the launch of the

X03 pogrammable 3 -way active
crossover. The X03 is a stereo
cross -over unit, with many fea-
tures. Housed in an industry -

standard 19", 1U high rack case,
the X03 has a removable front
fascia panel, behind which are
the DIP switches for program-
ming the unit's cross -over points.
Levels for bass, mid and top are

fully adjustable, with phase in-
vert switches on the bass chan-
nels. The X03 achieves 24dB per
octave cross -over slope.

The X03 programmable 3 -way
active cross -over is available at

the price of f116.33 including
VAT, plus £7.00 delivery, from
B.K. Electronics. Tel: 0702 -
527572 Fax: 0702 - 420243.

ANOTHER PERSONAL COMPUTER REVOLUTION
The personal computer is set to

evolutionise our lives all over
again, with PCs "taking a place in
every house, car and handbag",
according to Paul Mugge, the head
of IBM's research and develop-
ment laboratory at Boca Raton,
Florida.

Mr Mugge was speaking at a
press conference in London to
mark the tenth anniversary of the
UK launch of the IBM PC, which
was developed at the Boca Raton
laboratory. He said that in the
next ten years we will see:

+palm -sized computers that
send and receive information from
anywhere in the world, comput-
ers capable of human conversa-

tion. and all -in -one entertainment,
information and communication
systems in the home that will take
the place of compact disc players,
video players, cameras and com-
puter game machines.

Mr Mugge explained that al-
though most of the technology is
already available and will reach
consumers in the next two to three
years, even more exciting devel-
opments lie around the corner.
His current work centres on the
way in which the PC will become
truly "personal technology".

He went on to say:
"We are about to see personal

computing, communications and
consumer electronics coming to-

gether to provide consumers with
machines that until now have been
pure science fiction. This has
been talked about for a number of
years - but IBM is now making
these machines a reality.

"The next decade will see the
PC leave the desktop and move
into the palm of the hand. PCs
will be more portable and user-
friendly than they are now, will
go anywhere that people go and
be able to receive and transmit
information around the globe. We
will be able to talk to computers
and replace keyboards with touch
sensitive screens or systems.

"Above all, as in the last ten
years, we expect enormous strides

UNIQUE ELECTRONICS TRAINING CENTRE
OPENS FOR BUSINESS

Courses have begun at the UK's
first centre specialising in the
repair of computerised electronic
circuits.

The Surface Mount and Radio
Technology Centre at Hertford
Regional College in Broxbourne,
Hertfordshire, offers a range of
short courses including the repair
of printed circuit boards and of
analogue and digital mobile
phones. The only other centre of

its kind is in Holland.
Equipment for the centre has

been purchased with two El
15,000 grants, from Hertfordshire
TEC and Hutchison Telecom. It
includes the Marconi 2955B cel-
lular tester and the Marconi 27-
2000 SMT rework station.

College principal John Evans
said: +The centre will enable us to
train engineers for a range of hi -
tech industries based in the county

and beyond, offering courses
which will ensure that qualifying
students will be among the best
trained in the country -J.

For further infomation about
these courses, which lead to Na-
tional Vocational Qualifications
(NVQs) call Paul Dwyer on 0992
466451

to be made in the power and capa-
bility of the average PC, which
will have an even greater impact
on our lifestyles and working pat-
terns.

"What is certain is that the
technology we can foresee now
will be superseded if the pace of
development continues at its
present rate."

Mr Mugge was speaking at
the launch ofan IBM report which
analyses the impact of the PC
over the last decade and gives an
insight into what the next decade
might bring.

More
News in

Next
Months
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NEWS
...Stateside...

Miniature
microvalve

AUS company manufactures a
very small microvalve using

silicon micro -machining. This is
a method of batch fabricating
minute electronic components
with silicon etching and wafer
laminating as well as traditional
IC -processing techniques.

The normally closed
microvalve consists of a silicon
diaphragm with a central boss
that mates to an etched silicon
valve body. A thin aluminium

Gas Microvalve

Aluminium bimetallic element

Valve body

Silicon diaphragm

lose

Inlet

Valve seat

Outlet

film deposited on the diaphragm
forms the other element of the
bimetallic structure. Varying the
electrical power dissipated by re-
sistors implanted in the diaphragm
makes the temperature of the dia-
phragm change. As temperature
increases, the difference in ther-
mal expansion between the sili-

con and aluminium forces the boss
away from the valve seat. The
higher the temperature, the far-
ther the valve opens.

Plastic caps bonded to each
side of the valve body provide gas
connections. The Model 4225
microvalve is only 0.6 x 0.6 x 0.3 -
inches and weighs 0.3g. It can

from 0 to
operating pressure ranged of 25
psig. Prototype valves have been
cycled millions of times with no
observable change in perform-
ance.
Source: IC Sensors,

Milpita,
California.

replace solenoid
valves measuring 2
x 1 x I -inch that
weigh 15 to 20 g,
yet sells for about
one-third the price
in OEM quantities.
Filters inside the
package keep parti-
cles from entering
the valve chip.
Combining
microvalves with
pressure or flow -
sensing elements
provides closed -
loop pressure or
flow control. The
microvalve pro-
vides fully propor-
tional flow control

150 cc/min with an

Scanning
microscopy

4 scanning force microscope
ti has been equipped with a
new tip having an unconventional
shape by IBM researchers who

have used the device for
nondestructive inspection, char-
acterisation and profiling of both
the width and depth of circuit
features. The technique could
replace scanning electron
microscopy. Rurthermore, with
SEMs, a wafer would have to be

sliced in half in order to inspect
vertical sidewalls.

Because the non-destructve
technique may replace such de-
structive tests the advance has the
potential of saving the semi -con-
ductor industry many millions of
dollars a year.

IBM said that it will license
the technology to metrology com-
panies, and will also offer it as an
option with its scanned -probe -
microscope tools now being mar-
keted commercially.

Electron
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Free electron
lasers

esearch on the principles un-
derlying free -electron lasers

are leading to new techniques that
promise tunable desktop laser sys-
tems. Large-scale laser sources
that were developed through pro-
grammes such as the Strategic
Defence Initiative require a room-
ful of equipment to generate the
million electron -volt beams and
intense magnetic fields required
to produce laser light from free

electrons.
New approaches that use reso-

nant cavities or low -temperature
plasmas to scale down the free -
electron effect now hold out the
promise of practical commercial
systems.

Dartmouth College of Hano-
ver, New Hampshire, have joined
with Vermont Photonics Inc. to
make a scaled -down prototype,
according to Vermont's president,
Michael Mross.

"We have an exclusive licens-
ing agreement with Dartmouth
College," explained Mross, "and

in return, we are helping research-
ers there with the new optical
tools we are developing."

The company is basing its prod-
uct development on a discovery
by Dartmouth that high-energy
electrons travelling near a metal
grating produce coherent radia-
tion. The speeding electrons in-
duce an oscillating charge in the
metal grating that reacts with the
electron beam to produce coher-
ent light. The effect is amplified
by building a resonant cavity
around the grating. As the elec-
tron beam bounces back and forth
over the grating it pumps energy
into a light field at a specific
frequency, resulting in the classic
amplification of stimulating emis-
sion that underlies all lasers. The
technique completely eliminates
the large magnets required by
standard FELs and can operate
with modest electron -beam ener-
gies.

Engineers at Vermont
Photonics have also come up with
the remaining critical piece of the
puzzle for building practical sys-

tems - a scaled -down electron -
beam source. "What we have
come up with is essentially an
electron gun that runs on rack -
mounted 100 -kV DC power sup-
plies," Mross explained. "Our
job now is to package the system
so that it will be user-friendly and
fit on a desktop."

Rather than attempting to build
a laser source tunable across a
broad range of frequencies, Ver-
mont Photonics has decided to
target a gap in the electromag-
netic spectrum that falls between
microwave and optical technol-
ogy.

Mross is planning to set up a
facility at Dartmouth that chemi-
cal researchers could use to pur-
sue infrared spectrographic stud-
ies. "With an infrared laser system
that is easy to use, we expect the
facility to generate momentum in
this new area ofchemical research,
and in the process generate con-
tacts for our commercial systems
when they are ready," he said.
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READ/WRITE 14A-i-!
A Converted
Inverter

Refering to the article in ETI
December 1992 on the 12V to
240V mains converter, I have the
following question.

Would it be possible to use
this unit to generate 48V instead
of 240V by replacing the trans-
former.

I don't see why not. Your out-
put voltage is governed by the
turns ratio and the efficiency of
the transformer. A I:4 increase
on the turns would take you in the
right direction for a 4811 peak -
Ed.

Digital
Heartbeats

As I have a Pacemaker im-
plant (otherwise I would have died
18months ago), I am more than
interested in The Heartbeat/Au-
dio listener published in October
1992 and as 1 have had to periodi-
cally check my pulse rate, I won-
der if it is in the bounds of possi-
bility to design a circuit using a
digital counter?

I and no doubt many others
would be extremely grateful if
you could publish such a circuit
which would eliminate the use of
headphones.

J M Whiteley, Ravenstone,
Leics.

We are always open to offers
from any ofour readers who might
have a circuit for publication.

Gas Detection
Could I pass on some infor-

mation to help your readers who
are building the Gas leakage de-
tector in Tech Tips Feb '93. The
article states "..the sensor must
be placed somewhere around the
ceiling". Having been a heating
service engineer for some 20 years
I should point out that some gases
are heavier than air and therefore

Fading
Festoonery

An attempt by my stepson to
build Richard Sayer's "Fading
Festoonery" resulted in the fol-
lowing improvements having to
be incorporated:

1. The unclear specification of
the transformer in relationship to
the foil pattern led to the shop
supplying Dne which needed the
PCB to be modified to put both
secondaries in series (in our case).

2. C2 needs to be several times
the value shown to reduce ripple
to a level whose trough does not
interrupt the regulator's opera-
tion.

3. With the rectified 50 Hz
sinewave fed to the comparator,
the most power able to reach the
lamps would be less than half
since the gate pulse cannot ad-
vance any earlier than near the
sine peak (follow the logic of
Richard's Figure 3). A ramp or
sawtooth synchronised to the
mains is needed. RV1 was re-
moved and replaced by my Figure
1, mounted on a small piece of
stripboard above the original PCB.

The 3k3 ensures that the trough
of rectified mains reaches zero
every half cycle. Q1 is off briefly
around the mains zero crossing,
letting Q2 discharge the 68n ca-
pacitor to a level set by the 510R
and150R. This level is around the
lower value at pin 5 of ICI. The
time constant of the capacitor with
the 150k is chosen to reach the

upper voltage at pin 5 in the time
Q2 is off (just under mains half
cycle time). Since the original
RI, R2 and R4 do not change
value, the values in the sawtooth
generator do not need adjustment
so any variable replacing the func-
tion of Richard's RV1 is point-
less.

4. Following from the correc-
tion in part (3) above, the positive
gate pulse does not move within
the mains phase. Since cutting
track to reverse the comparator
inputs looked a messy prospect,
advantage was taken of the fact
that triacs fire in all four quad-
rants by removing D2 and driving
from the negative pulse.

5. The main role of a capacitor
like C6 (and C9) is NOT, as
Richard states, "to smooth the
current through the load". It is to
protect the triac from being de-
stroyed by turning brought on at
the wrong time by the high rate of
change of voltage encountered in
some switching circuits. By itself
it has a drawback in that its peak
discharge current can also destroy
a triac switch on: Triacs were
being destroyed in this circuit until
the network of my fig 2 was added.
The fuses are redundant as most
semiconductors are destroyed in
fewer microseconds than an ordi-
nary fuse takes to melt.

6. The user's desire for adjust-
ment is best satisfied by replacing
each of R3 and RIO by a 100k
preset in series with a 15K.

Despite all the above,
Richard's idea was inspired and
has provided a novel feature for

my wife to show our guests as
well as interesting work for my-
self and stepson.

Nick Lacey
Reading

Berks.

Richard Sagar replies:
The smoothing capacitor be-

fore the regulator is indead much
larger than that stated on the
diagram, I have a 100µ capacitor
as opposed to the IDI.t stated, a
typing error somewhere down the
line, I noticed also on the pub-
lished diagram that the inputs to
ICI a are incorrectly labelled (+
and - are the wrong way round),
though the pin numbering is cor-
rect.

His point regarding the use of
a sawtooth or linear waveform
for the triggering of the triac is
something I had given thought to
but in the interest of keeping the
circuit compact, and to get across
the basic principle of operation, I
left the additional circuitry out.
My intention would have been to
use a constant current source to
charge the capacitor, giving a
linear change in voltage with time
and synchronized to the mains
using the same technique as his.

The inclusion of the fuses can
do no harm and will protect from
shorts.

I am of course encouraged to
know that my article was interest-
ing enough to receive some atten-
tion.

sink to the lowest point, where
they can build up to dangerous
levels. These gases include two of
the most popular fuels, propane
and butane as used by caravaners
and those that live in the country-
side without mains gas. the sen-
sor in these cses should be sited at
the lowest point, where they can
detect any build up. ie i a caravan
at the lowesst point beneath the
cooker or in the bilges of a boat.

J G Mepham, Warrington,
Cheshire.

Ed.
Well spotted Mr Mepham -

from
junction 0
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Archimedes computer. Specific to
your machine with the news and

reviews you want to read
Spectacular features on all aspects of the
Archimedes from printers to programming,

games to graphics

PLUS, A FANTASTIC FREE DISC
with every issue!

grr
SUBSCRIPTION
& BACK ISSUES

HOTLINE
0737 768611

Published 2nd
Friday of

every month
only £2.95

Order your copy from a
newsagent now or
subscribe and we'll
deliver every issue FREE!* * UK only

At% Technical Information Services --'''
76 CHURCH STREET, LARKHALL,

LANARKSHIRE, ML9 1HE
TEL/FAX: (0698) 883334 Mon -Fri 8.30am - 5.00pm

TEL/FAX: (0698) 888343 Outwith business hours

Write now w7th an SAE for your FREE QUOTE
4 FREE. CATALOGUE

SUPPLIER OF:

SERVICE MANUALS
SHEETS + CIRCUITS

We offer: -
ANY 20 MANUALS FOR ONLY £7.50 each.

For one payment cl £150 you can order any 20 Manuals of
any value, Post Frye, over any period of time.
* REPLACEMENTS & REFUNDS *

if anything is unreadable
* DIAGRAMS ON A2 pages *

TWICE the size of A3 diagrams & unavailable from
any other Technical Information Supplier

"Remember we also sell hundreds of technical books"

.
WE NOW HAVE A

LIBRARY SERVICE
For the Loaning of Service Information.

PLEASE CALL FOR ALL INFORMATION

WE ALSO HAVE HUNDREDS OF OTHER TOP
SELLING TITLES!

we run another Library, for
ASSO P.C.- GAMES SOFTWARE
lifY WRITE FOR DETAILS
IAN'

A G .57.41CTBONICS
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS MAIL ORDER COMPANY
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Offer(ors

(Please Send C2 kw Ymr cnPY) 01).0' ORANGE DUAL LED DISPLAY

 FAST SERVICE Value Mogn & Advance Ticket to

 LOW PRICES "All Formats Computer Show'
 LARGE DISCOUNTS Value L 4.(fl(0 With Every Catalogue

11)1) Park Avenue, London F:6 2SR
Tel: 081 552 2386 Fax: 081 471 7968

£29.95 (8 -bit A to D
For PC's & 100% Compatibles

* Plugs into printer port
* Up to 25 KHz sampling.
* 0 to 5V input range.
* Software drivers in C and BASIC
* Voltmeter/Oscilloscope software

including source code.
* 3.5" or 525" disk (Please specify)
* Price includes Post & Packing

MAIL ORDER TO
Cheques & Postal
Orders only please

C. P. Technology
Red Lion Yard. Market Place
Blandford, DORSET DT11 7EB

BADGER BOARDS
Printed Circuit Boards

Prototype -Singles -Multiple runs. Minimum charge £15.00. Artwork.
Plotting from Schematic to final board layout. Send S.A.E. now for

Catalogue of Kits -Boards -Projects available. Many magazine boards
produced for individual customers.

Dept: HRT 87, Blackberry Lane, Four Oaks, Sutton Coldfleld,
874 4JF 021-353 9326

GR. cIV. 'Electronic
TEST EQUIPMENT CLEAROUT

M16600A Sweep Generator 1.7-4.2GHz £150. M16600A 1-7-4.2 plus 8-12.4 GHz £200.
Hatfield 600R 0-121dB Attenuator £25 HP3702A/3703A CSA Display £50.
HP851B Analyser display £50. Replacement BWO (SE213) for 85518 £200
RS LFM-2 with accessories £1000 WG LDE-2 Group delay receiver £45.
RC627 Low Band Mobile Radios, unused £75. MI20918/20928 Noise test set £30
All equipment plus VAT and Carriage. Callers by Appointment please

1 ARNOLD COURT, ARNOLDS FARM LANE, MOUNTNESSING,
ESSEX CM13 1UT Tel: 0277 352219 Fax: 0277 352968

OMNI ELECTRONICS
174 Dalkeith Road, Edinburgh EH16 5DX  031 667 2611

The supplier to use if you're looking for -
* A WIDE RANGE OF COMPONENTS AIMED

AT THE HOBBYIST *
* COMPETITIVE VAT INCLUSIVE PRICES *

* MAIL ORDER - generally by
RETURN OF POST *

* FRIENDLY SERVICE *

Oper: Monday -Thursday 9.15-6.00 milma
VISA

Friday 9.15-5.00 Saturday 9.30-5.00
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ETI readers have always been
kept well informed on the lat-

est developments in technology
and during the last year our se-
ries on HDTV not only gave a
great deal of detail as to how
HDTV works, but also explained
about the initial digital test trans-
missions that were being carried
out by the ITC and National
Transcommunications Ltd. from
existing transmission sites in
Devon (ETI August 1992). James
Archer now reports on the latest
news from Exeter where, at the
end of January, live over -air
transmissions of widescreen en-
hanced digital television pro-
grammes were demonstrated to
top broadcasting executives and
to government regulators.

Digital Television -
Developments in
transmission

We learned last year
that ITC sponsored work
being carried out in the
research laboratories of
the UK's National Trans -
communications Ltd. was
likely to bring forward the
transmission ofdigital TV
by several years. Using
the acronym SPECTRE
(Special Purpose Extra
Channels for Terrestrial
Radio -communication
Enhancements), ITC and
NTL engineers have been
investigating the feasibil-
ity of squeezing a number
of low -power digital sig-
nals into the gaps in the
frequency spectrum be-
tween the existing four
analogue TV transmis-
sions. Such a scheme
would, if practicable, al-
low enhanced quality dig-
ital widescreen transmis-
sions to be introduced
gradually, allowing viewers who
choose to buy new digital receiv-
ers to watch the new services,
without affecting existing servic-
es in any way.

The key to allowing this to
happen is that the new transmis-
sions must be of extremely low
power, so that they do not upset

FIRST DIGITAL TV PICTURES
FROM DEVON

the existing pro-
gramme transmissions
- after all, most of the
new Channel Three
franchise holders have
paid tens of millions
for the right to broad-
cast and there would,
quite rightly, be ruc-
tions if anything were
done to disturb their
transmissions. Low
power analogue TV
transmissions would
not be suitable for
squeezing into the
spectral gaps, because
they are not very rug-
ged, demanding high
signal to noise ratios
before satisfactory pic-
ture quality can be
achieved. If, however,
specially processed
digital signals are used,
together with a clever-
ly designed modulation
system known as
OFDM (Orthogonal

Amp itude

Vision Visioi Vision

Sound

OFDM

II

So

II

.jnd

OFDM

SoJnd

II

Vision

So

OFDM

It
2

Low Amplitude OFDM
Digital TV Signals

nd

OFDM

Frequency

Fig.1 Showing how low power digital signals can be inserted
into the gaps in the spectrum between the existing BBC1,
BBC2, Channel 3, and Channel 4 transmissions.

Stockland Hill
Transmitter

ideo Coder

Multiplexer

Video Audio

Main UHF TV Antennas

Test Log -Periodic
Aerials mounted

part way up masts

30 Mlles

SURVEY VEHICLE

decodernde

Measurement
Equipment

Beacon Hill
Transmitter

Control System

I High
Power

1 Amplifier

Monitor

Fig.2 Arrangements for field trials in Devon ITC/NTL IBC 92 paper)

OFOM
Modulator

Pseudo
Random

Data

Frequency Division Multiplex-
ing), the resulting signals can be
inserted at low power into the
existing gaps in the spectrum, so
that they do not interfere with
their neighbouring high-powered
analogue TV signals and yet they
are rugged enough for a digital
receiver to be able to decode them

into perfect pictures and sound.
In ETI August 1992, details

were given of the arrangements
for field trials of the SPECTRE
system that have been carried
out using the Stockland Hill and
Beacon Hill transmitters in Dev-
on. The transmitters are about
30 miles apart, and at each site a

log periodic aerial has
been erected half way
up the existing mast;
the aerials are directed
at each other, making
possible a range of dif-
ferent experiments.
Normally one transmit-
ter broadcasts a digital
television signal using
the OFDM modulation
system, and the other
radiates an interfering
signal.

The arrangement
shown in the diagram
indicates that Stock -
land Hill is configured
as the provider of the
wanted digital signal,
and Beacon Hill as the
source of potential in-
terference. The Stock -
land Hill transmission
could be a compressed
digital video signal
modulated using

OFDM, whilst the interfering
OFDM signal from Beacon Hill is
modulated by a pseudo -random
data sequence. A mobile field
strength measuring vehicle can
drive around the service areas,
checking on received picture qual-
ity and measuring both field
strengths and error rates. The
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OFDM transmissions take place
at the same time as the two sta-
tions are transmitting their nor-
mal four PAL UHF transmissions.
The Stockland Hill transmitter is
well sited for tests of the effects of
SECAM transmissions from
France, and of co -channel inter-
ference from the main Rowridge
UHF TV transmitter on the Isle of
Wight.

625 line widescreen digital sig-
nals at 216 Mbit/s. The programme
material had actually been origi-
nated in full HDTV format, and
had been downconverted to 625
lines for the demonstration The
programme was a Thames Tele-
vision production, originally made
for the European Commission,
called 'The Return of Columbus',
which contained a wide range of

mestic widescreen television from
Nokia, which provided surpris-
ingly good 625 line results on its
36" diagonal screen. This is the
type of receiver that is now start-
ing to appear in UK shops and, if
the price can come down a little.
could prove very popular; already
the rental companies are saying
that the demand for such receiv-
ers is exceeding their expecta-

pictures throughout the demon-
stration.

Co-operation with
Europe, and the BBC!

The ITCJNTL digital trans-
mission research work will con-
tinue in the forthcoming months.
and the results are being fed into
the various European committees
currently looking at digital

Dl Digital Video Recorder

OPSK OFDM Demodulator

Digital Image Compressor

Video Decompressor

Fig.3.Arrangements for the digital picture transmissions in Devon.

Modulator

OFDM °PS{

625 -line Wde Screen Display

HDTV Display

Test transmissions -
pictures at last!

For some months now the test
transmissions have been quietly
taking place, but the digital trans-
missions have consisted ofstreams
of pseudo -random data, not of
pictures, since the essential work
has been to measure the error
rates and the types of error on the
received signals throughout the
coverage area of the transmitter.
At the end ofJanuary, for the very
first time, arrangements were
made to transmit digital pictures
from the Stockland Hill transmit-
ter, and, using a standard 'group
A' television aerial on the top of a
hotel close to the railway station
in the middle of Exeter, these
signals were received, decoded,
and displayed on two widescreen
receivers.

A Dl component digital vide-
otape recorder had been installed
at the transmitter site, providing

different types of picture material
shot under all kinds of lighting
conditions, indoors and out. The
216Mbit/s digital picture signals
were then digitally compressed
into a data stream of about
I 0Mbit/s, which was then QPSK
coded and fed to the OFDM mod-
ulator and transmitted on UHF
Channel 24 at an effective radiat-
ed power of 250 watts, just one
thousandth of the power of the
accompanying 250 Kilowatt West
Country Television analogue
transmissions, radiated on Chan-
nel 23 from the same site. High
quality digital stereo sound sig-
nals were also radiated, at a data
rate of about 250kbit/s.

The widescreen digital pic-
tures were superb! Two different
displays had been provided in the
hotel, one a 39" Sony professional
HDTV monitor, which showed
up -converted 1250 line pseudo -
HDTV pictures, the other a do-

tions. Although they couldn't eer
be called 'compact', such receiv-
ers could be fitted into many a
domestic lounge without pushing
out the rest of the furniture. In
contrast, the huge professional
HDTV monitor was bigger than
many a wardrobe, far too wide to
pass through a standard domestic
doorway and takes at least four
men to lift!

Another interesting facet of
the demonstrations was that the
ITC showed coverage maps of the
Stockland Hill transmitter, which
indicated that at the location of
the hotel, signals from Stockland
Hill were very poor, due to the
screened nature of the city -centre
location; the hotel normally re-
ceives its pictures from the near-
by Exeter St.Thomas relay sta-
tion. In spite of the poor reception
conditions, however, the digital
signals demonstrated their rug-
gedness by providing error -free

broadcasting. The hope is that
European broadcasters and gov
emments will be able to develop
a common strategy for the imple-
mentation of digital television
broadcasting - don't I remember
something similar being planned
for satellite broadcasting? On the
co-operation front, it was encour-
aging to see that the BBC Break-
fast Time programme carried a
four -minute piece about these very
significant demonstrations from
Independent Television, and that
BBC engineers, who are very
much interested in digital trans-
mission developments, and actu-
ally carried out a short transmis-
sion test of their own, in
co-operation with Thomson, ear-
lier in the year, also attended the
Exeter demonstrations. ETI will
keep you updated, as digital TV
research continues.
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Chelmer Valve Company
for

Audio Valves

0

Audio valves with famous Brand Names of yesteryear such as MULLARD, MOV, GEC, RCA etc., are in very limited
supply and their scarcity also makes them very expensive.

We at Chelmer Valve Company however provide high quality alternatives to these old makes. We have over 30 years
experience in the supply of electronic valves of all types and during this time have established close ties with factories
and sources worldwide.

For high fidelity use we further process valves from these sources using our specially developedfacilities. After rigorous
testing - including noise, hum, microphony, post burn -in selection and matching as needed - we offer this product as
CVC PREMIUM valves.

Aselection of the more popular types is listed here.

Price list & Order Form for CVC PREMIUM Audio Valves
UNIT PRICE QTY. TOTAL PRICE UNIT PRICE QTY. TOTAL PRICE

PRE -AMP VALVES CARRIED FORWARD. .

ECC81/12AT7 5.00 RECTIFIERS
ECC82/12AU7 4.00 GZ33 4.50
ECC83/12AX7 5.00 GZ34/5AR4 4.50
ECC85 4.00 5U4G 5.00
ECC88 5.00 5Y3GT 3.20
EF86 4.00 5Z4GT 3.50
E81CC (GOLD PIN) 6.00

SOCKETSE82CC " 6.00

E83CC " 6.00

E88CC " 7.00 B9A (PCB) 1.60

E8OF 12.00 B9A (CHASSIS) 1.60

E83F 5.50 OCTAL (CHASSIS) 1.75

6SL7GT 4.00 4 PIN (UX4) 3.00

6SN7GT 4.20
MATCHING CHARGES*

POWER VALVES POST St PACKING

TOTAL EXC. VAT2A3 (4 PIN) 14.00

2A3 (OCTAL) 14.00

VAT® 17f%211 22.00

300B 50.50

TOTAL TO PAY811A 9.50
L

845 29.90

EL34/6CA7 7.50
* MATCHING, if required; state valve types & if PAIRS,

QUADS or OCTETS - Allow £1.00 per valve for this service.
EL84/6BQ5 4.00

E84L/7189A 5.10

KT66 9.20

KT88 12.50 Make CHEQUES payable to
or pay byKT88 (GOLD Q) 18.50 'CHELMER VALVE COMPANY

6L6GC 6.50 ACCESS/MASTERCARD/VISA, give details:-
6L6WGC/5881 8.00

6V6GT 5.00
Signature Expiry

Name

Address

Post Code

6146B 10.20

6336A 30.00

6550A 11.00

7581A 10.00

TOTAL CARRIED FORWARD

Valve amplifiers sound better still with CVC PREMIUM valves!

130 New London Road. Chelmsford. Essex CM2 ORG, England. Telelphone: (0245) 355296/265865 Fax: (0245) 490064
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Low cost data acquisition for IBM PCs & compatibles...
All our products are easy to install - they connect directly to either the
printer or serial port and require no power supply. They are supplied with

easy to use software which collects data for either display or print-out.

ADC- 1 1

00
0 00

0 0
0

00 p0 00 00 00 00 0
0 0

All prices exclusive of VA T

4

 8 - bit resolution
 one channel
 10-25k samples per second

 Oscilloscope/Voltmeter software

 0-5 V input range
 Connects to printer port

 10 - bit resolution
 11 channel
 5-10k samples per second

 Data logger software
 0-2.5 V input range

 Connects to printer port

£75
 8, 12, 16 -bit resolution + sign

 8 s/e or 4 differential inputs

 2 16 or 300 8 -bit samples per second

 ± 2.5 V input range

 Data logger software
 Connects to serial porr

PICO TECHNOLOGY LTD
Broadway House, 149 - 151 St Neots Road, Hardwick, Cambridge, CB3 70J

ACCESS

Aft VISA Tel: 0954 - 211716 Fax: 0954 - 211880

0
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A high quality low
noise mic pre -amp by

Will Chester.

yin
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Fig.1 The differential stage
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9Vdc

Rb2
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his mini -project represents a back -to -basics ap-
proach to the design of a high quality, low noise
microphone amplifier.

The amplifier is intended for use with micro-
phones in the impedance range of 200 to 600R having
sensitivity figures in the range -80 to -74dBV (100 to
200µV).

Both quality and low noise performance is achieved
through the use of a minimum number of active components
and careful selection of the DC design parameters. The
simplicity of the circuit encourages experimentation and
demonstrates some useful, if not important design tech-
niques.

The heart of this amplifier is a differential input stage.
This has the ability of amplifying only 'difference' signals
between it's input terminals. In other words, any signals that
rise and fall simultaneously (in phase) at both the input
terminals are amplified only by a very small fraction of the
difference signal gain. In fact, for all intents and purposes,
these in -phase or common mode signals are totally rejected
compared to the differential, normal mode signal. An exam-
ple of unwanted common mode signal, or noise is 50Hz
mains 'hum' induced into amplifier input leads. Higher
frequency noise can also be induced into sensitive audio
circuits by nearby logic devices switching with fast rise and

fall edges, as is the case with microprocessor equipment.
The differential input stage formed around Q1 and Q2 is

the basis of all op -amp circuits.
Many operational amplifier chips are now available, each

type offering improved performance in some parameter or
application. It seems a shame that these integrated circuits,
using tens if not hundreds of transistors are often used as the
black -box chip without a second thought to their fundamen-
tal design.

The circuit presented shows that it is possible to construct

a high performance audio pre -amplifier using only five
transistors.

A master volume is provided and this is accompanied by
a pan control so that the mono output can be placed

anywhere within a stereo output image. Additionally a peak -
level indicator is built around a low power comparator.

The Differential Stage
Figure 1 shows the basic idea of the input stage.
Transistors QI and Q2 are biased from the base resistors

RBI, RB2 which are connected to the mid -way point of the
power supply voltage.

The base current drawn by each transistor will be ex-
tremely small, giving an almost negligible voltage drop
across each base resistor. If the transistors are perfectly
'matched' this small standing DC voltage at the bases will be
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identical. In practical op -amps there is usually a small
difference, known as the input offset voltage.

Now, the base terminals are both at the same potential
(well, within a few millivolts), at mid supply voltage in this
case. This voltage is arbitrarily called 'earth' in op -amp
circuits and thus the inputs are said to be at "virtual earth".
Yes, yet another fancy term thrown around by engineers! The
operating current for both transistors is set by Rt. This
resistor, often referred to as the "long tail", carries the DC
operating current for Q I and Q2. These currents will be equal
if we use matched transistors, therefore:-

IEE = lc (total) = lc, ic2

The current in Rt will only be very slightly greater than Ic
(total) due to 18 being very small (as is the case for a high
current gain, hm. say > 200). We can say that this total
operating current is determined by the value of Rt and the
voltage across it, in other words: -

1c (total) = [(Vcc/2)-VJ/Rt

Where Vb = 0.6 volts; the voltage dropped across the base -

emitter junction.
For the microphone amplifier this operating, or quies-

cent, current is chosen so as to minimise noise generated
within the transistors themselves.

The collector resistors R(.1, R(., form the load resistors for
each transistor, the output voltage being taken from between
the collectors.

The value of Rc is chosen so that the DC quiescent current
gives a DC output of (0.75 x Vcc) at each collector. This
setting maximises the available swing (positive and negative
half -cycles) for the amplified output voltage.

Rc = (Vcc - 0.75Vcc)/Ic

where Rc = 1= R,
and Ic = =1(.2

Now lets look at what happens when an
presented at say, QI base terminal.

Firstly, the signal should be coupled by a capacitor or
transformer so as not to disturb the dc operating point just set
at the base.

Figure 2 helps to show what happens.
The following discussion refers to small signal quantities

AC signal is

which add to the standing DC currents and voltages.
On the rising (positive) half cycle of signal Vin, the base

voltage VbI of QI increases causing QI collector current to
increase. This causes the voltage VE across Rt to increase
which reduces the base to emitter voltage of Q2. The collec-
tor current of Q2 now falls and this is accompanied by a
corresponding rise in voltage V(.2 seen at it's collector output.
On the falling (negative) half cycle of Vin, voltage Vbl is
reduced causing Q1 collector current to fall. This reduces the
voltage drop VE across Rt effectively increasing the base to
emitter junction voltage of Q2. This gives a rise in Q2
collector current and therefore a fall in output voltage VC2.
Consideration of what has
just been said will show that,
with the output taken from
Q2 collector, Q I base con-
stitutes a non -inverting in-
put. If the input was instead
coupled to Q2 base, the out-
put would be inverted.

Common Mode
Performance

The characteristics ofQ I
and Q2 are well matched,
especially in terms of cur-
rent gain.

When operated in true
differential mode, the input
is put between the two base terminals, such that as the signal
rises at QI base the signal is falling at Q2 base. The output
is taken from between the collector terminals.

The total current flowing in Rt is &ways the same since
a rise in one transistors collector current is matched by an
equal and opposite, that is fall. of collector current in the
other transistor. This means that voltage VE, across Rt will

remain fixed. The emitter current IF and 1E2 will

vary unimpeded by Rt. What happens if the same
input, Vin is coupled to both base terminals at the
same time (in other words, a common mode sig-
nai)'?

This would mean that as emitter current IF

increases emitter current I,.2 will also be increasing.
Both currents are trying to turn off the opposite
transistor!

What actually happens is that each current
flowing in Rt causes the voltage V, to increase. The
outcome is that both collector output voltages will
change by an equal amount giving rise to no differ-
ence between them. This results in very little output
for common -mode signals. The greater the mis-
match between QI and Q2, the greater will be the
output voltage for a common -mode input.

Matched pairs and arrays of transistors are
widely available on so called monolithic chips.

For instance the 8 -pin SSM2210 device has two
transistors sharing the same substrate. This enhances the
thermal stability while the transistors themselves are matched
with their gains within 0.5%.

Practical Gain
To allow determination of differential gain, a small

emitter resistor It( is used as shown in Figure 3.
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For differential -mode signals the gain, Av is given by:-

Av = Rc/(211, + 2re)

where re is the intrinsic emitter resistance, given
approximately by: -

re = 25/Ic ohms.

Where Ic is in mA
For common -mode signals the gain AVCM is given by:-

AVCM = Rc/2RT

From this last equation it can be seen that the larger Rt
value is, the better, since this will reduce the common mode
gain but leave the differential gain unaffected.

Fig.5 Common mode input arrangement

The circuit of the microphone amplifier employs a con-
stant current source based around Q3, see Figure 6. This

maintains the total emitter current (and thereby collector
current) constant and will not allow common mode signals to
increase this current. Because of this reluctance to change,
current sources have a very high impedance. Replace Rt with
a current source and wave goodbye to common -mode nasties!

Note that one collector resistor can be omitted to allow the
differential output to be sensed across the remaining load
resistor. Omitting one collector resistor does not affect the
total emitter current since this is set by the current source,
and both transistors are matched.

Rattle and Hum
It is perhaps useful to add some notes regarding noise, of

the extraneous type that is.
The circuit of the microphone amplifier is shown in

Figure 6. Since transformer T1 is composed of windings, any
nearby magnetic fields (50Hz) will induce alternating cur-
rents in T1. The 'noise' voltage produced will appear be-
tween Q1 and Q2 base terminals as a normal differential
'signal'. This is of course most undesirable!

Some attempt should be made to shield or screen TI
completely but this is not particularly easy for magnetic
fields at low frequency. It may well be more feasible to
simply distance any interference source (such as a power
transformer) away from the microphone transformer, T1.

The high impedance that current source Q3 provides
gives the input stage an extremely good common -mode
rejection performance, providing Q1 and Q2 are well matched

(small signal gains, ht., to within 5% of each other).
If, for instance long leads are used from T1 output

(primary), any noise induced or picked -up along their length
will appear separately but in -phase at QI and Q2 base
terminals.

Now, the current source does not permit both emitter
currents to change in the same direction. To put it another
way, equal changes in transistor output voltage (both collec-
tors positive or both negative) do not give any net change or
difference across the collector load resistor. So when using
matched devices, the output is more or less nothing for nasty
common mode noise!

However, it is a good idea to keep T1 (primary) leads
close to each other. Moreover, twisting this pair together will

make common mode pick-up even more
difficult. The closeness of the wires
effectively reduces a relatively large
pick-up loop to a series of much smaller
pick-up loops. Any magnetic fields
induced into the successive 'loops'
cancel out. It goes without saying that
the microphone lead is also screened.
The printed circuit board has been
designed so that there are no closed
loops within the zero supply line : the
aim again being to eliminate induction
loops. The cable screens are termi-
nated at one end only for the same
reason.

Testing And Setting Up
Before applying the battery voltage

to the circuit, first check that there are
no obvious short circuits. Do this by applying an ohmmeter
across Cl. Any reading lower than 2kohms should be treated
with suspicion. If all is well, connect the battery and perform
the following checks with a multimeter set to measure DC
voltage. The microphone does not need to be connected as we
are only looking at static or quiescent conditions.

1. Base of Q1 (SSM2210 pin 2) ... should be 4.5V
approximately.

2. Base of Q2 (SSM2210 pin 7) ... should be 4.5V
approx.

3. Base of Q4 ... should be approx. 2V.
4. Base of Q5 ... should be approx. 6.1V.
5. Pin 3 of IC1 ... should be 8.1 V.

Place the multimeter probes between zero and C2 posi-
tive side (or Q2 collector) and adjust preset PR1 until the DC
voltage reads 6.75V. This has now set static operating
current, LEE to 250pA.

ICI pin 2 should be about 5.5V and LED I will be off.
Check the operation of comparator IC I by momentarily

shorting Q5 collector and emitter terminals. LED I should be
on for the duration of the short circuit. If it does not light,
check that the link is fitted in R22 position and that LED 1
is fitted the right way round.

A residual voltage of about 0.1 volts will be present across
R19. this is quite normal and Q6 will remain off since it's
base to emitter voltage is significantly less than 0.6 volts.

The mic. amp. is now ready to go, as they say.
If you are inquisitively inclined and prone to bursts of
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Fig.6 The differential microphone amplifier

I -10W IT WORKS
The dynamic microphone is matched to the

differential input stage by transformer T1. This

is an LT44, more usually adopted for interstage

coupling between amplifier stages. The sec-

ondary winding impedance is 1.2k and the

centre -tap provides a relatively good point at

which to input the microphone. The voltage

step-up ratio is about 1:9 from centre -tap to

primary winding.

The LT44 is in fact a design compromise

since types purposely available for microphone

matching are some eight times more costly.

Transistors 01, 02 work together as the

matched -pair of the differential stage. The qui-

escent collector current in each device is set low

(1251.x4) in order to give good internal noise

performance for source impedances in the range

lk to 35k.
Base bias resistors R7, R9 set the matched

pair bases at half supply (4.5V for a 9V supply)

and they provide enough current to ensure the

transistors operate comfortably in the linear

region.

T1, primary winding floats at the bias volt-

age of Vcc/2 and no DC current should flow in it.

Resistors R2 and R6, as well as feeding bias

current to each transistor, also set the total
differential input impedance to around 16k
thereby matching to the input through T1.

The constant voltage across PR1, derived

from zener ZDI, is used to set up a constant
quiescent DC current in the long- tail of the

matched pair 01. 02. The quiescent current is

set when Q2 collector voltage is 6.75V DC.

The differential stage has a voltage gain of

about 34. The signal output is sensed across
R3, Capacitor C2 couples the signal to common

emitter stage Q4 while blocking the DC voltage.

Capacitor C3 'bootstraps' bias resistor R10

so that its value. to AC signals, appears much

higher than 10k. Without C3 resistors R10 and

R12 will be in parallel with R3 and thus reduce

the input stage gain.

The gain of 04 stage is set at 23 with R15

equal to 820 ohms. Capacitor C4, in parallel with

load R13 ensures that any signals above 20kHz

and at radio frequency are greatly attenuated.

Emitter -follower stage Q5 by virtue of its

very high input impedance ensures that the

load, volume control RV1 does not affect the

gain stability of Q4.

The output, typically 1.4 volts RMS at full

volume is fed to a pan network. This will attenu-

ate the output to around 1V RMS with RV2 wiper

at midway or opposite end (ie. other channel at

zero output).

A peak voltage detector is built around IC1.

This is designed to flicker LED 1 when the

output level is in danger of being clipped (for

instance due to overdrive at the input). The
values of R17 and R21 shown set the threshold

at 90% of Vcc (8.1V) so that LED 1 will not come

on unless the output at 05 emitter exceeds 1.8V

RMS (2.5V peak + 5.5Vdc = 8V).

Resistor R18 helps to speed up peak detec-

tion but is primarily used to lower the threshold

to 84% of Vcc when the output of IC1 goes low.

The lower threshold gives an hysteresis effect

which keeps LED 1 on long enough so it can be

readily seen for quick peak deviations.

Components R1 and Cl fitter the DC supply

line, important if the pre -amp is fed from a 240V

AC mains powered supply.
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Fig.7 Solo mic pre -amp component overlay

SKT1

FRONT PANEL

experimentation there are two areas in which to engage
yourself, read on!

Matching the Pair
If the cost of SSM2210 monolithic pair seems prohibitive,

try selecting two transistors out of your own stock. BC109 or
BC550 would be preferable to maintain low noise in the
amplifier.

The trick is to find two that show similar gain
characteristics. This can be gauged to some degree by using

a simple circuit such as that of Figure 4. We shall use this to
look at the static or dc gain characteristic although for our
amplifier it is the small signal or AC gain that is to be
matched. The DC performance is just as relevant as long as
we compare two devices of the same type number.

Follow this procedure. Alternately substitute transistors
of the same type into the circuit of Figure 4. Each time, note
the DC voltage at the collector. While taking the reading do
not keep your fingers on the transistor case - the temperature

will cause the collector current to increase and give a

misleading low output voltage. After inserting each transis-
tor take the voltage reading after about 10 seconds, just to let
the voltage settle down.

Be sure to put an identifying mark on each transistor so

that each one can be related to a voltage on your list.
Now look at your voltage list and aim to find two readings

that are within 50 to 100 millivolts of one another. If possible
identify two transistors that give readings within 50mV. You
may well need to test a great number of devices to get this
close! This is why I suggest to go no further than looking at
your existing stock of devices.

Assessing Common Mode Rejection
The common mode performance can be assessed subjec-

tively by using the input arrangement of Figure 5.
Connect one of the outputs L or R to a power amplifier and

set the volume levels of both amps at a moderate level with
the pan control at middle setting.
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Capacitor Cc is necessary to prevent the grounded output
winding of TI from disturbing the DC bias at the transistor
base terminals.

The signal input appearing at both transistors will be in -
phase and current source Q3 will not allow both emitter
currents to vary in the same direction as each other. The total
current, IEE always equals 250 micro -amps.

Very well matched transistors for the differential pair will
ensure that the final output is inaudible.

Transistors selected using Figure 4 will give some audi-
ble output, even with the current source Q3 present. This is
due to the mis-match.

However, by experiment you can compare
common mode output with differential output
and you will indeed find that the differential
performance is superior.

In the technical data for operational amplifier
chips, common mode performance is expressed
in terms of the ratio called common -mode -rejec-
tion ratio. This is simply the differential gain
divided by the common -mode gain and then ex-
pressed in decibels:-

CMRR = 20.Iog (Av/Avcm) db

With reference to the components in Figure 3
the rejection ratio is given by:-

CMRR = 20.1og [Rt/(RE+re)] db

You can see from this that the greater Rt value.
the greater is the common mode rejection.

Construction
Refer to the component overlay shown in

Figure 7.
Begin assembly by inserting and soldering all

the fixed metal film resistors. Solder in place
links LK1, LKA, LKB, LKC and R22. Next insert and solder
the preset PRI, then capacitor C4 next to R13.

Position transformer T I so that the fixing tabs go through
the two holes provided on the PCB. Bend the tabs under the
board and solder them to the copper foil.

Trim then solder each primary and secondary winding
terminal. Apply heat only for the minimum time needed.

Take a 125mm length of connecting wire and cut it in half.
Trim the insulation from the four ends then moderately twist
the two lengths together. Solder in place between PCB
terminals P1, P2 and BI, B2.

Insert all the electrolytics, ensuring that their polarity is
correct.

As a quick check, all the negative (black) markings of
these capacitors should be pointing down toward preset PRI,
except for capacitor C2 whose neg. terminal is adjacent to
LK1.

Insert zener ZD1 with the band marking (cathode) to the
junction of R8 and Q3 base. Insert the three transistors Q3,
Q4 and Q5. The flat side of each should face left when
viewing the PCB with PR 1 at the bottom.

Insert Q6 so that it's flat side is facing in the opposite
direction to the others. Now solder these semiconductors in
place, taking care not to apply heat for any excessive time to
avoid damaging them.

Solder in place the 8 -pin DIL socket for Q1, Q2.
There are two options for Q I, Q2. Firstly, two discrete

devices can be used - selected according to the matching
procedure given in the test section. Secondly, if experimen-
tation is not desirable and to give optimum performance, the
SSM2210 monolithic NPN transistor chip can be inserted.

The 8 -pin socket allows discrete transistors to be easily
changed since Q1 uses pins I, 2 and 3 whereas Q2 uses pins
6, 7 and 8.

Solder ICI in place, being careful to see that it is correctly
orientated.

Capacitor Cc is not needed for normal operation but will
allow assessment of the amplifier common - mode rejection
performance as detailed in the test section.

so

FRONT PANEL (554180)
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28
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30 35
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A.9.5 mm°POWER SOCKET
25

B.6 mm
C.3.1 mm

L R REAR PANEL (508156) 0.8 mm
AUDIO 0O

OUTPUT

15 25

Fig.8 Drilling details of case

Connect two wires to the PCB terminals a and k. Solder
LED 1 to the other end, paying attention to correct polarity.
The lead next to the 'flat' on the LED body is usually the
cathode, k lead.

Cut two lengths of screened single core cable, each
130mm long. Solder one end of each to the PCB terminal L
and R. Solder the screens to the two adjacent E terminals.

Connect an 80mm length of screened cable to PCB
terminal CT and S2, the screen going to S2. To the other end
solder the tip connection of the 3.5mm jack socket. Neatly cut
back the screen to the sheath of the screened cable.

For the power supply, take two wires from the +V and OV
PCB terminals and connect them to the tags on the power jack
socket. Solder the +V wire to the pin connection on the power
socket. When the power plug is connected, OV will be
connected to the case metalwork (chassis).

Position and solder potentiometers RV I and RV2.
Now turning to the case. The one used in the prototype has

steel top, bottom and back panels. The front panel is made of
aluminium. When fully assembled any one panel can be
removed to allow access.

Drill holes in the front panel and rear panel according to
the drilling detail diagram, Figure 8.

The hole for LED 1 is carefully made so that the LED will
snugly push -fit. Assemble the case fully, then remove the
front and top panels. Fix the two phono sockets to the 6mm
diameter holes in the rear panel. Fit the PCB by bolting the
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pan and volume potentiometers to the front panel. Use
additional nuts or washers as spacers behind the panel. Fix
the microphone jack socket to the front panel. Push LED 1
into hole C. Refit the front panel to the case.

Now connect the core of each screened output lead, L and
R, to the rear panel phono sockets. Again refer to Figure 7 and
note that the screens of each cable are cut back.

The 0 volt connection to input and output sockets relies on
metal to metal contact on the case panels. This is done to cut
down earth loops, that can also masquerade as antennae, (see
the section 'Rattle and Hum').

Finally fit the power socket to the rear panel.
Leave the top panel off and proceed to perform the checks

detailed under 'setting -up'.

In Use
Although the original design was for use with a dynamic

microphone, the pre -amp may also be used for other low level
signals. Note that this design does not include any frequency
response shaping. This is usual since most microphones
have a very nearly 'flat' characteristic.

The maximum input that can be handled is 3mV (into
200R), before the gain of the differential stage has to be
reduced to prevent clipping.

However, at 3mV the gain of Q4 stage should be reduced
to its minimum of 2.0 by removing R15 completely. This
action will keep the final signal output across R16 to less than
2.6V peak. The positive excursion at this level, when added
to the 5.5V DC at Q5 emitter, will tend to flicker LED 1. This
indicates that further increases of input level may give a
clipped output.

For gains above 2, R15 is adjusted according to the
equation.

A. = R13 / (R15 + re)

where re is approximately equal to 210R.

This is OK so long as R15 value is less than 10% of R14
value, otherwise the parallel combination must be included
in the calculation:

Therefore Av = R13 / (R14 // R15) + re

(for R15 greater than 1k2)
Resistor R15 is changed to alter gain since a change to

R13 or R14 will upset the DC conditions. When changing
R15 be sure that the reactance of C5 is low by comparison,
at the lowest signal frequency of interest. As a good rule of
thumb ensure that:

C5 = 10 / (2pfLR15) Farads

where equals 50Hz, for example.
If the input is put between terminal SI and S2, a maxi-

mum input of 6mV (into 800R) can be tolerated if R15 is
removed.

The minimum recommended supply voltage is 9V. This
has been specified to set up the circuit for convenience only.
It is preferable to use a supply of 12 to 15 volts since this will
give greater 'headroom' around the output signal peaks. At
9 volts., a little more care in the use of the microphone, is
needed to avoid clipping.

Using a PP3 type battery, current drain is typically 4.8 mA
so the battery should last some considerable time. The power
plug and socket is used in place of an on/off switch for
simplicity.

The project is built into a metal case and adequate space
has been left to allow the inclusion of another circuit. If, for
instance a guitar pick-up pre -amp is incorporated, the com-
plete unit would prove appealing to any budding singer/
musician.

The output can be taken to the input of a tape deck or to
the spare input of a stereo audio mixer where inadequate
provision is made for lower level inputs.

PARTS LIST
RESISTORS - METAL FILM + -2% 0.25w

UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE.

R1

R2,6

R3

R4,5

R7,9

R8

R10,17

R11,21,20

R12,13.19

R14

R15

R16,24,25

R18

R22

R23

R26,27

PR1

RV1

RV2

100R

8k2 1%

18k

62R 1%

33k

2k7

10k

82k

24k

12k

820R

4k7

150k

OR (link)

1 k5

47k

47k lin MINIATURE PRESET POT

10k log VARIABLE RES

22k lin VARIABLE RES

CAPACITORS

C1.2 1011 16V Electrolytic

C2 21.2 16V Electrolytic can.

C4 330p ceramic or polystrene

C5 220µ 16V Electrolytic can.

C6 412 16V Electrolytic can.

Cc (optional)100n polyester.

TRANSFORMER

Ti LT44 Miniature ado transformer. Turns ratio 4.5:1.

Primary impedance 20k. secondary 1k (centre tapped)

SEMICONDUCTORS

ZD1 BZY88C3V3 ZENER DIODE 500mW, 3V3.
LED 1 3mm red LED.

01,2 SSM2210P DUAL MATCHED NPN TRANSISTORS

(8 -pin package)

03 BC547

04,5 BC109C OR BC55C

06 BC557

MISCELLANEOUS

Input socket 3.5mm panel mounting screened jack.

2 Output phono sockets panel mntg.

Power connecting plug and socket 2.5mm panel mntg.

Connecting wire and screened cable (single core).

PCB

PP3 Battery clip

2 Control knobs

CASE.

METAL CASE type SP504 (Map in Ltd.)

BUYLINES
All the parts and com-

ponents are readily avail-
able.

Maplin Electronics Ltd.

stock the SSM2210 mono-

lithic pair and the SP504

metal case (supplied in flat

pack form).
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Surplus always
wanted for cash! THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND! Surplus always

wanted for cash!

LOW COST PC SPECIALISTS - ALL EXPANDABLE - ALL PC COMPATIBLE
8088 XT - PC99
es

rsfwrl

WrAtitli
 256k RAM - expandable  Factory burnt -in

to 640k  Standard 84 key
 4.7 Mhz speed keyboard
 360k 5-1/4" floppy  12" green screen
 2 serial & 1 parallel ports included

 MS-DOS 4.01  In good used condition

Optional FITTED extras: 640K RAM £39. 12' CGA colour
monitor with card £39. 2nd 5-1/4' 360K floppy f29.95 20
mbyte MFM hard drive £99.

Only £99.00 (F)

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES

286 AT - PC286

 640k RAM expandable  2 serial & 1 parallel
with standard SIMMS ports

 12 Mhz Landmark speed  MS-DOS 4.01
 20 meg hard disk  Co -processor socket
 1.2 meg 5-1/4" floppy  Enhanced 102 key
 1.4 meg 3-1/2" floppy keyboard

 Clock & calendar with EGA driver on board battery
back up

BRAND NEW AND BOXED!

orilyE249.00,
The Philips 9CM073 is suggested for the PC286 and the
CM8873 for the PC386. Either may use the SVGA MTS-9600
if a suitable card is installed. We can fit this at a cost of £49.00
for the PC286 and £39.00 for the PC386.

POWER SUPPLIES
51/4 " from £22.95 -3 /2" from £21.95! Power One SPL200-5200P 200 watt (250 w peak).Semi open

frame giving +5v 35a, -5v 1.5a, +12v 4a (8a peak), -12v 1.5a,Massive purchases of standard 51/4' and 31/2' drives enables us
to present prime product at industry beating low prices! All +24v 4a (6a peak). All outputs fully regulated with over voltage
(unless stated) are removed from often brand new equipment protection on the +5v output. AC input selectable for 110/240
and are fully tested, aligned and shipped to you with a 90 day vac. Dims13' x 5' x 2.5'. Fully guaranteed RFE. £85.00 (B)
guarantee and operate from standard voltages and are of stand- Power One SPL130. 130 watts. Selectable for 12v (4A) or 24 v
and size. All are IBM-PC compatible (if 31/2' supported). (2A). 5v 0 20A. i 12v @ 1.5A. Switch mode. New. £59.95(B)
3.5" Panasonic JU363/4 720K or equivalent £29.95)B)
3.5" Mitsubishi MF355C-L. 1.4 Meg. Laptops only' £29.95(B)
3.5" Mitsubishi MF355C-0. 1.4 Meg. Non laptop £29.95(B)
5.25" EXTRA SPECIAL BRAND NEW Mitsubishi MF5018

360K. Absolutely standard tits most computers £22.95)B)
 Data cable Included in price.

Shugart 800/801 SS refurbished & tested £175.00)E)
Shugart 851 double sided refurbished & tested £275.00)E)
Mitsubishi M2894-63 double sided switchable

hard or soft sectors- BRAND NEW £250.00)E)
Dual 8" drives with 2 mbyte capacity housed in a smart case
with built in power supply! Ideal as exterior drives! £499.00)F)
End of line purchase scoop! Brand new NEC D2246 8' 85
megabyte of hard disk storage! Full CPU control and industry
standard SMD interlace. Ultra hi speed transfer and access time
leaves the good old ST506 interface standing. In mint condition
and comes comlete with manual. n £299 E

THE AMAZING TELEBOX!
Converts your colour monitor into a

QUALITY COLOUR TV!!

C
TV SOUND
& VIDEO
TUNER!

The TELEBOX consists of an attractive fully cased mains
powered unit, containing all electronics ready to plug into a host
of video monitors made by manufacturers such as
MICROVITEC, ATARI, SANYO, SONY, COMMODORE,
PHILIPS, TATUNG, AMSTRAD and many more. The composite
video output will also plug directly into most video recorders,
allowing reception of TV channels not normally receivable on
most television receivers (TELEBOX MB). Push button controls
on the front panel allow reception of 8 fully tuneable 'off air' UHF
colour television or video channels. TELEBOX MB covers vir-
tually all television frequencies VHF and UHF including the
HYPERBAND as used by most cable TV operators. Composite
and RGB video outputs are located on the rear panel for direct
connection to most makes of monitor. For complete compatibility
- even for monitors without sound - an integral 4 watt audio
amplifier and low level Hi Fi audio output are provided as
standard.
Telebox ST
Telebox SR
Telebox MB

CALL FOR PRICING ON NTSC VERSIONS!

Superb Quality 6 foot 40u

19" Rack Cabinets
Massive Reductions

£6500 Virtually New, Ultra Smart!
£ 650 Less Than Half Price!£ 375
£ 950 Top quality 19' rack cabinets made in UK

Telebox RGB for analogue RGB monitors (15khz) £69.95 Anton Pillar 400 Hz 3 phase frequency converter 75Kw POA by Optima Enclosures Ltd. Units feature
Shipping code on all Teleboxes is (B) Newton Derby 400 Hz 70 Kw converter POA designer, smoked acrylic lockable front

RGB Telebox also suitable for IBM multisync monitors with RGB Nikon PL -2 Projection lens meter/scope £750 door, full height lockable half louvered back
analog and composite sync. Overseas versions VHF & UHF call Sekonic SD 150H 18 channel Hybrid recorder £2000 door and removable side panels. Fully ad-

SECAM / NTSC not available. HP 7580A Al 8 pen high speed drum plotter £1850 justable internal fixing struts, ready
Kenwood DA -3501 CD tester, laser pickup simulator £ 350 punched for any configuration of equipment mounting plus ready

mounted integral 12 way 13 amp socket switched mains distribu-
tion strip make these racks some of the most versatile we have

from Dense!. Model MUK 0565-AUAF is 0.5 kva and MUD microline 183. NLO 17x17 dot matrix. Full width. £139 (D) ever sold. Racks may be stacked side by side and therefore
1085-AHBH is 1 kva. Both have sealed lead acid batteries. MUK Hyundai HDP-920. NLO 24x18 dot matrix full width. £149 (0) require only two side panels or stand singly. Overall dimensions
are internal, MUD has them in a matching case. Times from Oume LetterPro 20 daisy. Oume QS -3 interface. £39.95 (D) are 77-1/2'H x 32-1/2'D x 22'W. Order as:
interrupt are 5 and 15 minutes respectively. Complete with full Centronics 152-2 9 x 7 dot matrix. Full width. £149 (0) Rack 1 Complete with removable side panels £275.00 (G)
operation manuals MUK £249 (F) MUD £525 (G) Centronics 159-4 9 x 7 dot matrix.Serial. 9-1/2' width£ 99 (D) Rack 2 Less side panels £145.00 (G)

1992 Winter issue of Disp[ay News now available - send large SAE - POCKED with bargainsi

No Break Uninterruptable PSU's
Brand new and boxed 230 volts uninterruptable power supplies

Astec AC -8151 40 watts. Switch mode. +5v 2.5a. +12v @
2a. -12v @ 0.1a. 6-1/4' x4' x 1-3/4'.New £22.95(B)
Greendale 19ABOE 60 watts switch mode.+5v 6a.i12v
1a,+15v la. RFE and fully tested.11 x 20 x5.5cms. £24.95(C)
Convey AC130. 130 watt hi -grade VDE spec. Switch mode.+5v

15a, -5v 1a,±12v 6a.27 x 12.5 x 6.5cms.New. £49.95)C)
Basher! 13090. Switch rnode.Ideal for drives & system. +5v@ 6a,
+12v 2.5a, -12v @ 0.5a, -5v @ 0.5a. £29.95)B)
Famell G6/40A. Switch mode. 5v 40a Encased £95.00)C)
Famell G24/5S. As above but 24v CO 5a. £65.00(C)

BBC Model B APM Board
£100 CASH FOR THE

MOST NOVEL
DEMONSTRATABLE

APPLICATION!

386 AT - PC386

 2 meg RAM expanded
by slots

 20 Mhz with 32k cache.
Expandable to 64k

 40 meg hard disk
 1.2 meg 5-1/4" floppy
 VGA card installed

..MtatiPalki= f
 2 serial & 1 pa allel

ports
 MS-DOS 4.01
 Co -processor socket
 Enhanced 102 keyboard
 Kwik Disk Accelerator

Software - FREE
BRAND NEW AND BOXED!

onlyE425.00,,
MONITORS

14" Forefront Model PATS -9600 SVGA
multisync with resolution of 1024 x 768.0.28
pitch. 'Text' switch for word processing etc.
Overscan switch included. Ideal for the PC -
386 or PC -286 with SVGA card added. Also
compatibe with BBC, Amiga, Atari (including
the monochrome high resolution mode). Ar-

chimedes etc. In good used condition (possible minor screen
bums). 90 day guarantee. 15' x 14' x 12'. Only £159(E)

Sound with volume control. There is also a
special 'Text' switch

III 480 resolution.CM 88
CM8873

.'

C

IIIII for word processing,

w14;hP64hicillpxs VGAGA multisync
EGA

VGA, digital/analog, switch selectable.

__,.,,,,,_..,...:-,-,..iss::iiiAlll spreadsheets and the like. Compatible with
'seifiageilOwqm- IBM PC's, Amiga, Atari (excluding the

monochrome high resolution mode), BBC,
Archimedes etc. Good used condition (possible minor screen
bums) 90 day guarantee. 15' x14' x 12'. Only £139(E)
Philips 9CM073 similar (not identical) to above for EGA/CGA
PC and compats. 640 x 350 resolution. With Text switch with
amber or green screen selection. 14' x 12' x 13-1/2' £99(E)
KME 10" high definition colour monitors. Nice
tight 0.28' dot pitch for superb clarity and
modem styling. Operates from any 15.625 khz
sync RGB video source, with RGB analog and
composite sync such as Atari, Commodore
Amiga, Acorn Archimedes & BBC. Measures
only 13.5' x 12' x 11'. Also works as quality Tv wan our HLit3

BBC Model B type computer on a board. A major purchase Telebox. Good used condition. 90 day guarantee. Only..£125 (E)
for PC EGA standardallows us to offer you the PROFESSIONAL version of the BBC KME as above £145 (E)

Brand new Centronic 14' monitor for IBM PC and compatiblescomputer at a parts only price. Used as a front end graphics
at a lower than ever price! Completely CGA equivalent. Hi-ressystem on large networked systems the architecture of the BBC

board has so many similarities to the regular BBC model B that Mitsubishi 0.42 dot pitch giving 669 x 507 pixels. Big 28 Mhzbandwidth.
A super monitor in attractive style moulded case.Fullwe are sure that with a bit of experimentation and ingenuity many 90 day guarantee. Only

£129 (E)useful applications will be found for this board!! It is supplied NEC CGA 12' IBM-PC compatible. High
complete with a connector panel which brings all the I/O to 'D' quality ex -equipment fully tested with a 90
and BNC type connectors - all you have to do is provide +5 and day guarantee. In an attractive two tone± 12 v DC. The APM consists of a single PCB with most major ribbed grey plastic case measuring 15'L xic's socketed. The ic's are too numerous to list but include a 13'W x 12'H. The front cosmetic bezel has
6502, RAM and an SAA5050 teletext chip. Three 27128 been removed for contractual£69

(E)EPROMS contain the custom operating system on which we reasons. Only
have no data, On application of DC power the system boots and 20" 22" and 26" AV SPECIALSprovides diagnostic information on the video output. On board Superbly made 'UK manufacture. PIL all solid state colour
DIP switches and jumpers select the ECONET address and monitors, complete with composite video & sound inputs. Attrac
enable the four extra EPROM sockets for user software. Appx. tive teak style case. Perfect for Schools,Shops,Disco, Clubs.
dims: main board 13' x 10'. I/O board 14' x 3'. Supplied tested In EXCELLENT little used condition with full 90 day guarantee.
with circuit diagram, data and competition entry form. 20"....£135 22"....£155 26"....£185 (F)
Only £29.95 or 2 for £53(3)

SPECIAL INTEREST
Trio 0-18 vdc bench PSU. 30 amps. New
Fujitsu M3041 600 LPM band printer

for composite video input monitors £32.95 DEC LS/02 CPU board
as ST but with integral speaker £3650 Rhode Schwarz SBUF TV test transmitter

' 25-1000mhz. Complete with SBTF2 Modulatoras ST with Multiband tuner VHF -UHF -Cable. Calcomp 1036 large drum 3 pen plotter& hyperband For overseas PAL versions state Thurlby LA 160B logic analyser
5.5 or 6mhz sound specification. £69.95 1 5kw 115v 60hz power source

£ 470
£2950
£ 150

BRAND NEW PRINTERS

   S.    .        . MAIL ORDER & OFFICES
Open Mon -Fri 9.00-5.30
Dept ET.32 Biggin Way,

Upper Norwood.
London SE19 3XF.

LONDON SHOP
Open Mon -Sat 9-5.30
Thursday till 9.00pm

215 Whitehorse Lane.
South Norwood,
London, SE25 .

DISTEL 0 The Original
Free dial -up database!

1000's of items+info on line
V21, V22 & V22 bis

081-679-1888

ALL ENQUIRIES

0847914414
Fax 081 679 1927

-EL EC IRON/CC -
All pnces for UK Mainland. UK customers add 17.5% VAT to TOTAL order amount. Minimum order £10. PO orders from Govemment.UniversitiesSchools & Local Authorities
welcome -minimum account order £30. Carnage charges (A)=£2.00.(Al )=E3.75 (8)=E5.50 (C)=£8.50. (C)),-£ I I SO. (E).£14.00 (F)=E18.00 (G)=Call Scotland surcharge: call.
All goods supplied subject to our standard Conctitions of Sale and unless otherwise stated guaranteed for 90 days. An guarantees on a return to basebasis.Rights reserved to. . . . . .charge pnces spepricarions without pnor nouce Orders sut5ect to stock. Quotations munch, green for higher quantities than those stated. Bulk surplus always wanted for cash.



All About...
Liquid Crystals
by Douglas Clarkson

SOLID LIQUID CRYSTAL
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Fig.1 Indication of the solid, liquid crsytal and liquid phases where in
the solid phase molecules are fixed relative to each other with high
level of organisation, in the liquid crystal phase molecules are more
loosely associated but still have some collective structure and in the
liquid phase the molecules are free to wander around the liquid with
no level of order between the molecules.

Most individuals will be familiar with the concepts
of solid, liquid and gas states of matter. There
are, a broad range of types of liquid molecules
which demonstrate properties intermediate be-

tween a 'solid' and a 'liquid'. This is because elements of
their structure allow alignments between groups of mol-
ecules. Such liquids are called 'liquid crystals'. The liquid
crystals which have been used for conventional liquid crystal

displays are but a small subset of a much larger family of
substances showing such properties. The 'goo' of soap in a
wet soap dish is an example of a liquid crystal.

Liquid Crystal Structures
The typical molecule demonstrating liquid crystal effects

can be represented as a 'stick' - suggesting an elongated
structure. Figure 1 shows this 'between state' of liquid
crystals. In the solid, the structure is rigid and fixed. In the
true liquid there is complete randomness of direction of the
'stick' molecules. In the liquid crystal there is a general
preferred direction of alignment of the molecules. This may
be caused by local attachment of molecules to surface struc-
tures or it may be caused by local values of both magnetic and

electric fields. The direction in which the molecules tend to
align is called the 'director'. In some liquid crystals this
direction spirals throughout the liquid - giving rise in the
process to characteristic optical properties.

Where specific liquid crystal molecules are held in a
specific alignment direction, the degree of alignment can be
described by means of an order parameter. Where a typical
molecule at any one time makes an angle A with the director,
the degree of alignment can be described by: -

2

OP = (3 cos A -1)/2

where OP is the order parameter.
Figure 2 shows how this order parameter

value falls with increasing temperature until
the liquid crystal properties cease altogether.

Thus liquid crystals must have a range of
operational temperatures which correspond
to those likely to be encountered in applica-
tions using them. Uptake of energy is asso-
ciated with the transition of the liquid crys-
tal to its liquid state. This energy is typically
much smaller than the phase transition of
solid to liquid crystal or liquid crystal to
liquid.

The term 'nematic' (threadlike) liquid
crystal is typically applied to liquid crystals
with elongated molecules. In some nematic

liquid crystals the direction of the 'director' twists within the
liquid. This is termed a chiral nematic liquid crystal. The
'pitch' is the distance over which a cycle of alignment of the

director is repeated.

Where nematic liquid crystals align themselves into
strata like structures as shown in figure 3, smectic phases are

created. The 'a' phase is in-
troduced when the director of
the individual molecules is
perpendicular to the layered
direction and the 'c' phase
when the alignment is not
chiefly perpendicular. In all a
total of 11 such phases have
been identified. Researchers
in India have recently discov-
ered that 'disc' like molecules
can also demonstrate liquid
crystal properties. Where the
disks behave individually like
'nematic' or stick like mol-
ecules the phase is termed
nematic discotic liquid crystal
phase. Where the molecules

Tc
TEMPERATURE

Fig2 With increasing temperature within
the liquid crystal phase the degree of
orderliness decreases until it vanishes at
the transition temperature to the liquid
phase.

clump together to form col-
umns, the phase is termed columnar discotic phase.

Liquid crystal polymers have also recently been discov-
ered and there is considerable interest in developing applica-

tions using them.

First Discoveries
In 1888 the Austrian botanist Friedrich Reinitzer identi-

fied an organic substance with strange properties. It melted
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at 145.5 C to form a cloudy liquid which became clear at
178.5 C. Reinitzer in turn passed the sample of what was in
fact cholesteryl benzoate to the German physicist Otto
Lehmann who had developed techniques for observing the

optical properties of

// II ill /I I//1 \I \ II/1 I//1

/1 I / 0111 1//I \ \/ I 6111 I

1//1
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Fig.3 Smectic liquid crsytal phases occur when the
liquid crsytals order themselves into layered
structures as shown. Phases A and C are shown
although up to eleven phases have been identified.

substances (such as
polarisation) as a
function of tempera-
ture.

Lehmann in turn
was able to identify
the properties as
arising from differ-
ent phases of the liq-
uid with differing
degrees of 'order' in
the arrangement of
the molecules. It was
Lehmann who even-
tually coined the
term of 'liquid crys-
tal'.

Interest in liquid
crystals was very much one of 'pure' science up until the mid
1960's. This was the process of understanding mechanisms
and predicting properties of such substances. The great
acceleration in interest came in 1968 when two researchers
at RCA showed how an electric field could switch a liquid
crystal from cloudy to clear. This led to major programmes of
R&D to dramatically reduce the power required to drive such
displays. The level of basic R&D continues at a high level.

E E

Fig.4 Liquid crystal molecules can exhibit either a permament
dipole as ahown in a) or an induced dipole as shown in b) when
placed in an electric field. In the case of the permament dipole
the molecule will tend to be aligned in the direction parallel to
the field and in the case of the induced dipole at right angles to
the field.

Interaction of Electric & Magnetic Fields
It is the interaction of liquid crystals with electric fields

which is used in the majority of liquid crystal display
applications. Liquid crystals exhibit two major modes of
behaviour in an electric field as shown in figure 4. Where the
molecule behaves like an electric dipole due to the distribu-
tion of charge within the electron clouds of the molecule, the
positively charged end will tend to be attracted in the positive
field direction and the opposite end in the opposite direction
- tending to twist the molecule so that it becomes aligned in
the direction of the electric field vector. Where the molecule
does not exhibit such behaviour, the electric field can induce
a charge distribution across the molecule which tends to align
the molecule at right angles to the field direction. Such

induced dipoles tend to be weaker than permanent electric
dipoles.

Where liquid crystal molecules behave as magnetic di-
poles, they are also influenced by the presence of a magnetic
field. It is predominantly the interaction of electric fields
which are used for current LCD technology.

Field Interactions
Liquid crystal molecules are strongly influenced by the

surfaces with which they contact. If a glass surface is rubbed
by a piece of cloth the liquid crystal molecules will tend to
align in the direction in which the surface was rubbed. If a
thin film is sandwiched between two such plates the liquid

(a) FIELD OFF (b) FIELD ON

Fig.5 Initially in a) with the electric field OFF the
molecules align parallel with the glass plates. When
the field is switched ON at a sufficiently high value
the orientation of the molecules changes to try to
align with the field.

crystal molecules will tend to align up as shown in figure 5.
If a field is gradually applied
molecules at right angles to their initial positions, then there
is a specific level of field at which the molecules will try to
switch round to the new orientation. The molecules near the
centre of the film will be more free to move than those close
to the glass surfaces. This transition is called the Freedericksz
transition and is characteristic of the mode of behaviour of
liquid crystals.

If the glass surfaces are treated differently so that the
molecules lie as in figure 6 then, with the application of a
threshold value of field, the transition indicated will take
place. For thicker films where the molecules in the centre are
more free to twist, smaller values of switching field are
observed. Typical switching field values for a 25 micron
thick film would be 400V/cm - corresponding to an applied
voltage of 1 volt.

Interaction with Light
It is the varied polarisation characteristics of light passing

through liquid crytals which is used to produce display
effects. Ambient light can be considered to consist of light of
undefined polarisation. A simple polariser will transmit light
of a given polarisation - a maximum of a half of the incident
light. Where two polarisers are used in parallel, ie the axis of
polarisation of the secons is the same as that of the first, then
light will be transmitted. Where the axes are 90° different,
the polarisers are 'crossed' and very little light if any will be
transmitted.

In chiral nematic liquid crystals use is made of the effect
of rotation of the axis of polarisation. Typically the angle is
moved through either 90 or 270°. This effect can be consid-
ered to take place by the difference in the speed of travel of
light in directions 90 degrees apart.
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Liquid Crystal Displays
A range of technical terms are used to describe the

properties of liquid crystal displays. One of the most basic of
these is threshold characteristic as shown in figure 7 where
V90 and V I0 refer to voltage levels corresponding to 90%
and 10 % relative brightness. For displays which require only

'on/off function, there is an advantage in ensuring the V90
- V10 is as small as possible. Where displays are required
with several levels of brightness, control of such displays is
made easier by having a more gentle change of brightness
with voltage.

Another important characteristic is the turn -on and turn
off behaviour. Figure 8 shows how Ton (time to switch on)
and Toff (time to switch off) are defined. Ton is defined as
the time between the application of the signal and 90% of the

1

III

1 1I I11 1

II11 III 1

11 11

1I 1 I II II 11

(a) FIELD OFF

W/1/41010A

(b) FIELD ON

Fig.6 Where the molecules are aligned in a different
direction as indicated in a) initially - the addition of
the field twists the molecules out of their initial
alignment. The molecules in this case function with
induced dipoles.

final brightness. Toff is defined as the time taken from switch
off to derive 10% brightness. Where Blow and Bhigh are the
brightness values of the two states of the display, the contrast

of the display's defined as the ratio of Bhigh/Blow. Values
range typically from 10 to 50.

Figure 9 shows how multiplexing can be used to drive a
liquid crystal display. One layer of electrode connections on
the upper surface links rows in common and the lower layer
is connected with columns in common. If a given segment is
required to be switched, then a pulse is applied to the
corresponding row and the corresponding column. The addi-
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Fig.7 Details of the switching characteristics of a
typical LCD display element. This curve
determines the relative contrast of the display.

tive effects of the two voltages will cause the display to
change. Individual voltages on other segments will not
appreciably change their brightness level. Data is typically
communicated to each row in sequence to create the display.

Where a large number of rows, N, are required to be
switched, each row is only switched on for a fraction UN of
the time. Where this results in an appreciable delay the
display tends to flicker. It can help to use a liquid crystal
which has a longer switching off time so that the details of the
image are preserved as long as possible.

Display Technology
Early designs for liquid crystal displays tended to use the

light scattering properties of liquid crystals for which voltages
around 15V were required. It was the development of twisted

nematic displays in the early 1970's which led to the rapid
expansion in LCD technology and uptake.

Figure I0 shows the details of a twisted nematic display.
Ambient light enters the display from above and passes

100

80

7

60

co 40

20

0
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40 60 80 100 120

TIME (mS)

Toe

40 60 BO

TIME (mS)
100 120

Fig.8 Typical turn on and turn off characteristics of a liquid crystal display element. There can be an advantage in
having a longer ON -OFF time when a large number of elements are being multiplexed.
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through the first polariser unit. The surfaces containing the
liquid crystal are treated so that on the upper surface they lie
parallel (flat on the paper) and twisted 90 degrees on the
lower surface (in and out of the paper). This light then passes
through the liquid crystal which due to its optical properties

twists the direction of polari-
sation of the light through 90
degrees. The light can then
pass through the lower polar-
ising layer and is in turn re-
flected from the lower reflec-
tive layer. On passing through
the liquid crystal on its 're-
turn' journey, the direction of
polarisation is again swung
though 90 degrees so that the
top polariser is in the correct
orientation to let it through.
Thus the light from such dis-
plays will be highly polar-
ised.

When a voltage is applied
to the electrode surfaces on
either side of the liquid crys-
tal, the alignment of the liq-
uid crystal is changed and only
a small amount of light can
pass across the crystal and out
again. The display will then
appear dark. If the voltage is
removed the liquid crystal will
adopt its previous 'twisted'
orientation and the display
will appear bright.

This 'twist' design can be
adapted to suit a range of display requirements. The technol-
ogy can be used in transmissive mode also such as is used in
domestic sound systems and car radios. In this application the
reflective layer is removed and replaced by a light source.
Light passes through the first polariser and then is twisted 90
degrees to pass through the second polariser. When the
polarising voltage is applied, the liquid crystal cannot rotate
the polarisation direction of the light and the display appears
dark.

This technique of crossed polarises suffers from several
disadvantages. One is the fact that each polarisation interface
reduces the transmitted fraction of light by at least half so the
two passes reduce light by about a quarter. Such displays are
best viewed 'straight on' and there is a significant reduction
in contrast when the viewing angle is increased. The switch-
ing times of such displays are in the region of 0.02 sec to 0.05
sec and this has limited the range of applications for which
they can be used.

The super twisted nematic (STN) display was introduced
in 1985. This rotated the direction of polarisation through
270 degrees instead of 90 degrees. This arrangement of the
liquid crystal provides for a sharper characteristic response
with voltage and better clarity with viewing angle. A recent
development has been the double super twist device where
two liquid crystal cells which lie on top of each other can be
independently switched. The twist of each cell is in opposite
directions and helps compensates for wavelength response -
providing a sharper contrast.

COLUMNS

1

ROWS

_L

_L

Fig.9 Connection details of multiplex
lines to a 4x7 LCD array. Separate
connections drive all elements in rows
on the upper surface with separate
connections driving columns on the
lower surface. Only elements activated
at the same time by an upper and lower
drive signal will be active.

POLARIZERS

( a ) OFF

REFLECTOR

(b) ON

Fig.10 Diagram of widely used twisted nematic liquid
crystal display. The unit shown operates with
ambient light. The uper polariser polarises light in
the horizontal direction 'in the paper'. This passes
through the liquid crystal which rotates the direction
of polarisation 90 degrees so that it can be passed
by the lower polariser and reflected back through the
liquid. In this process the direction of polarisation is
rotated back through 90 degrees so that it can be
passed by the top polariser. When the field is
applied, the liquid crystal is prevented from 'twisting'
the light and no light is passed by the lower
polariser.

Implementing Colour
While liquid crystals themselves do not readily exhibit

useful colour effects, use can be made of the so called 'guest -
host interaction' where dichotic dyes are mixed with liquid
crystals. Such dichotic dyes absorb certain wavelengths of
light of polarised light in preferential directions relative to
one axis of such molecules. The dye molecules align them-
selves with the liquid crystal molecules and as the liquid
crystal molecules twist or rotate so do the dye molecules.

Figure I I shows a unit where there is a top polariser and
a liquid crystal whose molecules are aligned in the off state
parallel to the direction of polarisation. The dye molecules
are aligned with the liquid crystal molecules and absorb most
strongly a specific set of wavelengths in this orientation. The
light is reflected back as being brightly coloured. When a
voltage is applied across the liquid crystal, the dye molecules

.F.--1.

M.-7.: a r --  - .

( a ) OFF

POLARIZER

+----,

:, : . or.; -1 lc 0,.."-"Z

A1,11!:: I, iiite ,'. i
a do, ,. ,0,'

Ve-S.---1 -------

(b) ON

Fig.11 Utilisation of the 'guest -host' liquid crystal
which includes a dichrotic dye which lines up with
the liquid crystal molecules. The dye molecules are
strongly absorbing of specific wavelengths of light
when in a) the OFF state and the display appears
brightly coloured. When the electric field is applied
this property is lost as the molecules tend to align
parallel to the electric field direction and the bright
colour is lost.

are moved out of their direction of preferential absorption
and the colour effect is lost. This type of display only requires
a single polariser and reduces the amount of light lost in the
display.
Enter Polymer Dispersed LCD

A recent development in liquid crystal display technology
is in polymer dispersed displays. This technology has been
particularly developed for applications requiring LCD areas
as large as a square metre. This technique uses polymer to
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`contain' the liquid crystal which is in fact embedded within
the polymer in micro spheres as shown in figure 12. Within
each micro droplet the liquid crystal tends to align its
molecules in two phases - one with the director pointing
towards the centre of each microsphere and one where the
director aligned parallel to the surfaces of the sphere. With
no electric field applied these micro spheres are aligned at
random within the polymer. The refractive index of the

POLYMER MATRIX

o o °00 00 00
O 000

LIQUID CRYSTAL

Fig.12 Details of polymer dispersed liquid crystal
structures. The liquid crsytal is contained in
spheres contained with a layer of polymer material.
The director of the liquid crystal molecules (line up
direction of molecules) can occupy two states as
shown in b) - parallel to spherical surfaces or at
right angles to spherical surfaces. When the
director of the liquid crystal lines up with an
applied field, the light which falls directly interacts
primarily with these liquid crystals.

polymer and the two directions of propagation of light
relative to the director within the crystal will be different
because of this random orientation and this causes the light
to be reflected strongly from the liquid crystal micro spheres.

Where an electric field is applied so that the microspheres

align with the director facing perpendicular to the electric
vector of the incident light, there is a dominant refractive
index associated with this propogation direction. If the
refractive index of the polymer is made equal to that of the
propogation of light in the perpendicular direction, then
greatly reduced reflection results across the liquid crystal
micro spheres - the display will be clear.

Fabrication of LCD Devices
As with all highly developed technologies, there are very

DI ODES ELECTRODES GLASS

INSULATOR

Fig.13 In the active matrix display, the drive signal
is modified by a back to bck diode. This sharpens
the response of the LCD element and allows
increases the degree of multiplexing possible. Such
technology has been used for pocket colour
televisions.

definate guidelines to follow to produce reliable products.
Up until recently, glass has been the dominant material with
which to fabricate LCDs. It has been shown that high levels
of Sodium or Potassium ions in the glass can cause problems

by their migration into the liquid crystal. This problem has
been overcome either by using glass which is low in their ions
or by coating the surface of the glass with silicon dioxide, but
now, plastic is becoming increasingly popular as a replace-
ment for glass.

Indium tin oxide is deposited in a thin layer on the inside
of the 'sandwich' in order to apply the electric field across
selected areas of the display. Such layers are typically around

25 nm thick and transmit up to 80% of the light incident on
them. The 'mask' of connections is so configured that
connections are only allowed to overlap on the two surfaces
where a display is required.

It is important for correct function of a typical LCD device
that the liquid crystal molecules are made to orientate
correctly with respect to the containing surfaces. Most dis-
plays establish the liquid crystal molecules parallel to the
glass surfaces - in the homogeneous texture. This configura-
tion is typically achieved by stroking the glass surface with
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Fig.14 Set of wavelength response carves for a
series of chiral nematic liquid crysta mixtures. Each
set is designed to respond within a range of 2
degrees C.

a long chain polymer such as polyvinyl alcohol.
When the LCD unit is fabricated, the distance between

the plates is of critical importance. This determines, for
example, the value of electric field within the liquid crystal
when the device is activated by a set switching voltage. The
separation of surfaces on a LCD unit is typically between 5
and 25 microns. Sometimes transparent spacers are used to
hold the devices apart by the correct amount as such devices
are fabricated and sealed.

Active Matrix Displays
Rather than have the LCD unit as the device which is sent

drive signals deleloped by electronic circuits elsewhere in a
system, the technique of active matrix displays employs in
situ -semiconductor devices to control individual pixel ele-
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ments. Figure 13 shows how the drive signal for a pixel is
connected across a back to back diode and the liquid crystal
cell. This sharpens the individual cell characteristic and
allows a higher degree of multiplexing for large area dis-
plays. Such technology is being used, for example for pocket
colour televisions. LCD television screens can be obtained in
six inch screen sizes and it is predicted that a twenty inch flat
panel screen will be developed by around 1995.

Liquid Crystal Temperature Sensors
When white light strikes a chiral nematic liquid and

travels along its twist axis, then only light of wavelength
similar to the pitch of the liquid crystal is reflected back. This

wavelength is highly temperature dependent and so the
colour reflected can be used as an estimate of temperature
(Figure 14). By choosing suitable sets of compounds, such
temperature sensors can be made to change from blue to red
over as small a temperature range as I degree centigrade.

Summary
The market for such LCD devices is indeed set to grow

dramatically as all manner of devices become practicable due
to the availability of compact flat screens. While cathode ray
displays may have been big and bulky, they certainly have
been reliable and the hope is that LCD screens will have the
same reputation for lasting a lifetime.
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As the second millenium approaches and we are at

last grasping pefect fidelity of audio reproduction,
as the 32 bit, 180 times oversampling DACs are
bolted onto each channel, as the palladium free

copper cables are placed parallel to the ley lines, as the
resonance -free cellulite foam platens support the three
irregularly placed pyramidal legs of the CD player, is there
not among all the mumbo -jumbo at least a suspicion of
betrayal?.

Why is it that the record that sounded great on the AM
tranny is so thin and unspirited now its in the hi-fi? How
come the perfect audio device emasculates half the material
it's given? Why is hours of listening to CDs enough to induce
fatigue?

What is wrong?. What has happened to the dream? Have

The Spoiler
HOW IT WORKS

The input signal is mis-matched and attenuated 100 times by R1

and R2 prior to being amplified by 01, a single stage amplifier with

a gain of 100. From nere it passes to the compressor built around
161. This is a CA3080 operational transconductance amplifier

chosen for its poor noise performance and restricted input voltage

swing. The output of C2b is rectified and smoothed by D2, R13 and

NOTE
01 111C11111

02 312
CI CANN1
01 111d1,1

Fig.1 Circuit of the Spoiler

OUTPUT

R22

we in our headlong drive toward abstract perfection, lost our
way? Have we instead achieved a distillation devoid of all
flavour? Is this perfection really a siren, leading us ever
onward to eventual bankruptcy? Is there any going back?

Do not despair: we present the solution. This design can
make even the most tiresome CD system sound like a
Dansette. This is the one for all those saddled with state of
the art systems and yearning for what they have lost.

Several techniques are used to debase the sound 'quality'.

Compression reduces the dynamic range, dis-

tortion is introduced and bandpass
14 " 1 tering brings out warmth and re-

4ptc

moves annoying high
frequencies. A unique

'flabby earthing' method
further muddies up the
sound image, some

noise is added and
an optional 50/
100Hz oscillator
may be used to in-
ject hum if de-
sired. The circuit
is designed to be

C5 and fed to 02 which sources the control current for ICI, C4, R10

and R11 tailor the frequency response of the side chain such that the

mid range is compressed least, while the time constant of C5 and

R13 is chosen to introduce 2% of roodulatio distortion (the least

audible amount), particularly at lower frequencies.

After compression the signal passes on ci 164 where network

C5. R15 and R16. together with R17 and C7, tailor the overall

frequency response to bring out tha 'warmth' in the music. The
important thing to note here is that the biasing resistors R18 and R19

are not decoupled, severely impairing the stlfness of the 'ground'

connection.

IC5a and IC5b form a crude astable osci lator running at 50Hz,

with a strong 100Hz harmonic: 4 is nct necessary actually to connect

this oscillator into the audio path - sufficient hum is induced by
proximity and by running the oscillator from the same power supply

(which should not be regulated) as 'he audio circuitry.

inserted between the CD player and the amplifier.

In Use
The spoiler is effective on a wide range of digital record-

ings and does much to set listening back 30 years. If it is
wished to build a stereo version the above circuitry should be
duplicated and located inside the electric toaster.

by Anal
Bardfrod
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INPUT BUFFER TIME CONSTANT LOG AMPLIFIER
PRECISION RECTIFIER NETWORK

Fig.1 Block diagram of Automate LED Peak programme meter

SET FSD

LEVEL SHIFTING
AMPLIFIER

BARGRAPH DRIVER
LED ARRAY

AutoMate
Anniversary

Mixer

Peak Programme Meter
This project covers just
about all eventualities.

Mike Meechan explains.

As the AutoMate project today is now a toddling one
year old, (but still teething), we take a brief respite
from things purely theoretical and present a front
cover PCB project which is, incorporated into, and

used with, the AutoMate mixing desk (Group/Monitor sec-
tion). The board, however, is not intended solely for use with
this project and could be fitted to a great variety of audio -
related projects, where an accurate visual means of determin-
ing audio levels at a particular point in the signal pathway is
required.

It could be fitted to just about any type of pre -amplifier,
mixer or amplifier. Some of the more specialised theory and
background information about metering in general, and
PPM's specifically, was explained in last month's issue. I

hope that this hasn't been to the detriment of this month's
instalment. Those interested but not following this series
may like to refer to the March issue.

Last month, we looked at the various types of meter which

abound in an audio environment, and then explained what it
was about the PPM which made it so special.

Being LED Astray
We mentioned that there were two types of meter in

common usage. If the VU type is the first, and the PPM type
is the second, the third, slightly hybrid option for metering is
the LED type. It is upon this type that we'll develop the
AutoMate design. By using the appropriate electronics, any
ballistic response, from VU to PPM to a combination of the
two can be recreated. Unfortunately, the ICs available for the
driving of bargraph displays such as these have threshold
points not ideally suited to our purpose. As an example, the
LM 3914 has a linear response, the LM 3915 a 3dB log
response and the LM 3916 a semi -log (VU) response. Also,
for good resolution, at least two and preferably three of the
devices need to be cascaded. This approach starts to become
a prohibitively expensive way of obtaining our metering
circuitry.

However, proper moving -coil PPM's are expensive and
can't really be justified for most of the simpler and less
demanding domestic or semi-professional applications. I
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have therefore designed an LED peak programme meter
which has many of the benefits (and the accuracy) of the true

moving coil PPM but costs considerably less than its more
illustrious, full -pedigree relation. Once fitted with the full
complement of 20 LED's, measurement accuracy is to within
2dB in the standard set-up, although scale resolution can be
made more or less depending upon the application.

I have used a log amplifier to create a linear input voltage
for two cascaded LM 3914 linear bargraph driver/display
IC's, each LED of the bargraph nominally representing a 2dB

change in level. The input to the log amplifier comes from
a precision rectifier/time-constant circuit. The rectifier
allows the meter to accurately follow the peaks in the
program while the time constant network is used to synthe-
sise the correct rise and decay time for the PPM ballistics.
For those constructors wishing to experiment and who wish
greater or less meter resolution, or a different full scale
deflection level, provision has been made on the board for
adjustment of both of these parameters. In this way, the
amplifier response can be tailored so that the same range can

be represented on fewer (or greater) LED's. Figure 1 shows
a block diagram of the system.

A recent innovation in the field of bargraph modules is in

HOW IT WORKS
Peak Programme Meter

The meter circuitry can be split into the five sections shown in the

main text. We'll look at each in turn. Refer to the circuit diagram shown

in Figure 2.

Precision Full -Wave Peak Detector/Time Constant Network IC801a

and 801b form a conventional precision rectifier. the output of which

feeds a large -value capacitor. C802.

Whereas DIN 45406 calls for a response of 1dB down from a

steady-state for a 10ms tone burst and 4dB down for a 3ms tone burst,

BS 4297 requires an integration time of 12ms and a decay time from 7

to 1 of 2.85.

R806/C802 form the necessary attack time constant of 1.8ms.

Despite quoting 2.5ms last month, for an inertialess meter which
provides no damping or filtering (as the moving -coil type does). 1.8ms

calculates to be the correct time constant in this instance. As noted

above, BS4297a specifies 2.85 for a decay from PPM 7 to PPM 1

(24dB). One time constant equates to a decay of 8.4dB and is met by

a value just less than 15. The specified return time is met by R805,

R806 and C802. Figure 12 gives the correct resistor values for each

of the different types and available values of capacitor.

This circuit was intended originally to connect directly to the high

impedance signal input of the LM3914/15/16 series of bargraph driver

IC's. The log amplifier circuit is not of the correct impedance and loads

the network 'appreciably. so a buffer, IC 801c, is interspersed between

the time constant network and the log amplifier input terminal, IC802 pin

2.

Log Amplifier
A logarithmic amplifier gives an output of the form Vout = Alog k Vin

where A and k are constants. Such amplifiers are used extensively for

instrumentation purposes where they allow a wide range of different

values to be represented on a single scale since each division can then

represent one decade.

Since acoustical measurement work use the Bel and its smaller

brother, the decibel, a logarithmic amplifier connected before the

display driving circuitry can provide for readings to be made directly in

decibels, thus allowing a wide dynamic range to be represented on a

single, linearly -annotated scale marked directly in dB.The basic circuit

of a logarithmic amplifier is shown in Figure 3. This uses a transistor in

the feedback loop of a conventional virtual -earth inverting amplifier,

with the output series resistor included as a protection device to limit

the current which the transistor base -emitter junction can draw from the

op -amp with high level input signals. The emitter current of a bipolar

transistor is related to the base -emitter voltage voltage by a form of the

pn junction equation

IF = lo' exp (eV,./kT)
for h>>1
Therefore

Ic = lo' exp (eVb./kT)
where lo is the reverse leakage current, e is the charge on the

electron, k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute temperature. The

natural logarithimic form is as follows:

In Ic = In lo' + ie V = (kT/e)In
where. as is usually assumed with the virtual earth at the op -amp

inverting input.

IF=I=V1/R1
We should note that the feedback current I forms the collector

current Ic of the transistor as shown in Figure 3. It follows. therefore.

that:

Ic = IF = V./121

Since the emitter -base junction is connected directly between the

output and earth, the output voltage

Vo = VBF
= (kT/e)In(VI/R1I'o)
Thus, we have an voltage at the op -amp output which is propor-

tional to the natural logarithim of the input. This is readily expressed in

the form of log x = In x log e. The new. more common form simplifies

to:

Vo = b log V + c
where b and c are constants.

The input/output transfer characteristics for this simple log ampli-

fier are shown in Figure 4. It is clear that the output voltage swing is

small, changing by about only 0.3V over four decades of change at the

input. For low magnitudes of input signal, offset voltages become

critical and a fine-tuning offset null control is used to null the output

under no -signal conditions. In this condition, the current in the
feedback transistor is negligible and the op -amp is operating near its

open -loop condition so adjustment is critical.

Another shortcoming associated with this simple log amplifier is

that it is sensitive to changes in ambient temperature because of the
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the introduction (by National Semiconductor) of hybrid
packages which combine both the LED's and the bargraph
driver electronics in a single IC. There are both vertical and
horizontal types, with the horizontal one similar to the DIL
LED bargraph packages which now prevail, but with fewer
legs along the bottom edge. The horizontal type looked
particularly attractive, not least because the overall cost of
the LED/driver package was little more than that of ten
discrete rectangular LED's. Unhappily, it proved difficult to
mount at right -angles to the PCB surface without a special 18
pin right-angled DIL socket - not readily available -and the
LED's came in only two colours (incorporated into the whole
block) ie each package has ten LED's which are the same
colour.

The expense problem of the discrete LED's and driver
chip was the main one, and obviously, was directly propor-
tional to the number of bargraph driver IC's employed.
However, when the alternative cost and complexity of twenty
or so discrete comparators, precision resistors and greatly
complicated PCB is considered, I think the chosen option is
infinitely preferable (and probably a good deal less expen-
sive). Regrettably, it doesn't allow the staggering of LED
colours and sizes but that's life....

Natural Evolution
At first, in the original prototype, I used the LM39I4

bargraph drivers and discrete LED's. Two major difficulties
became apparent. It proved impossible to mount the LED's
at right angles to the PCB - their normal attitude - and still
have them retain a uniform, flat, bbck-like appearance.
Even minor differences in the leg bending point (probably in
the order of fractions of a millimetre) manifested themselves
as a distinct unevenness on the surface of the LED cluster and
a corresponding loss of professional finish. I experimented
with a variety of different methods - and used a lot of LED's

-0.6

-0.5

-0.4

-03

].0001 0.001 0.01 0.1 1

INPUT VOLTAGE V (VOLTS)

Fig.4 Transfer characteristics

10

kite factor in the equation.
Both of these problems inherent to the simple, single stage design,

can be solved by adding a second stage, as in the featured design. This

boosts gain and provides temperature compensation. The second

base -emitter junction of 0802 or the second half of IC806 acts in

opposition to the main logging transistor since it encounters identical

changes in temperature, and so resultant changes in its base -emitter

PD compensate for the variations in Q801. Despite this, it experiences

only a negligible change in operating current over the full range of input

signals and so does not tend to counteract the logging action of Q801.

For good temperature compensation, therefore, it is imperative that

the two transistors are mounted as close as possible to one another and

so encounter an identical thermal environment. The ideal is to use a

supermatched pair where the two transistors are mounted in the same

package and have identical electrical characteristics. For those

wishing better accuracy and insensitivity to temperature, this is an

option which has been included on the board, with the optional IC806

in the parts list being the supermatched pair. and 0801 and 2 the
discrete transistors. Figure 5 shows a graph of Vout versus Vin for this

compensated log amplifier.

C803 and C804 shunt both of the feedback loops and so maintain

high frequency stability under all conditions. PR801 nulls the first input

stage and is adjusted so that as the input tends to zero, so the output

tends to zero. It is not, however, adjusted with zero input but with a very

small magnitude signal voltage, since log 0 is equal to minus infinity and

the amplifier output tends to behave very strangely indeed. PR802

adjusts the gain of the amplifier (scale factor) and is adjusted for around

-1.2V per 20dB change in input (in a non -cascaded board). When

cascading boards, it can be altered to give -1.2V per 10dB change in

input level.

Level Shifting Amplifier
This is a differential amplifier created around IC803a. The signal

to the non -inverting input comes from PR803, which is fed in turn from

ZD801 reference voltage. This is used to set the pedestal voltage upon

which the output sits and so adjusts full scale deflection. The inverting

input is fed from the output of IC803b. The output from pin 1 is a

positive -rising voltage in the nominal range 0 to 4.8V. This is fed to the

signal input pins of both bargraph drivers.

Bargraph Driver/Array
This section uses the National Semiconductor LM3914 bargraph

driver/LED array. This is a very versatile IC and incorporates both ten

LED's and associated drivers in a single package. The IC is designed

to drive the LED's in response to an analogue voltage input, with the

chosen modules having a linear relationship between the input voltage

and the number of LED's lit. Others in the series follow a logarithmic

law  the LM 3915 - or VU (semi -logarithmic law)  the LM3916.

A number of notable features include:

Bar or dot display externally selectable Irternal voltage reference

LED drive current programmable from 2 to 30mA

Functional Description
Input Buffer and Comparators

The block diagram of Figure 6 shows the internal architecture of the

IC. Signals are inputted to it via a high impedance buffer, with the output

signal from this fed to a series of 10 comparators. Each of these is

biased to a different threshold voltage level by the resistor string. The

values of the resistors within this string, therefore. determines the
characteristics of the display, with the linear scaling of the resistors

within the LM3914 .treating a linear scale. In the example shown (and

indeed in the featured PPM circuit), the high end of R is connected to

the internal 1.25V precision reference. For the LM3914, this means

that there is 0.125V impressed across each resistor. so that for each

125mV increase in input signal level, another comparator will switch on.

The R pins can, however, be connected between any two voltages.

within the constraints of the IC maximum operating conditions.

Internal Voltage Reference
This reference may or may not be used to impress 1.25V across

the resistor string. Both ends of the reference are available externally

(REF OUT and REF ADJ). Further, this votage is applied across a

'programme' resistor which, because the source PD is fixed, generates

a constant current. This is used as an error term in a feedback loop and

helps to minimise changes in this current wth changing V+ and load

currents. Connected with this reference - no pun intended - is the ability

to programme LED on currents (a display .rightness control). LED

drive source current is equal to ten times that drawn from the REF OUT

pin. R and R programme the PPM LED drive currents in our example.
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EN*

61i

O

- but was unable to improve matters to any noticeable extent.
I returned therefore to the original idea of the combined
display/driver IC. This solved the second problem which was

in the difficulty of physically fitting all of the components
into the available PCB area. The area occupied by the LED
and bargraphs was reduced by about 50% when both were
combined. The problem of the right-angled DIL sockets
remained but I devised a scheme to fabricate these from a

6

5

4

3

2

0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10

INPUT VOLTAGE VIn (VOLTS)

Fig.5 Transfer characteristics of Automate
temperature-compensateed log -amp

100

wirewrap type. The colour problem was also tackled. More
details in the Construction section. This LED type however,
is not without its drawbacks. The displays need power
supply rails not associated with the moving coil type, with a

current sourcing capability directly dependent upon the
number of LED's in the display.

Research has also shown that many operators find pro-

longed use of the LED meter to be irritating and wearing on
the eye, far more so than with the moving coil type. A further

failing of the PPM generally, not LED ones specifically, is in
the way that it gives no indication of the subjective loudness
of the material and so speech, say, must be allowed to peak
to PPM 5.5 whilst heavily compressed pop might only be
allowed to peak to PPM 4. We mentioned this briefly when
we discussed the choice of PPM time constant. It is also one
of the reasons why I said that in last month's issue the VU
meter fitted with a peak LED is an ideal combination - some

indication of subjective loudness is given and we can be
alerted to any potentially damaging peaks, all in the same
instrument package.

Anyway, enough of the negative aspects. The featured
design can be tailored to the individual's needs in a variety
of ways. Both full scale deflection and scale factor are readily
adjustable to suit personal preferences. Buffering of the
input circuitry means that there are no loading effects and the

input gain (or loss as the case may be) can be adjusted ie
variable sensitivity. The PPM, therefore, can be interfaced
with just about any type of audio equipment. If desired,
either for greater accuracy within the original range, or to
maintain similar accuracy across a wider dynamic range,
identical modules can easily be cascaded to produce larger

displays. The units depicted on the front cover are in fact the
original prototypes. These can be switch -selected for bargraph
or dot mode. Finally, for those stalwarts who prefer the
ballistic response of the more traditional VU, I have included
on board provision to recreate this type of response. It is a
simple matter to alter a few component values and to swap
some capacitors and diodes. As an aside, it is sometimes
useful to be able to switch between VU and PPM type
characteristics. Many mixers provide this facility, but the

LED10 LED9
0 0

LED1 VLED

N. 0 0

GND

MODE

 FROM PIN 1

Zvi

/\AAAAAAAAA
RIO R9 R8 R7 R6 R5

REFERENCE
VOLTAGE
SOURCE

1.25V

R4 R3 R2 Al

MODE
SELECT
AMPLIFIER

0 RHI REF OUT 0 0 REF ADJ

VALUE OF 'R' DETERMINES LED BRIGHTNESS
GND1-0

V
RLOWO 0 SIG IN

GND

NOTE: SCALING OF RESISTORS 81 TO RIO DETERMINES RESPONSE OF LEDS (LINEAR, SEMI -LOG OR VU OR LOGARITHMIC)

Fig.6 Block diagram of 3914115,16 Bargraph driver module

1
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0801
AUDIO IN

0

47n

R801

20k

OVa

R804
300k

OVa

8806
100k

TO R807

NOTE: D801,802 ARE 1N4148
IC801 IS TL074

Fig.7 Modifications to input circuit to create VU meter response (to
ANSI specification C165)

serious restrictions caused by the small physical size of the
PCB meant that I couldn't include this as a viable option on
a board this size. The main console monitoring, does, how-
ever, include this facility.

Construction
Construction is reasonably

straightforvard, if a little time-consum-
ing. As a consequence of the size and
density of the PCB, many of the tracks
are fine in width, with some passing
between adjacent pads on a DIL section.

I strive whenever possible NOT to do
this with my board layouts, but in this
instance, there was no choice. What this
means to you as a constuctor is that great

care, a lot of patience and most impor-
tantly, a fine -tipped soldering must be
employed during construction of the
board. All wire links should be inserted
and soldered first, with special care taken

that the link - LK 6 -which resides
underneath IC 806 (if this is fitted) is not
forgotten. There is a similar such link -
LK8 - situated partially underneath C802,
the main time -constant determining ca-
pacitor. (This statement holds true only
if the time constant capacitor is a polyes-

ter or polyester -layer type).
At this point, the constructor must

decide whether or not boards are to be
cascaded, and if this is the case, whether

the board currently being worked upon
is going to indicate the smallest signal
levels. Should this be the case, Link 11
must be inserted since this grounds the
bottom of the reference/resistor chain.
Otherwise, pin A should be soldered in
its place and this is connected to pin F on

the previous board (Ref Out on the
preceeding stage). Link 11 is made, in

any case, on a board intended for use solely by

itself. Figure 8 shows the bottom -most board
of a cascaded display (or a board for use by
itself) while Figure 9 shows the way boards are

cascaded.

Links are followed by Veropins, and the
horizontally -mounted IC sockets. At this point,

decide whether or not it is the discrete transis-
tor or super -matched pair version which you
are building. The discrete transistor type be-
haves reasonably and will suffice in most
applications, but is prone to small errors should

ambient temperature change by anything less
than a small degree (no pun intended). The
super -matched version, while being more ex-
pensive, doesn't suffer in this way because the

transistors are perfectly matched and track
each other accordingly. Don't be tempted to
skimp on the Veropins since they are much less

expensive than a new PCB. More about the
reasoning behind this coming soon...

Continued Next Month
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The Multimate Tester
Check polarity,

continuity and AC
or DC with this

simple indicator.
Construction by

Keith Garwell.

Mais oui (but yes, literally), however it does have

a number of useful features. The circuit is curi-
ous and makes use of certain properties of
semiconductors which are sometimes overlooked

and are worth discussion. Above all it's cheap, there is no
range switching, it accepts up to 240V AC or DC and includes
a check for continuity. It is not polarity conscious but it does
indicate polarity. It is ideal for monitoring computer data
lines, for example RS232, and can be left permanently
connected if desired. The given circuit will handle up to
100kHz with the transistors specified. No doubt it would go
higher than this with a bit of experimentation and a change
of transistors.

The circuit relies on the features of a semiconductor
junction which we perhaps don't stop to think about very
often. It's easy to get into the habit of thinking about diodes
as perfect switches, on in one direction and off in the other.
In practice it's not quite like that.

Figure 1 shows a 'real' diode which consists of a perfect
switch (still indicated by the diode symbol) in series with a
DC voltage source (indicated by the symbol for a cell) and a
resistor. In parallel with this is a capacitor. Even so Figure I

is not a perfect representation but it's sufficient for our
purpose and indeed it's sufficient for many purposes.

The most important factor in what follows is the cell
which represents a reverse voltage ie. it opposes the normal
flow of current in the diode in the on direction. For silicon
junctions the cell voltage is around 600mV at 20 °C and
varies very nearly by 2mV'°C (they make good thermom-

T2

Fig.2 Basic Circuit
tester

HOW IT WORKS
At first sight the two LEDs look as though they will be permanently

alight and indeed this would be the case were it not for the reverse voltage

across them. Referring
back to Figure 1 for a
moment the cell voltage

in these diodes is about

1.7 volts. In other words

for the diodes to conduct

more than 1.7 volts are

required across each and

in this case the two cell

battery is not sufficient. A

stardard Leclanche type

cell only gives 1.5 volts
when new, consequently

the two cell battery only
gives 3V whilst the two

LEDs would require 3.4V

to light them in series.

However, if one of the

transistors is turned on its emitter -collector voltage is only about 0.1 volt.

This would reduce the voltage across the LED with which it is in parallel

to 0.1 also. As an example suppose Q1 is turned on then we have a circuit

from the positive terminal of the battery. through Ql, R2 and LED2 to the

negative terminal of the battery.

The voltage drops in the circuit are 0.1 at 01 plus 1.7 at LED2 ie. 1.8

volts altogether. The battery however develops (if the batteries are fresh)

3.0 volts leaving a difference of 1.2 volts to drive current round the circuit.

If R2 is 100R then the current is limited to 1.2./100 amps ie. 12 milliamps.

It is not necessary to use Leclanche cells, recharchargeables may

be used instead. This gives a battery terminal voltage of 2.5 volts leaving

0.7 to generate current. This gives 7 milliamps which gives quite a bright

light using high sensitivity LEDs.

Back with Figure 2, 01 turned on causes LED2 to light and
conversely Q2 on lights LED1. Now how are 01 or 02 turned on? A
rhetorical question perhaps. but there are at least three answers.

Suppose T1 and T2 are connected to test leads. If the device is being

used for continuity testing effective connection between T1 and T2
allows current to flow from the positive pole of the battery via Ti. T2 and

R1 to the base of 01. Then via Q1 emitter through R2 and via LED2 to

the negative terminal of the battery. Establishing base current in 01 turns

on the collector current and LED2 lights.

Suppose the test leads are applied such that T2 is positive with
respect to T1. This generates the same condition as above ie. 01 is
turned on lighting LED2. The external potential reinforces the emitter
current in 01.

Now take the case where the test leads are applied such that T2 is

negative with respect to T1. If we stick to conventional current flow then

the positive input at T1 causes current to flow via LED1. R2, emitter -base

junction of 02 and via R1 and T2 to the negative side of the external

circuit. With base current flowing in 02 collector current flows also. Thus

LED1 is illuminated by current from the battery via LED1, R2, 02 emitter -

collector and so to the negative side of the battery.

Well thats three cases. what happens if T1 and T2 are applied to an

alternating potential? Answer - both LEDs light. At least that is how it

appears. In fact the LEDs light alternately - one for each half cycle.
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eters). For the junctions of LEDs the reverse voltage is usualy
between about 1.5 and 1.8 volts.

The series resistor is around 100 to 200R for small
junctions and becomes progressively smaller in value the
more beafy the junctions become.

The parallel capacitance affects the frequency response of
the junction but is only significant in our circuit above about
100kHz.

Figure 2 shows the basic circuit of the tester which at first
glance looks like a bridge, but beware, it isn't.

In Practice
If the practical physical layout is such that LED I is

positioned adjacent to T1 and LED2 adjacent to T2 then
whenever the test leads are applied to a circuit whichever
LED lights indicates the positive terminal. Summarising the
action in a table we have:

If T2 is positive with respect to T1 LED2 lights
If T1 is positive with respect to T2 LED1 lights

If T1 and T2 are connected together LED2 lights

what the two LEDs are doing

Alight

LED1

LED2 dim
LED2 bright
LED1 & LED2

External
T1 is positive
T1 and T2 linked
T2 is positive
AC voltage across T1 & T2

If in doubt about LED2 being dim or bright reverse the
connections T1 and T2 if there is no change in the illumina-
tion of LED2 then no potential is present.

Construction
When finished the PCB is supported on the terminal

sockets for the test leads see Figure 4. It is important
therefore to ensure the holes for the terminals are in the
correct position in the case.

The first thing is to position the board in the case and mark
the holes for the terminals. To do this lay the board in the case
copper side facing you and with the side remote from the
holes marked T1, T2 and T3 in Figure 5 nearest the side of

the case. ie. with the side of the PCB held up
against the inside of the case the three holes for
T1, T2 and T3 should be towards the centre.
With the board held in this position drill through
the holes T1, T2 and T3 and through the case
itself. There is no need to use a drill the same
size as the holes anything from 1/8 inch, 3mm
downwards will do, the holes will be made
larger later.

Next drill through the holes in the case with
a drill to give clearance to the threaded part of
the terminals (usualy 5/16 inch, 8mm). Then
mark out and drill the holes for the LEDs. One
is exactly half way between the centres for T2
and T3 ie. 0.4 inch from either and on the same

line, the second is 0.4 inch inside the centre of T1. The hole
size is 3/16 inch, (5mm). That completes the drilling in the
case.

Now some drilling on the PCB. The terminal sockets will
have a reduction at the start of the thread and it is on this
reduction that the PCB will sit when finished, so enlarge the
three holes in the PCB so that it will just fit over the ends of
the sockets, see Figure 4 again for the arrangment. This hole
is usually around 1/4 inch or 6mm but check with the sockets.

That is all the machining done, now to start assembly.
First fit the terminal sockets into the case. If little keys are
molded into the neck of the sockets file a small notch in the
holes in the case to match before fitting. Then tighten the
retaining nuts.

Now for the PCB. The first job is to set the height of the
two LEDs above the PCB correctly. To do this insert but do
not solder the two LEDs checking the correct orientation
from Figure 5. Place the PCB in position in the case over the
ends of the terminal sockets and adjust the two LEDs so that
the ends just nicely come through the holes in the case. Solder
the LED leads to the PCB and then remove the PCB and fit
the rest of the components according to Figure 5. Trim all
wire ends as appropriate.

Replace the PCB in position in the case (components
downwards) over the ends of the terminal sockets and with
the battery connection wires brought under it to the empty
space in the case. Many of the small battery boxes for a pair

BLK T1

RI R2

RED 12

mim C

YEL T3 7M

Fig.3 Final design of tester

R3

02

L EDI

LED2

This is completely unambiguous until the device meets a
potential which is varying between zero and some other DC
potential at more than about 10Hz such as would be the case
with a computer signal eg. varying between OV and +5V. The
LEDs will merely indicate the positive terminal the LED
turning on and off too quickly to be seen by the eye. This
ambiguity can be resolved by providing a capacitor in series
with the input and bringing it out to another terminal T3.
Using this terminal and T1 in such a case will convert the
pulsing DC to an alternating potential and both LEDs will
light.

Finally to be practical we must decide on the maximum
input voltage allowed. The mains is usualy the highest
voltage we come across in these days of solid state electronics
so this is what we will allow for in the design. This will
determine both the ohmic value and wattage of the input
resistor in Figure 2.

Half watt resitors are readily available and the new metal
oxide resitors are good for about 0.6 watt. Using two 47k
resistors in series each dissipating half a watt gives a total of
306 volts RMS, a nice safety margin above the 240V mains.
240 volt RMS gives a peak voltage of 340 and hence a peak
base current of only 2.6mA in the two transistors which is
quite acceptable. Using these figures the final design is
shown in Figure 3.

Finally to recap we can draw up a useful table which will
tell us what is happening in the external circuit depending on

O
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of AA cells such as used here have a PP3 type connector, so

the battery wires need the corresponding plug. By means of
some bare copper wire link the solder tags of the terminals to

the appropriate adjacent rectangular pad on the PCB.
Fit two AA cells into the battery holder and check that

neither LED is alight. Fit the test leads to sockets TI and T2
and touch the probes together. The

LED adjacent to T2 should light. If
all is OK fit the lid to the case
(which is in fact the bottom) and its
ready for use.

In Use
The usual connection is black

test lead to black socket and red test

lead to red socket. Connect the black

lead to the reference point (earth or
OV) and use the red lead as the
probe lead. Used in this way it

exhibits the highest impedance to the circuit under test. Input
capacity is low being only the test lead itself.

Notice that when the test leads are touched together the
LED is not as bright as when the red lead is connected to a
positive point. This enables the distinction to be made
between continuity or two similar potentials and a potential
difference being present. If reversing the leads makes no
difference to the brightness of the LED then no potential is
present.

To investigate pulsed DC signals use the connections
black to black and red lead to yellow socket. The input

PARTS LIST
RESISTORS

R1,2 47k metal film

R3 100R metal film

CAPACITORS

Cl 100n polyester

SEMICONDUCTORS

01 BC171

02 BC557

LED1,2 low current red 5mm LED

MISCELLANEOUS

T1,2,3 4mm black,red, yellow sockets respectively

Case,battery box 2xAA type, battery connector, probes

impedance is the same as before and this arrangement has the

advantage that the batteries are not used when no signal is
present. It is convenient for example to leave the device
connected to communications lines when the LEDs will light
only when line activity is present

THIS EDGE BUTS UP TO
INSIDE OF CASE

BATTERY LEADS

Fig.5 Component overlay

JUST LOOK AT WHAT'S AVAILABLE FROM BONEX
Balance Mixers
Batteries
button Cells, Ni-cads,
Battery Holders,
Battery Eliminators,
Ni-cad Chargers,
Boxes
ABS Plastic, Die-cast,
Hand -Held Enclosures,
Bridge Rectifiers
Bulbs
Cables
Audio, BBC, Camcorder,
Cassette/Calculator, Mains,
Computer, IBM PC/AT,
Serial, Monitor Extension,
Parallel, PatchNideo Leads,
Scart Cables, Serial Printer,
Video/Audio Dubbing Kit,
Cable Ties
Capacitors
Ceramic Discs
Ceramic Feedthroughe,
Chip, Electrolytics,
Monolithics, Mylars,
Polycarbonates,
Polystyrenes, Polyesters,
Tantalum Beads,
Capacitors Variable
Film Dielectric Trimmers,
Ceramic Trimmers,

BONEX

CMOS Devices
Computer Accessories
Adaptors 9W to 25W,
Data Switch Boxes,
Gender Changers,
RS232 - Patch Boxs, Null
Modems, Plug in Testers,
Surge Protectors,
Surge Protector Plugs,
Connectors
Audio Adaptor/Plugs,
Banana Connectors,
Binding Posts BNCs
Centronics, D,
D High Density,
DC Power , DIL IC ,
DINs , !DC° , Edge , F,
Jack2.5mm,3.5mm,6.3mm,
Mains , Microphones ,
Molex , N -Type, Phono,
PL259 , RF Adaptors,
Scart , TNC, Terminal
Stripe, N , XLR,
Crocodile Clips
Crystals
Desolder Pumps
Diodes
Plastic IN4000 / IN5400,
Toko Varicaps
Signal Diodes,
Zener, BZYs and BZXs,

Drills
Bits arid Burrs,
Expo ,
Pin Chucks,
Power Supplys,
Saws and Slitting Discs,
Fans
Feet, Rubber
Fontes
Fitters
FM Ceramics, Mechanical
IF's, Ceramic Resonators,
Crystal, Helicals, NTSC /
PAL, Pilot Tone, Ouadrature
Detector, Satellite N, Video,
Fuses
Grommets
Howes Kits
Heatsinks

Indti or* ocied
InductorsSurface Mount
Inductors Variable
infra -red Source Sensor
Insulating Tape
IntegratedCircutts
CMOS,
Eproms,
Unears,
Memory,
TTL,

Kits and Modules
LED.s, 3mm and 5mm
Ught Dep Resistors
Loudspeakers
Microphone Inserts
Multimeters
Neon indicators
Nuts and Botts
Opto Swttchs
Optolsolators
P.C.B.s
Copper Clad , Etch Resist
Transfers, Photo Resist,
Pins, Proto-type,
Polishing Mops
Potentiometers
Control Pofe,16mm, 24mm,
Pre-sets,HorlzontalNertIcal
Trimmer Pots,
Power Supplies

es Oril
Carbon Film, Metal Oxide,
Wlrewound,
Screening Cans
Semi's Mount Kits
Solder
Soldering Irons
Switches
DIL, Key, Microswitches,
Push, Rotary,Slide,Toggles,

Test Leads
Test Probes
Tools
D7Fnping, Cutters,
Files, Insertion,
Reamers,
Screwdrivers,
Strip Board, Trlmtools,
Torold Cores
Thyristors
Transformers, Mains
Transistors
Audio Power,
Darlingtons, F.E.T.s
GaAsFETs,
Low Power RF,
Microwave,
MoeFETs,
Power RF,
Small Signal,
VMOS,
Trines
TTL
Video Modulators
Voltage Regulators
Wire

rriErmelled Copper,
Tin Plated,
Sliver Plated,
Zero Insert Force
Sockets

12 Elder way
Langley Business Park
Slough
Berkshire SL3 6EP . Telephone : 0753 549502

CATALOGUE AVAILABLE

SPECIAL OFFER
SBL-1 BALANCE MIXERS £3.75

Fax : 0753 543812
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BARGAINS - Many New Ones This Month
ANOTHER SNIP extra lightweight stereo headphones. Superior sound quality as
these were made for a world famous airline. Adjustable headband. Suitable for
use with all types of cassette players and radios, only £1 per pair, Oder Ref. 898.
6-12V AXIAL FAN is a Japanese -made 12v DC brushless axial fan, 93mm
square. Its optium is 12 bit it performs equally well at only 6v and its current then
is only 100mA. Snip price only £4, Order Ref. 4P65. Mains power unit to operate
this at variable speeds, £2, Order Ref. 2P3.
F.M. CORDLESS RADIO MIKE hand-held battery -operated professional model,
has usual shaped body and head and is tuneable to transmit and be picked up on
the F.M. band of any radio. Yours for only £8.50, Order Ref. 8.5P1
4 MORE SPEAKERS:
Order Ref. 1.5P11 is Japanese -made 6V, Bohm, rated at 12W max This is a very
fine preproducer. The makers are SANYO. Yours for £1.50 INFRA RED RECEIVER CONTROLLER, made by Thorn to
Order Ref. 900 is another Far East made 6'f', 4ohm, 12W max. (-LIMITED SUPPLY ITEMS \ channel switch their T.V. receivers. Mounted on panel with
speaker. Very nicely made, using Japanese Hitachi tools and luminous channel indicator, mains on/off switch, leads and plugs

all yours for £2, Order Ref. 2P304.
HIGH QUALITY KEY SWITCH, single pole on/off or change-
over through panel mounted by hexagonal nut. Complete with
2 keys. Regular price £3, our price £1.50. Order Ref. 1.5P12.

issues posted to you free of DIGITAL MULTI TESTER M3800, single switching covers 30
SAFETY LEADS curly coil so that they contract but don't hang \ charge. 1 ranges including 20A ac and dc. 10 mag input impedence, 3'4
down. Could easily save a child from being scalded. 2 core, 5A, '" LCD display. Currently advertised by many dealers as nearly
extends to 3m, £1, Order Ref. 846, 3 core. 13A extends to 1 m, £1 each. Order Ref. £40, our price only £25. Order Ref. 25P14.
847, 3 core, 13A, extends to 3m, £2 each, Order Ref. 2P290. ANALOGUE TESTER, input impedence 2K ohms per volt. It has 14 ranges, ac
POWER SUPPLY WITH EXTRAS mains input is fused and filtered and the 12V volts 0-500, dc volts 0-500, dc current 500 micro amps at 250 milliamp resistance
dc output is voltage regualted intended for high class equipment, tttis is mounted 0-1 meg-ohm, decibels 20 7 56dB. Fitted diode protection, overall size
on a PCB and also mounted on the board but easily removed, are 2 12V relays 90x60K30mm. Complete with test prod's, price £7.50. Order Ref.7.5P8.
and a Piezo sounder. £3. Order Ref. 3P80B. 2" 50 OHM LOUDSPEAKER, replacement for pocket radio, baby alarm, etc. Also
ULTRA SONIC TRANSDUCERS 2 metal cased units, one transmits, one makes good pillow 'phone. 2 fo £1. Order Ref. 905.
receives Built to operate around 40kHz. Price £1.50 the pair, Order Ref. 1.5P/4. 13A SWITCHED SOCKETS. Dn standard switch plates but coloured. Ideal in
100W MAINS TRANSFORMER normal primary 20-0-20 at 2.5A, £4, Order Ref. workshop, cellar. etc. British made. Twin switched. £1.50. Order Ref. 1.5P13,
4P24. 40V at 2.5A, £4. Order Ref. 4P59. 50V ar 2A, £4, Order Ref. 4P60. single switched, 75p, Order Ref. .75P1.
PHILIPS 9" HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR black & white in metal frame for LCD CLOCK MODULE. 1.5v battery -operated, fits nicely into our 50p project box.
easy mounting, brand new still in maker's packaging, offered at less than price Only £2. Order Ref 2P307
of tube alone, only £15, Order Ref. 15P1. AMSTRAD KEYBOARD MODEL KB5, very comprehensive, has over 100 keys,
16 CHARACTER 2 -LINE DISPLAY screen size 85mm x 36mm, A phanumericc U. Order Ref 5P202
LCD dot matrix module with integral; micro processor made by Epson, their Ref. SENTINEL COMPONENT BOARD. amongst hundreds of other parts, this has 15
16027Ar, £8, Order Ref. 8P48. ICs, al plug in so don't need de -soldering. Cost well over £100. your for £4, Order
INSULATION TESTER WITH MULTI METER internally Ref 4P67
generates voltages which enables you to read insulation directly 9V 2.1A POWER SUPPLY, made for Sinclair to operate their
on megohms. The multimeter has four ranges, AC/DC volts, 3 128K Spectrum Plus 2 £3. Order Ref. 3P151.
ranges DC milliamps. 3 ranges resistance and 5 amp range. LINEAR HEATING TUBES, Quartz glass. 360W 100v so you
These instruments are ex British Telecom but in very good need 2in series which would give you 720W. 2 for £1, Order Ref.
condition, tested and guaranteed OK, probably cost at least £50 907.
each yours tor only £7.50, with leads. carry case £2 extra, Order 12V 250 MILLIAMP SOLAR PANEL, could keep that 12v
Ref. 7.5P/4. battery charged where there is no access to the mains. £15,
MAINS 230V FAN best make "PAPST" 4.4 square, metal Rf. 5P208: MS-DOS 4.01, £10, Order Ref. 15P47.
blades. £8, Order Ref. 8P8. Order Ref. 10P99 SCREWDRIVERS- pocket sized. Will save you having to worry
2MW LASER Helium neon by Phillips, full spec. £30, Order Ref. where you lett the last one! 10 for £1 . Order Ref. 909.
30P1. Power supply for this kit form with case is £15, Order Ref 15P16, or in
larger case to house tube as well £18, Order Ref. 18P2. The larger unit, made up,
tested and ready to use, complete with laser tube £69. Order Ref. 69P1.
1/3 HP 12V MOTOR - THE FAMOUS SINCLAIR C5 brand new, £15, Order Ref.
15P8.
SOLAR CHARGER holds 4AA nicads and recharges these in 8 lours, in very
neat plastic case, £6. Order Ref. 6P3.
AIR SPACED TRIMMER CAPS 2-20 pf ideal for precision tuning UHF circuits,
4 for £1 Order ref. 818B.
FIELD TELEPHONES just right for building sites, rallies, horse shows, etc., just
loin two by twin wire and you have two way calling and talking and you can join
into regular telephone lines if you want to. Ex British Telecom in very good
condition, powered by batteries (not included) complete with shoulder slung
carrying case. £9.50, Order Ref. 9.5P/2.
MAINS ISOLATION TRANSFORMER stops you getting lo earth" shocks. 230V
in and 230V out. 150 watt upright mounting, £7.50, Order Ref. 7.513,5 and a 250W
version is £10, Order Ref. 10P79.
MINI MONO AMP on PC8. Size 4" x 2" with front panel holding volume control and
with spare hole for switch or tone control. Output is 4 watt into 4 ohm speaker
using 12V or 1 Watt into 8 ohm using 9V. Brand new and perfect. only £1 each.
Order Ref. 495.
AMSTRAD POWER UNIT 13.5V at 1.9A encased and with leads arid output plug.
normal mains input, £6, Order Ref. 6P23.
ATARI 65XE at 65K this is quite powerful, so suitable for home
or business, unused and in perfect order but less PSU, only
£19.95, Order Ref. 19.5P/5B.
80W MAINS TRANSFORMERS two available, good quality.
both with normal pnmanes and upright mounting, one is 20V 4A,
Order Ref. 3P106 the other 40V 2A, Order Ref. 3P107, only £3
each.

technique, only £1.
Order Ref. 896 is 6V, 6ohm, 10W, exceptionally good sounder
and yours for only £1.
Order Ref. 897 is another Bohm speaker rated at 5W but
itsunusual feature is that it has a built-in tweeter. Still only £1.

2, 3 AND 4 WAY TERMINAL BLOCKS the usual grub screw types. Parcel
containing a mixture of the 3 types, giving you 100 ways for £1, Order Ref. 875.
12/24V DC SOLENOID constructed so that it will push or pull, plunger is a
combined rod and piston. With 24v is terrifically powerful but is still very good at
12v and, of course, with any intermediate voltage with increasing or decreasing
power It has all the normal uses of a solenoid and an extra one. if wired in series
with a make and break, this could be a scribing tool for marking plastics and soft
metals. We welcome other ideas and will give a £25 credit voucher for any used.
Price f 1, Order ref. 877.
2M 3 -CORE LEAD terminating with flat pin instrument socket, £1, Order Ref. 879.
Ditto but with plug on the other end so that you could use this to extend an
instrument lead. £1.50, Order Ref. 1.5P10.

are only described in our
newsletter. Many appear in our

current issue. If you order
something this month you will
recieve this and the next three

r EPSON USER
PACKS

Fully user documented and
including software.

MS-DOS 3.20, £5, Order Ref.
5P207: MS-DOS 3.3. £5. Order

INTERESTED IN STARS & PLANETS? If so, here is your opportunity to acquire
a very comprehensive set of parts which will enable you to make several models
of astronomical telescopes as well as terrestrial telescopes. The kit comes
complete with a 28 page manual. Price £15. Order Ref. 15P48.
STEP 2ER MOTOR BARGAIN This is just a mini motor, 12v operated and 7.5
step angle Offered at the very ow price of only £1, Order Ref. 910.
STANDARD CASSETTE MOTOR for 9v recorder players. This is brushless and
has internal electronics to facilitate speed change and reverse £1.50 each. Order
Ref. 1 5P14.
MINI CASSETTE MOTOR but will operate from tv upwards as it is so well made.
Speecl, of course. increases wr h voltage and is spread regulated at 9v £1, Order
Ref. 5-10.
STOP THOSE PEAKS as they come through the mains, they can damage your
equipment. 2A unit is a combination of cores and caps gives complete protection.
£2, Order Ref. 2P315.
SOLAR KIT BARGAIN A recert lucky purchase enables us to offer 2 solar models
at appropximately half price. The Aeroplane kit comprises all the parts to make a
model aeroplane. solar cell and solar motor to drive its propellor. The kit was £7 50
but can be yours for only £3.75, Order Ref. 3.75P1. The second one is a the
Vintace Gramphone. Again. al the parts to make the model, the solar cell which
drives the module which plays the tune. Again, the kit was £7.50, now only £3.75.
Order Ref. 3.75P2.

JUST ARRIVED
35mm Ballrace, complete with

spindle but this can be
removed. 4 for Et ,

Order Ref. 912. }
cooker hood, etc.

PROJECT BOX is approx 8" x 4" x 4'4" metal sprayed grey, louvred ends for
ventilation otherwise undrilled. Made for GPO so best quality, only £3 each. Order
Ref. 3P74.
12V SOLENOID has good V pull or could push if modified, size approx 1'4 long
x 1" square, £1, Order Ref. 232.
15W 8 OHM 8" SPEAKER & 3" TWEETER made for discontinued high quality
music centre, gives real hi-fi, and only £4 per pair, Order Ref. 4P57,
0-1MA FULL VISION PANEL METER 2'4" square, scales 0-100 but scale easily
removed for re -writing. £1 each. Order Ref. 756.
PROJECT BOX a first-class. Japanese two-part moulding size 96 x 66 x 23mm.
This is nicely finished and very substantial. You get 2 for £1, Order Ref. 876
12V 2A MAINS TRANSFORMER upright mounting with mounting clamp. Price
£1.50, order Ref. 1.5P8.
AM/FM MAINS RADIO CHASSIS with separate LCD module to display time and
set off alarm. This is complete with loudspeaker but it is not cased. Price £3.50.
Order Ref. 3.5P5.

INSULATION! TAPE 5 rolls of assorted colours, only £1, Order
Ref. 911.
GENERAL PURPOSE FAN KITcomprises beautifully made
"Boxer" fan, :ransformer and switch to give dual speed and off
from the mains. Complete with perforated front panel which, if
bent, could make a suitable stand for desk fan, etc. Or, it could
be used as a general purpose blower for fume extraction in
Complete kit £6. Order Ref. 6P28.

Prices include V.A.T. Send cheque/postal order or ring and
quote credit card numper. Add £3 post and packing. Order

over £25 post free.
You can order until 9pm Mon -Fri on 430380

M & B ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES LTD
12 Boundary Road. Hove. Sussex BN3 4EH

Telephone (0273) 430380
Fax or phone (0273) 410142

Telephone Order Hotline Monday to Friday until 9.00pm on 0273-43C380
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Fig.1 Main circuit diagram

The
'Keepsafe'
Alarm
Bob Noyes builds a
useful bag alarm

y son always waits until I'm doing something
that needs my total concentration to impart bad
news -this time I was driving him home in rain
and darkness from his swimming training. "Dad,

you're not going to believe this but my watch was stolen from
my kit bag while I was in the pool". Because I was driving
I couldn't react to this bombshell in the way I would have
liked to, so instead I set to thinking about how to prevent such

a theft happening again. Theft from school/kit bags is rife
everywhere as is theft from lockers - there seems little one
can do apart from bolting items down (with anti -tamper
bolts) or heavily alarming them. It's a sad reflection on
society today that almost anything is nickable.

HOW IT WORKS
The sequence of operation is as follows. When the 'keepsafe' is in darkness the

value of the sensing light dependent resistor (LDR) is very high, around 1 M or so, this

means IC1 f pin 13, the input to a Schmitt inverter, is high and its output is low. When

light falls on the LDR its value drops dramatically, to a few hundred ohms, under bright

light although in normal operation a practical value is several thousand ohms, but

enough to be seen as a low by the input inverter. Hence a high is presented to the

clock of IC2a, a "D" type stat, this clock edge from a low to a high is used to clock

the "D" input pin 5, a high (connected to rail), through to the 0 pin 1. This will stay

a high until reset by a high on the Reset pin 4 (see later).The high on the 0 pin 1 turns

on 01 and the emitter will rise to about 0.7 volts below the rail voltage of 9 volts. A

pulse is passed through C4 and will give a quick bleep on the sounder. This shows

the alarm has been activated and will go off if not de -activated. C2 will start to charge

through R4 and when it gets to about 60% of rail (5-6 volts), IC1a pin 1 sees this
voltage as a high and inverts this to a low on pin 2. The time taken from the light
striking the LDR to the time taken for a "1" to be seen on IC1a pin 1 is the time allowed

to de -activate the alarm and hence stop the siren from going off. IC1c is another
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Looking around for a solution to the problem I found no
practicable deterrent so I decided to design and build one.
Several systems on the market operate via body heat like
passive infra -red systems; these are fine for protecting a room
but not for the confines of swimming bags and where bags are
piled on top of each other in a classroom. PIRs aren't
completely portable and can't be left near radiators or
anywhere there is heat.

The obvious answer was a custom designed unit that
would protect a bag or locker as well as alerting a potential
thief to the fact that items were alarmed.

The method of detection was a major problem: tilt switches
came to mind first but in changing rooms or bags piled at the
side of a football pitch they would prove
impracticable because of the constant
adding to and taking away of bags from
the pile. The logical solution was light.
A locked locker and zipped up bag with
this alarm inside is the first step to
protection - the interiors are in darkness.
If opened, light would be allowed in and
the alarm activated.

Other problems cropped up such as
the de -activation of the alarm: in domes-
tic situations a key or combination must
be available - these wouldn't be practical
at school or sport and especially with
children who tend to lose/forget things at
the best of times. A number combination
could be used on a keypad but this would
add to the cost and electronic complex-
ity. In the end I selected a combination,
but of DIL switches: it's easy to custom-
ize the code as well as being relatively
cheap and easy to install. Should the
combination become known it can be
easily changed as the switch PCB is small and separate from
the main alarm.

Several problems still needed a solution however. To get
a loud output i.e. loud enough to attract attention normally
requires a large amount of power - short of a car battery or the
like - not easily obtainable in a small self contained box.
Piezo sounders with the active oscillator built in seemed the
solution as they are reasonably loud and require minimal

power. Once the sound has been produced within the box it
has to come out to be of any use. The sounder is mounted
inside the box to prevent damage so holes are necessary for
sound emission

One hole is no good as a towel or books chucked on the top
would mask the sound so, to cover all eventualities, two holes
on at least three sides of the box were required - the larger the
better but if too large they ran the risk of pencils/fingers etc
causing damage. The solution was to use holes about 30mm
diameter but to cover them with metal mesh on the inside,
securely bolted to the case. This had two positives, as well
as preventing anyone getting at the sounder it let light in from
several sources. an important factor because the alarm would

LDR1

SIREN -VE OUT.

SIREN .VE OUT

R7

SIREN MOUN-

LK3

IL SW SIREN

 DIL SW .V

 POWER IN .9V

MAY BE REMOVED TO
LK4 MOUNT BATTERY ON

BOX BASE
Ct

R8
 POWER OV

OIL SW STANDBY

NOTE:

4 X CORNER :IXINGS M3 CLEAR
SIREN MOUNT VIA LONG BOLTS TO HOLD SIREN CLEAR OF :OMPOFENTS - M3 CLEAR
MOUNT LDR TO POINT TO MAXIMUM LIGHT INPUT

Fig.2 PCB layout

move around in a bag during the course of a day and covering
the light detector would disable the alarm. By having large
holes on different sides of the box should ensure reliable
operation. Since my son has been using the alarm he has had
nothing else stolen so we are more than satisfied.

The alarm is always connected to the battery - there isn't
an on or off switch in the normal sense (it would be too easy
to disable the alarm) but an activate/de-activate switch or

inverter and the low on pin 2 of IC1a causes pin 6 to go high. This low to high level

to the clock of IC2b pin 11 is used to clock the D input pin 9, a high (connected to

rail), through to the Q output pin 13 of the D type stat.

This high will remain high until reset by a'1' on the reset input pin 10 (see later).

This high on the 0 output of IC2b pin 13 is used to turn on 02. the emitter of which

will go to around 0.7 volts below the rail voltage of 9V. This 8.3 volts or so passes

through D5 to the siren and will sound until it is reset by a '1' on the reset. This '1'

is produced when the combination has been correctly set or the timer times out (see

later). When 02 turns on it also charges C5 through R9. When IC1g pin 3 sees a

high. around 60% of rail, the output pin 4 goes low and in turn is inverted by IC1e

to produce a high on the output of pin 10. This high will turn on 03 via 1:10. By turning

on T3, C3 is discharged through 1:3 (Just there to prevent the instant discharge of

C3 and to protect 03 from passing very high instant currents).

The discharge of C3 ensures a low on ICld pin 9, this being another inverter,

produces a high on pin 8 which resets IC2a and 2b. This stage also allows a switch

on reset when the battery is connected. The alarm is activated by removing the

combination on the DIL switches - this combiration has kept the alarm in standby

condition i.e. reset. This has been achieved by keeping T3 turned on via R7 from

the combination swtches. so when the combination is removed. 03 turns off and

C3 is now allowed to charge through 1:5 until a'1' is detected on 'Cid pin 9. All

this time the output of IC1d pin 8 has been high and holding off both stats IC2a and

2b.When C3 has charged and a'1' is seen or IC1d pin 9, pin 8 goes low and the

previous reset concition is removed now the alarm is active. Light now falling on

the LDR sensor will cause the alarm to bleep once indicating the alarm has been

triggered - but thre is a delay. governed by R4C2 before the alarm sounds
continuously. The alarm sounds for a length of time set by R9C5 before being
reset.

It will be noticed that in each case, the timing resistor has a diode across it to

allow a discharge path. To discharge the timing capacitors, a 10X resistor
completes the pan to OV - this is to ensure that the timing capacitors are
discharged before they are requirec to charge up. It's essential to produce a
dependable timing period for each stage.
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switches set on a 10 -way DIL (or 8 -way). See later in the
article for combination ideas - making them all identical
defeats the object, you don't want everyone to know the
sequence.

The electronics uses CMOS ICs that draw such little
current in operation that the battery decays faster than the
chips used in it. The alarm is normally in the de -activate

DIL SWITCHES 8 -WAY SHOWN - MAY BE EXTENDED TO 10

-TIMM
1( 2(3(1

5

61 1 8(

9V DIL A04DIL STANDBY

SWITCH 1 WILL PUT THE ALARM IN STANDBY
ALL OTHER SWITCHES SOUND THE SIREN

11{

2(M I 1 8(

SWITCH 1 AND 2 TOGETHER PUT THE ALARM
IN STANDBY. ALL OTHER SWITCHES SOUND
THE SIREN

FOR GREATER SECURITY END SWITCHES SHOULD NOT BE USED FOR THE OVERRIDE
INSIDE SWITCHES ARE BETTER. DIAGRAM USES OUTSIDE SWITCHES FOR EASE OF DRAWING

Fig.3 DIL switch arrangement

mode i.e. not functioning and this is done by setting the code
on the DIL switch and leaving it set. When you need to use
the alarm, the de -activate switch/switches are turned off.
This enables the alarm after a time out period of several
seconds - ample time to position it in a bag or locker (not
forgetting to shut the bag and lock the locker to exclude
light).

is de -activated. Releasing the de -activate switches will
activate the alarm all over again and the same sequence is
initiated.

The De -activate Switches
The requirements are simple. Holding the alarm in reset

or standby mode, is achieved by the 9V supply being applied
to R7 turning on Q3. This is done by using either one or two
of the DIL switches - all the others are used to connect the
battery directly to the sounder, a deterrent to anyone trying to
find the combination by trial or error. Because of these
override switches, any wrong switch being made sounds the
siren - attracting instant attention. D3 and D6 are required
to prevent the 9 volts from getting to the rest of the circuit.

Figure 3 shows an example of one and two switches to de-
activate the alarm. End switches have been used for clarity
but any of the switches can be used in the same manner.

8 -way Di switches I pole, I way, are readily available
but 10 -ways (to increase the possible combinations) are also
made and can be found in several small advets in this
magazine. There is no upper limit to the number of switches
that can be fitted but we've found that as little as eight are
ample and fooled everyone trying to switch the alarm off.
Two switches arc needed to de -activate the alarm, which
needn't be next to each other. The small PCB has provision
for a 10 -way switch so for greater security this area should be
individually tracked to prevent all alarms from being the
same. To increase the combinations the DIL switch block can
be mounted either way round i.e. switches running I -8 or 8
- I. Three possibilities of switch are given on the layout,
again a 10 -way switch can be incorporated or by leaving a

2 HOLES ON TOP WITH MESH BOLTED TO BOTH SIDES AS WELL AS TCP TO GIVE PROTECTION

II

II

I.

DIL SWITCH

MOUNTED
ON END OF

CASE

II

II

BOARD HELD CLEAR OF BATTERY BY SPACERS

i-k
SPACER - SIZE TO SUIT

BATTERY MOUNTED IN A CARD COVER STUCK TO THE BOTTOM OF BOX

Fig.4 Box constructional details

LID USED AS BASE

LAYOUT SHOULD SUIT BOX USED

SIREN BOLTED TO END OF CASE

CARD CAGE FOR BATTERY
MOUNT UNDER PCB

The alarm will become active after the time out period -

around 5 seconds - and any light detected after this time will
result in a quick bleep from the sounder alerting you (or a
thief) that the alarm has been activated. The main siren will
not sound until another 5 or so seconds have elapsed allowing
time to set the combination to de -activate the alarm (if it's
you going to your own bag/locker). If any of the wrong
switches are activated the alarm will sound immediately as
they bypass the normal circuit and apply power directly to the
siren. Assuming only the correct switch or switches have
been turned on the main siren will not sound and the alarm

blank at either end an 8 -way can be fitted.
Both of these models require two switches to be switched

to.put the alarm in standby. In situations where tampering is
unlikely only one switch need be used i.e. keep one of the two
switches switched on. The other switch need only be turned
on when you want to put the alarm on standby.

For applications where possible tampering may occur,
both switches are turned off, hence both need to be turned on
to put the alarm on standby.

It will be noticed that several wire links have been used
instead of trying to squeeze tracks inbetween others. Also
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wide tracks have been used to improve long term reliability
as this alarm will receive a lot of vibration in use.

Battery life is totally dependent on usage. Normal use will
provide several months of trouble -free operation but if the
alarm is sounded several times a day i.e. showing it off,
battery life will be shortened accordingly.

One of these units has been used to protect a locker in a
local factory where there has been a fair amount of pilfering
and just the knowledge that an alarm is in use has prevented
any further loss from this particular locker. 1 feel that several

other uses will be found for Keepsafe as changing the various
timing periods to suit individual needs is so easy. The value
of RI can be increased to make the alarm more sensitive and
the optimum value can be chosen by trial and error. Increas-
ing the value means the alarm requires less light to activate
it.

The Box
Several boxes were tried in the prototypes but I found the

best to be a box from Electromail. However, it is the most
expensive. Although slightly larger, a Maplin box was much
cheaper (about half the price) but still satisfactory. The mesh
used was a grill used to protect air cooling fans although
speaker mesh would work just as well. Care must be taken
that as well as letting sound out it must let light in too. Proper
fan guards could be used as they have bolt holes pre -formed
and are designed to keep fingers out but, as at least five and
up to seven are required and being slightly dearer, this option
would work out to be more expensive. The sounder can be
mounted above the PCB. Two holes are provided and the

sounder sits on either spacers or long bolts with a nut
positioned so that the siren is not touching any of the
components on the PCB. The mounting on top of the board
is used with the Electromail/RS type box but if you're using
the Maplin type box the sounder is mounted at the end of it,
next to the PCB. Care must be taken when mounting the siren
as the sound comes out of the small hole on the top -if this is
covered or is mounted very near a solid object i.e. battery or
the side of the box, then the volume is reduced.

When using a smaller box (120mm x 65mm x 65mm),
part of the end of the PCB is removed to allow the battery to
stand up. This is shown by shading on the PCB drawing and
is marked on the back side of the PCB. Two versions of
layout are shown in the photographs but in the end, the layout
depends on the type of box used.

PARTS LIST
RESISTORS

R1 33k

R2,9 10k

R3 120R

R4,10 2M2

R5 1M

R6,11 22k

R7,8 100k

CAPACITORS

C1 100u/16V

C2 2u2 Tant 16V

C3,5 4u7 Tant 16V

C4 22u/16V

C6 47u/16V

SEMICONDUCTORS

IC1 40106

IC2 4013

Q1,2,3 BC109

D1-6 1N4148

MISCELLANEOUS

LDR 1 ORP12

Siren with leads 12V (Maplin FK84F)

14 pin IC sockets

Box (Maplin KC 90X or Electromail No. 583-101)

PP3 Battery

DIL Switches 8way Maplin No. XX 27E or 10way

No.FV 45Y

Cromwell Chambers, 8 St. Johns
Huntingdon, Cambs. PE18 6DD

TEST EQUIPMENT

Supply

Maintenance

Commissioning

Distributors tor:
WAUGH INSTRUMENTS, RAMTEST

Street, Tel: (0480) 433156
Fax: (0480) 413357

SYSTEM CONSULTANCY

Replacement Parts

Supply of Service &

Operators Manuals

Components

LTD, KRENZ ELECTRONICS. PANTHER

STEVENAGE

Professional Sub -Contract Manufacturing & Suppliers to the
Electronics Industry
Do you have a requirement for
PCB Assembly (Conventional
and Surface Mount)
Wave & Hand Soldering
Complete Equipment
Manufacture
Device Programming from hand
written shts or PC 31/2" disc
Cable Harness Assembly /loom
Manufacture
Card Cage and Module Wiring
Full Inspection

any of the following services:
Product Design/Consultation
Full Procurement Service
PCB Test & "Burn in" Facilities
Enclosure Design & Manufacture
PCB Artwork Manufacture
Circuits Drawn Professionally
Kit Procurement & Supply
Component Sales
Refurbishment a speciality
Top Quality Work at Reasonable Rates

Phone Tracey on (0438) 310066 or Fax details of your requirements to us
on (0438)315829
EDT LTD, BTC, Bessemer Drive, STEVENAGE, HERTS, SG1 2DX

r
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HAM RADIO TODAY
iN"SfaebrioN4

HRT is Ham Radio explained,
appreciated and discussed

from a practical point of view.
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conversions, packet radio and club news to
appeal to experts and novices alike.

FIRST with news, FIRST with reviews,
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0737 768611
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every month
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Order your copy from a
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LEDs 3mm or 5rnm red or green 6p each yellow
11 p each High intensity red green or yellow
5rnin 30p each

Cable ties I p each (5.95 per 1000 04950
10 000

Stetting motor 4 phase 12V 7 5 step
50 ohms C8 95

SAA1027 stepping motor driver chip (3 95
FM Transmitter kit good quality sound (8 60
High quality photo resist copper clad epoxy

glass boards
Dimensions single sided double sided
32i4 inches [0 .95 01 .07
AB inches (2 40 C2.68
602 inches 05 37
12.112 inches (10.66

Rechargeable Batteries
AA (14P7) 500rnam (0 99
AA 7001nAH CI 95
C 2AH with solder tags C3 60
D 4AM with solder tags (4 95
1 /2AA with solder lags (1 55
AAA (HP16) 1130mAH (175
AA 500mAll with solder tags E1 56
C (HP11)1 BAH 0220
D (HP2) 1 2AH C260
PP3 8 OV 110mAH (4.95
Sub C with solder tags C2.50
1,3 AA with tags (Philips CTV) (1.95
Standard charger. charges 4 AA cells in 5 hours

or 4Gs or Ds in 12 14 hours 1 PP3 (1 2 3 or
4 cells may be charged at a bore) C5.96

High power charger. as above but charges the
Cs and Ds in 5 hours. AAs Cs and Ds must be
charged in 2s or as [1095

Special offers - please check for availability
F cells 32Cirs a 87mm (3.96
F cell with solder tags 1 2V (4 30
42mm a I Imm dia 1 2V CI 46
Stick of 4 171 mm x 16mm du with red & black

leads 4 8V C5.96
4 cell battery 94mm x 25mm die

(I, 2C cells) E3.50
Computer grade capacitors with screw terminals

3130000 20V C2.50: 870004110V 01.99
680000 155 (2.96: 100000 16V C1.50

7 segment common anode led display.
12mm 00.46

1M2931 AT 5 0 low drop out 5V
regulator 70220 package C085

7812 and 791212V I A regulators C20.00 per 100
LM337k 703 cam variable regulator C160

100  01.10
86250 P channel moslet 46p BC559 transistor

per 100 13.96
741S06 hex invertor 010.00 per 100
Used 87441 Microcontroller [3.50
S1952 UHF Limiting amplifier LC 16 surface

mounting package with data sheet 01.96
AM27S02 C1.25 each flOp 100,
C04007114 10p100. 41000+
TV Mains switch 4A double Prate with nkOcnentrY

contacts for remote control pack of 10 (196
box 0160 £19.96

DC -DC convenor. Reliability model. VI 2P5 12V
in 5V 200mA out. 300V mow to output. Isolation
with data. [4 ((each or pack of 10 (39.60

Hour counter used 7 digit 240V ac SOH: [1.45
Resistor pack 2500 resistors 1 r8. 2W 50 different

values E6.16

Amato, jumbo pack 25000. 1/4 and 1;2W
resistors our choice of values and sae will be
mainly in boxes or rolls of 1000 2000 and 5000
of one type E25.00

Owerty keyboard 58 key good quality switches.
new £6.00

Owerty keyboard with serial output no data
(used) 06.00

Polyester capacitors box type. 22 5mm lead pitch
lii1250Vdc 20p each.15p 100 10p1000 
2 2u1 250V dc 30P each. 200100. 1501000'
3 3+11005 dc 30p each. 20p 100 r 15p 1000 

10 60V bipolar electrolytic axial leads 15p each.
7.5p 1000 

0220 250v polyester axial leads. 16p each
100 1 7 bp each

Philips 1 23 series solid aluminium axial leads
33,110V & 2 2u140V 40p each 250 100 

Multilayer AVX cerium capacitors all Smm pitch
100V I 00pf 150p1 220p1 10.000p1 (10n)
10p each 5p 100 3.5p 1000 -

Welwyn W23 9W120 ohm 36p each 20p 100 
6110 ohm 2W metal film resrsh 4p 100 

2p 1000 
Solid carbon resrstors very low inductance ideal

tor RE circuits 27ohm 2W 68ohm 2W 25p each
15p each 100. we have a range of 025W
0 5w. lw and 2w solid carbon resistors please
send SAE for list

Inelegant 4 digit alphanumeric 15x7 dot 0 t45
red LED display 1 2 pin 0 6 inch wide package
Siemens type DLR 1414 [210 each [2.0030 
data sheets f1.00

AMC, 27256 3 Eprorns (2.00 each. C1.26 100
131P switch 3PCO 12 pin (ERG SEIC  3.023) 40p

each eOp 100 

Disk Drive Boxes for 5.25 disk drive with
room for a power supply light grey plastic
67x268x247mm £7.95 or £49.50 for 10
Hand Held Ultrasonic remote control £3.95
Computer grade S800uf 60v capacitors with
screw terminals £4.95
CV 2486 9as relay 30mm x 10mm din with 3
wire terminals will also work as a neon light
20p each £7.50 per 100
A23 12v car alarm remote control and
lighter battery 75p each £50.00 100
40 of 370vac motor start capacitor
(dielectrol type containing no PCBs) L5.95
each £49.50 for 10

All products advertised are new and
unused unless otherwise stated

Wide range of CMOS TTL 74HC 74F Linear
Transistors kits rechargeable batteries
capacitors tools etc always in stock

Please add 96p towards P&P
VAT included in all prices

JPG ELECTRONICS
276 278 Chatsworth Road

Chesterfield S40 2BH
Access Visa Orders

(0246) 211202
Callers welcome

DYNAUDIO®
AUTHENTIC FIDELITY

Dynaudio is considered one of the most distinguished manufacturers in

audio. By means of untiring and successful research and exceptional
solutions to questions of concept, design and construction
Dynaudio has acquired this
excellent reputation, yet
success has not altered their
independence and single minded
concentration on creating
products of the highest quality.
Dynaudio continues to search for
solutions to the basic problems
of loudspeaker engineering and
then puts these solutions to the
test in loudspeakers of their own
design. This is especially true for
chassis technology. They have
set the standards that others
must follow.
There are three new speaker kits
available from Wilmslow Audio,
each kit contains all necessary
components to build a superb
pair of speakers. 18mm M.D.F.
flat pack cabinets are also
available.

Gemini
Foccus
Twynn
Xennon 3
Finale

Plus Kit Total Kit
£590 00 £.645 00

£360.00 £395.00

£425.00 £51000
£67500 £750.00

£1200.00 £1600 00

Dept. ETI
Wellington Close,
Parkgate Trading Estate
Knutsford, Cheshire
WA16 8DX
Tel: (0565) 650605
Fax: (0565) 650080

DIY Speaker catalogue £2.00 Telephone credit card I

post free (export £3.50) orders welcome I_
Open Tuesday to Saturday, 4 demonstration rooms available.

Carr/Ins
£1000
£10.00
£10.00
£1000
£15.00

Wilmslow
Audio

Xennon 3

Foccus

Carr/ins
£1500
£1500
£18.00
£20.00
£25 00

30NA-1-113VRU8
SURVEILLANCE

A SMALL SAMPLE OF OUR RANGE

ROOM TRANSMITTER RT1 An extremely
sensitive miniature transmrtear with long battery life
Dimensions 20 x 20mm

MAINS TRANSMITTER MT4 Can be connected
insxie any equipment that is mains powered
Dimensions 35 x 2Ornm

TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER -ITS Small enough
to conceal within a telephone. Will transmit both sides of
a conversation (series corn action)
Dimensions 10 x 20mm

TELEPHONE SOCKET TRANSMITTER TSTS
Replace your telephone socket with this one with n
which a transmitter has bee I concealed

ROOM AND TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER RTT
Operates as a room transm tter, then switches to
telephone transmitter mode during telephone calls
Dimensions 30 x 25mm

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE RECORDER
SWITCH TRS2 Record telephone conversations with
this interiaoe unit and your own tape recorder
Dimensions 36 x 50mm

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE RECORDER ATR1
Adapt the tape recorder included to record telephone
calls automatically

TELEPHONE TAP ALERT TTA1 visual warning
of any invasions of privacy cn your telephone line
Dimensions 38 x 52mm

RF DETECTOR RFD1 Hhighly sensdrve hand-held
detector Range between 1CMhz and 600Mhz Silent
operation Dimensions 70 x 50mm

CAMERA DETECTOR CD8 Detects hidden video
cameras (even miniature CCD models)
Dimensions 63 x 38mm

RECORDING BRIEFCASE RBC1 Completely
discreet recordings at a value for money price

SHOTGUN MICROPHONE AMPLIFIER SMA
Ideal for surveillance The arrplrfier will pick up sounds
from a long distance

SIGNALLING TRANSMITTER SIGT Sends a
continual audio pulse Can be integrated into alarm,
tracking or warning systems Dimensions 20 x 50mm

TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER TA5 Connected directly
to the telephone, this unit wji amplify both sides of a
telephone call Dimensions 25 x 52rnm

PROFESSIONAL SOUND TO LIGHT UNIT
SK72 Custom built for disco or hcirne use Audio signal
divided into bass, mid and trable bands, with internal
micrcphone and spotlight option
Dimensions 210 x 45mrn

MICRO METAL DETECTOR MMD Detect the
presence of ferrous and various non-ferrous metals
Useful for all those DIY jobs Dimensions 40 x 25mm

KIT
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69.00
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L
ive Testers in the guise of an electrical screwdriver
with a neon in the handle are popular amongst
electricians involved in working with mains elec-
tricity. They are frequently used to check that a

circuit is isolated and therefore safe to work on. Unfortu-
nately a faulty live tester gives the same indication as does an
isolated circuit leading to the potentially lethal situation of
work being carried out on a live installation.

A wise electrician, who wants to live to collect his
pension, will always make sure that his live tester is working
both before and after checking the potential on any circuit.
However, if the power is supposedly switched off there is not
normally a live terminal available
for this purpose, but the wise electri-
cian does not panic: he carries his
own live source with him in the form
of a proving unit.

This pocket sized device is capa-
ble of producing a high voltage, from
its internal battery supply, for the
specific purpose of checking live
testers.

Design Criteria
A small low power unit capable

of producing a hundred or so volts on
demand while running from readily
available batteries would fit the re-
quirements of the average electri-
cian. A 90 volt HT battery, intended
for valve radios would seem to be
the obvious choice, but one look at the price and a quick
discussion with the bank manager will put paid to that simple
idea.

Back at the drawing board a few simple ideas began to
emerge and a decision to use a small inverter was taken.
Recalling hazy memories of A level physics lessons revealed
that a discharge in neon gas would take place with either
polarity of supply (unlike LEDs) and, better still, that an AC
source of any frequency could also be used.

At this point the design requirements became clear: a
small inverter running from a 6 to 12 volt source with an
output in the region of 90 to 200 volts at any frequency you

Proving Unit
By Mark Daniels

care to mention!
Applying a little common sense

narrows this down to a 9 volt PP3
battery, an ot.tput voltage approach-

ing the higher figure and a frequency
somewhere just above the audio spectrum.

Use of inexpensive components throughout would
also be high on the list of pri Jrities.

Circuit Description
The circuit chosen is extremely simple and is based

around the ubiqt.itous 555 timer IC and is shown in Figure I.
ICI, a 555, is used here in its astable mode to produce a

square wave of almost equal mark -space ratio at a frequency
of approximately 28kHz, set by resistors, R 1, R2 and capaci-
tor, C2.

The output of ICI, at pin 3, is applied to the primary of a
small high frequency transformer, T1 via a DC blocking
capacitor, C4. The primary winding of T1 has a small amount
of inductance and, in conjunction with C4, forms a series
resonant circuit, having a resonant frequency of approxi-
mately 23kHz under no-load conditions.

I B1

470R

R2

10k

T
4n7

C4 R4
220n T 22k

ICI

Fig.1 Complete circuit diagram of Proving Unit

5

C3

n

R5

22k

LP1

R3
100k

TP1

NOTE:
IC1 555
D1 1N4001

0
TP2

The transformer is wound with a primary to secondary
ratio of 1:21, so steps the voltage on its primary up to a much
higher value across the secondary The output of a 555
running from a 9 volt supply is only about 3 volts RMS and
applied directly to the transformer primary would produce an
output of 3x21, or 63 volts, which is insufficient to strike a
neon requiring a minimum of 80 volts.

However, the transformer primary forms part of a reso-
nant circuit as stated above and we can expect a resonant rise
in voltage across both components in this circuit. The trans-
former experiences this rise as its primary voltage and steps
it up to around 150 to 200 volts which is adequate for our
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purposes.
One side of the secondary winding is connected to the

battery negative terminal and a metal touch pad on the
outside of the case. The 'hot' side of the output is current
limited by series resistors, R4 and R5.

A neon, LP 1, connected across the output in series with
R3 indicates when a high voltage is present on the output of
the unit.

PCB
Assembly

The majority
of the compo-
nents are assem-
bled on a small
single -sided
printed circuit
board. The com-
ponent overlay
for this being pro-
vided in Figure
2. Before as-
sembling any of
the components
to the PCB it will

be necessary to
check that the

mounting hole and slot for the micro -switch, SW1 are
suitably placed and sized. The normally -open connecting
tag on the underside of the switch will need straightenning
before it may be fitted.

Fit the resistors, capacitors, IC socket and diode to the
PCB and solder them in position. Fit PCB pins to the board
for all external connections, as this will make final interwiring
very much easier.

Do NOT be tempted to replace R4 and R5 with a single
resistor of higher value. Two resistors have been specified for
your safety! If one of these resistors fails to a short circuit then
there will still be sufficient resistance in circuit to protect the
operator from electric shock.

Cut the operating lever of the switch down to approxi-
mately 25mm and drill a 2mm diameter hole in the end of it
for a small solder tag to which a short lead is attached for
connection to the PCB The switch assembly may then be
installed and soldered, a short piece of 24SWG tinned copper
wire being used for the connection to the common terminal.

LPI, the wire ended neon lamp should be mounted to
stand just above the switch operating lever.

Transformer Winding
The transformer consists of just two windings wound on

an RM8 potcore; the high voltage secondary and the much
lower voltage primary.

Referring to Figure 3, random wind (i.e. not in precise
layers) 150 turns of 36SWG enamelled copper wire, starting
at pin 3 and finishing at pin 4. Keep the winding neat and try
not to let turns from the upper layers drop into lower layers,
as this will place high stresses on the very thin insulation.

If there is any possibility at all that the winding may be a
few turns short, due to a counting error, add an extra 10 or 15
turns for good measure. Secure the finish end of the winding
to pin 4 and wrap several layers of PTFE pipe thread tape over
the coil to insulate it.

The primary is wound between pins 2 and 5 on top of the
secondary and consists of just 7 turns of 24SWG enamelled
copper wire in two layers, spread evenly across the width of
the former. Insulate as above and fit the two halves of the
core, securing them with the clamps provided.

The relative winding direction of the two coils is unim-
portant as long as all turns for each are unidirectional.

Use an insulation tester, or a multimeter set to a high
ohms range, to check the insulation between the two windings,
and between each winding and the core. The continuity of the
windings may also be checked using a low ohms range before
the completed transformer is fitted to the board.

Assembly to Case
Because of the high voltages present within this unit it is

important that consideration is given to the aspect of safety
when assembling.

It is recommended that careful consideration be given to
the choice of enclosure for this project, and a plastic box with
integral battery compartment is suggested. Alternatively, a
PP3 battery drawer may be fitted to any suitably sized plastic

enclosure as in the prototype.
Mount the PCB in the bottom part of the case on PCB

pillars.
Drill three small holes in the case lid, one each to line up

with the r zon and micro -switch operating lever, and a third
one for the single touch pad.

Fit the touch pad, placing a solder tag under the securing
nut and solder a short length of insulated wire to the tag.
Make all of the electrical connections to the PCB in accord-
ance with the overlay diagram of Figure2 and assemble the
lid to the case.

Fit a PP3 9 volt battery and, using a screwdriver with an
insulated handle and shaft, operate the micro -switch through
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the appropriate hole. With any luck the neon should glow
brightly, indicating the prescence of a high voltage across the
secondary of T1.

The final test is with a mains test screwdriver. Operate
the micro -switch with the tip of the screwdriver, whilst
simultaneously touching the metal contact at the end of the
screwdriver handle and the touch pad on the Proving Unit.
The neons in both the screwdriver and the Proving Unit
should illuminate.

Because of the high voltages involved in this device,
testing should only be carried out with the unit completely
assembled. If fault finding becomes necessary take great care
when checking the high voltage side. Remember, when
connecting oscilloscopes, and the like, that one side of the
secondary is connected to battery negative.

The output current of the circuit is very limited, but it can
still give an unpleasent shock, when least expected.

Fault Finding
The circuit is very simple and shculd present few prob-

lems if constructed as described.
lithe device fails to work check forthe obvious first, such

as components fitted in the wrong positions or with incorrect
polarity. Also, check for solder bridges, particularly around
ICI.

The transformer may cause problems if insufficient care
is taken whilst winding the high voltage secondary. Check,
also, that the primary and secondary are connected to the
correct pins as shown in Figure 2, remembering that this
shows the underside view of the transformer.

If possible measure the output voltage from the trans-
former, with an cscilloscope or high impedence AF voltme-
ter. A minimum of 100 Volts is required to ensure satisfac-
tory operation, and in practice 150 to 200 volts should appear
across the output.

PARTS LIST
RESISTORS

R1 470R

R2 10k

R3 100k

R4 22k

R5 22k

CAPACITORS

Cl 100425V Radial Elec

C2 4n7 Boxed Polyester, 5mm pitch

C3 100n Boxed Polyester, 5mm pitch

C4 220n Boxed Polyester, 5mm pitch

SEMICONDUCTORS

DI 1N4001

IC1 555

MISCELLANEOUS

T1 RM8 Potcore (B65811-JR41), Bobbin (B65812-J1005D1),

Clamps (B65812 -A2203) 2 off

B1 PP3 9 Volt Battery

LP1 Wire Ended 90 Volt Neon S1

Lever Actuated Micro -Switch Small Plastic Box with Integral Battery Corn-

partment (Approx. 113x80x25): PCB Pins (4 or); Triangular Touch Pad.

011O

BUYLINES
The parts for T1 were pur-

chased from Electrovalue Ltd.

Tel: (0784) 433603. The touch
pad is a Maplin part. The
microswitch and neon were pur-

chased from JPG Electronics Tel:

(0246) 211202.
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Paul Clements
provides details of an infra-
red astronomical telescope
control system.

infra Guide
FEATURES

Cordless operation - No wire from handset to trip over in the dark

Setting circle illuminators

Dual speed control of both axes of an equatorially mounted telescope

Can be wired to suit any motor and gearbox combination

Sufficient torque to control reflecting telescopes up to 12 inches in diameter or

refractors up to 6 inches in diameter

Built in, efficient red torch in handset

Sidereal and Lunar tracking rates

External Interface Connector (For either controlling the unit by a computer or for

autoguiding using a photodiode array on the finder scope)

The Infra -guide is an electronic drive corrector which
allows an equatorially mounted astronomical tel-
escope to track the stars, sun, planets and moon as
they appear to move around the pole star due to the

rotation of the earth.
For the beginner, here is a basic explanation of how an

equatorial mounting functions: Each star has its own set of
co-ordinates in the sky. These are known as Right Ascension
and Declination. To all intents and purposes the right ascen-
sion and declination of each star remain fixed, for the time -
being if we ignore the proper motion of the stars, which over
a period of many years is infinitesimal. The 'Hour Angle' of
a star, however, changes as the earth rotates (it rotates once
in 23 hours 56 minutes and 4 seconds) and because of this
rotation the stars appear to move around the pole star. In

order to track any star's apparent motion around the pole star
(to follow it as its Hour Angle changes), we need to
point the telescope at the desired star and swivel
it around the pole star exactly once in 23 hours
56 minutes and 4 seconds. An equatorial
mounting can accomplish this by virtue of two
shafts at right -angles to one another, one of
which points to the north celestial pole, which
as good fortune would have it, lies very close to
the pole star. If we attach a motor/gearbox as-
sembly to the shaft which points to the north

celestial pole (the 'Right Ascension' or 'R.A' shaft, which
follows the Hour Angle of the star), we can turn the shaft at
exactly the right rate to keep a star centralised in the field of
view of the telescope. With forward and reverse actions on
the Right Ascension motor, we can slew the telescope to stars
either side of the one being observed, or use the forward/
reverse functions for accurate centralising of a star in the
field of view. By having a motor/gearbox assembly on the
shaft at right angles to the right ascension shaft (the 'Decli-
nation' or 'Dec' shaft, we can achieve adjustment forward
and reverse perpendicular to the right ascension shaft. Thus
adjustment in four directions at right angles to each other is
achieved and the Infra -Guide is designed to do just this.

The infra guide has been developed to overcome the one
main shortcoming of all telescope drive systems currently on
the market - the hard -wired hand control unit, which is a
common source of irritation amongst amateur astronomers
for being so easy to trip over in the middle of the night. The
system is entirely digital in operation, and is designed around
the L297 stepper motor driver ICs, using a 3.2768MHz
crystal and Johnson ring counter/divider as the basis. Be-
cause the final drive frequency to the stepper motors for
moving the telescope at si-
dereal and lunar rate
is generally be-
tween 15
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Fig.1 Circuit diagram of Infra -red transmitter
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and 30Hz, the divide ratio from the 3.2MHz crystal is of the
order of 160000, achieving an accuracy of 3 seconds of
sidereal time, worst case, per day. This is more than adequate

for both visual and photographic astronomy. The 'step an-
gle', which is the angular distance moved by the telescope for

each step of the stepper motor, can be set to approximately
0.6 seconds of an arc per step, equivalent to the resolution of
a 12 inch telescope main mirror or lens, and will generally
not be discernable due to the inertia of the telescope and
mounting. An advantage of the Infra -guide is that it can be
wired to drive any gearing arrangement and thus effectively
any equatorially mounted telescope.

All functions found on conventional drive systems are
present on the Infra Guide, together with a few more.

Infra -guide Functions
Firstly, looking at the keys on the handset, these are:

1) SIDEREAL/LUNAR
Toggles between sidereal and lunar guiding rates each

time the key is pressed.
2) DEC UP

Moves the telescope in declination.
3) DEC DOWN

Moves the telescope in declination but in the opposite
direction to DEC UP.
4) R A FORWARD

Moves the telescope forwards in right ascension.

M3

(:)C1
SID. LUN DEC DOWN DEC UP

C3 C2

Fig.2 Component overlay of transmitter

5) R A REVERSE/R A STOP
Moves the telescope in reverse direction in right ascen-

sion or stops the right ascension motor, depending on whether

the system is in GUIDE or OBSERVE mode (see below).
6) GUIDE

When using the telescope for astrophotography, it is

necessary to keep the object being photographed in precisely

the same position in the field of view for up to several hours
at a time depending on the object(s) being photographed. If
for any reason the object moves from its position, e.g. due to

atmospheric refraction or misalignment of the polar axis of
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the telescope stand, it is necessary to bring the object back to
the desired position as quickly, accurately but as gently as
possible. In order to accomplish this, the Guide mode key is
pressed. This latches the R A Forward, Dec up and Dec down
keys to slew the telescope at twice sidereal rate. As the right
ascension motor is geared down before feeding the polar axis
shaft of the telescope, there will be backlash on the gears.
Also, if the telescope were reversed in right ascension in
order to re -centre the desired object on a photographic plate,
the backlash would have to take up after the R A Reverse key

follows:

a) Sidereal drive frequency = (N x R)/448.77083
b) Lunar drive frequency = (N x R)/465.80625
Where:

N = number of teeth on the wormwheel
R = reduction ratio of the gearbox (25, 50, 125 or 250, see

below)
There are a choice of gearboxes available: 25:1, 50:1,

125:1, 250:1.
It is recommended that the following combinations of

motor/gearbox are used:

.5V
0

- 51
47R

C4

6u8

C3 68utfi

+3

DI

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

CI C2i41 10u

GND

C6 4n7-I I-

C5 C5 22n

C7

GND
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N

Fig.3 Circuit of Infra -red receiver module
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were released. This causes smearing or "trailing" on the
photographic plate. In order to avoid this happening, the RA
motor is stopped when the Infra Guide is latched into Guide
mode. This also has the advantage that the apparent slewing
rate obtained by pressing the R A Forward or R A Reverse
keys, in Guide mode, is the same.
7) OBSERVE

This latches the R A Forward, R A Reverse, Dec up and
Dec down keys to slew the telescope at up
to 12 times sidereal rate, depending on
how the constructor has decided to wire
the system. This will allow an object to be
easily and quickly centred in the field of
view. When any of the direction keys (R
A Forward, R A Reverse, Dec up, Dec
down) are released, the system reverts to
the mode in which it was previously (Si-
dereal or Lunar).

Fig.4 Component
overlay of receiver
module

Design Considerations And
Conclusions

The majority of telescope gearing sys-
tem have wormwheels to drive the right

ascension and declination shafts. In order to determine the
drive frequency to the L297 stepper driver ICs, the number
of teeth on the wormwheel must be counted.

The formula for calculating the drive frequency is as

WORMWHEEL
TOOTHCOUNT

GEARBOX
RATIO

144-199 125:1
200-325 125:1
325-649 50:1
650-800 25:1

In order that the stepper motor steps
are not seen through the telescope, the
minimum drive frequency required =
30Hz, and in order that the maximum
fast forward/reversing speeds be obtain-
able (approx 15 times sidereal), the maxi-
mum drive frequency for sidereal rate
should not exceed 80Hz. Therefore a

gearbox must be chosen that will need
between these two values to drive the
telescope.

NOTE: The above frequencies are
not the frequencies fed directly to the
stepper motor driver ICs, but the drive
frequencies present at the reset pins of
the 4017 divider chain, and consist of a
series of very fast reset pulses, which
will probably not be visible on an oscil-

loscope because of their speed. The actual frequencies fed to
the L297 stepper motor driver ICs are half the value of the
above frequencies and consist of 1:1 mark space ratio
squarewaves. The drive frequency fed to the right ascension
stepper motor driver IC is half the frequency present at the
output of the 4017 divider chain and is a 1:1 mark:space ratio
square wave.

Drive Calculations For R A Forward/
Reverse And Dec Forward/Reverse

Firstly we require the following details:

R A Forward/Reverse, Observe
= 12 x Sidereal drive frequency

R A Forward, Guide
= 2 x Sidereal drive frequency

Dec Forward/Reverse, Observe
= 12 x Sidereal frequency

Dec Forward/Reverse, Guide
= 2 x Sidereal frequency

Here is a worked example:
The wormwheel has 440 teeth and we want to keep the

sidereal drive frequency between 30 and 80Hz; Choose
45Hz, arbitrarily sidereal drive frequency
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Fig.5 Details of push-button positioning within handset

PUSHBUTTON
CENTRE LOCATOR
PADS DRILLED
AND USED AS
CENTRE MARKERS
FOR DRILLING 'CASE

= (N x R)/448.77083 if N=440
Rearranging:
Gearbox ratio required (R) = (448.77083 x 45)/440

= 45.897
This ratio cannot be obtained, and the closest ratio

obtainable = 50:1 (this is recommended in the table above)
Sidereal drive frequency = (N x R)/448.77083
as N=440 and R=50
Required sidereal drive frequency
=(440 x 50)/448.77083Hz
= 49.022794Hz
Lunar drive frequency = (N x R)/465.80625

=(440 x 50)/465.80625
=47.22994Hz

R A Forward/Reverse, Observe = 12 x 49.022794Hz
= 588 Hz approx

R A Forward, Guide = 2 x 49.022794Hz
= 98 Hz approx

The final two frequencies are not critical.
The drive frequencies are individually set for each tel-

escope, by hardwiring the divider outputs from the ICs: IC3,
IC8, IC12, IC14 and IC16. The highest divide ratio from the
divider chain is 99999. IC3 divides by up to 9, IC8 by up to
90, IC12 by up to 900, IC14 by up to 9000 and IC16 by up to
90000. The divide outputs from each IC are brought out to
pins which are labelled on the PCB overlay and are adjacent
to each 4017 divider IC. The formula for divide calculations
is 3276800/drive frequency (the drive frequencies in each
case are calculated as above)

WORKED EXAMPLE:

See Figure 5.5a and below. The required drive frequency for sidereal as

calculated above, fo sidereal rate, is 49.022794Hz. We are dividing down

from a 3276800Hz crystal so the required divide ratio for this frequency =

3276800/49.022794

= 66842.375

The closest divide ratio we can obtain s 66842, which will turn the telescope

round once in 23.93431 hours or 23 hours 56 minutes 3.5 seconds. For this

divide ratio, we connect the following inputs to the 'X' inputs of the

'SIDEREAL' AND gate (IC7) inputs:

count '6' from IC16 ipin 5)

count '6' from 1C14 pin 5)

count '8' from IC12 pin 9)

count '4' from IC8 (pin 10)

count '2' from IC3 (pin 4)

For the same wormwheel, as calculated above for LUNAR rate, the required

drive frequency = 47.22994Hz

and thus the divide ratio required is = 3276800/47.22994

=69379.72.

The nearest divide ratio obainable is:

69380.

For this divide ratio, we connect the fcliowing inputs to the 'Y' INPUTS of the

'LUNAR' AND gate 1C4):

count '6' from IC16 pin 5)

count '9' from IC14 'pin 11)

count '3' from IC12 :pin 7)

count '8' from 108 (pin 9)

count '0' from IC3 (pin 3)

For the same wormwheel for GUIDE drive frequency (twice sidereal rate) the

O

0-3
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divide ratio we require = 3276800/98

= 33436.7 and this is not critical. The nearest divide ratio we can obtain is

33437, which means connecting up the following pins:

count '3' from IC16 (pin 7)

count '3' from IC14 (pin 7)

count '4' from IC12 (pin 10)

count '3' from IC8 (pin 7)

count '7' from IC3 (pin 6)

M3 NUT
8. WASHER

6mm SPACERS

M3 X 25 SCREW

0 0
16 16 *1

PCB

BOTTOM HALF
OF CASE

_T5

HOLES:
A=6mm
B_12mm0

Fig.6 LED arrangement within handset (front view)

These are the pins connected to the inputs of the

'Z' inputs of the 'GUIDE' AND' gate IC13. For

the OBSERVE drive frequency (12 times side-

real rate), the divide ratio required = 3276800/

588

=5572.7 (USE 5573)

This divide ratio is not critical. Nearest divide

ratio obtainable = 4369

i.e count '5' from IC14 (pin 10)

count '5' from IC12 (pin 7)

count '7' from IC8 (pin 5)

count '3' from IC3 (pin 11)

These are the pins connected to the 'W' inputs

of the 'OBSERVE' AND' gate IC10. No outputs

from IC16 are connected to the 'OBSERVE'

AND gate in this case. This means that one 'W'

input pin of the 'OBSERVE' AND gate is left

unconnected: CONNECT THIS PIN TO +5V.

NOTE: All unused pins on the inputs to the 'AND'

gates must be connected to +5V

DECLINATION DRIVE CONNECTIONS

There are only two connections to make for the

declination axis. These should be set for the

following combinations of wormwheels and gear-

boxes: DECLINATION R E C 0 M -

MENDEDCONNECT PINS 'Al' AND "A2" are

shown below.

In order to wire the system to the user's individual requirements then, it is

necessary to make 20 connections from the 'AND' gates to the counter

outputs for rght ascension and two connections for declination. Step size

calculations: Step size as seen through the telescope = 13500/(N x R) ARC

SECONDS. So for a wormwheel toothcount of 600 teeth and a gearbox

reduction of 25:1, step size = 13500/(600 x 25) = 0.9 arc seconds per step.

In reality this will not be seen due to the inertia of the telescope and mounting.

Connections to the external interface: If the user has autoguiding facilities in

the form of a photodiode array on the finder or guide scope, the outputs from

the phototdiode detector array can be amplified and used to trigger the Infra

Guide to slew the telescope in right ascension and declination back to the

desired guide star, should it drift away from the centre of view. This is

accomplished by having four control lines on the rear of the Infra Guide

enclosure. These control lines are activated by 5V logic with maximum 10k

drive impedance, as shown in the following table:

CONTROL LINES

G H I P FUNCTION ACTIVATED

0 0 0 0 OBSERVE (LATCHED)

0 0 1 0 GUIDE (LATCHED)

0 1 0 0 DEC DOWN

0 1 1 0 DEC UP

1 0 0 0 R.A REVERSE/STOP in guide mode

1 0 1 0 R.A FAST FORWARD

1 1 1 0 SIDEREAL/LUNAR (TOGGLE)

X X X HIGH PRIORITY TO HANDSET IMPEDANCE

X X X 1 NOT ALLOWED X= DON'T CARE

BD135 VIEWED
FROM TEXT SIDE

0

7805

0

BD244A VIEWED
FROM TEXT SIDE

0

B1

C

CHAMFER

FLAT RED LED ...N*BPW4IN

BC107 VIEWED
FROM UNDERSIDE

ALL LEDS

FLAT
EDGE

INPUT OUTPUT O
SWITCH

CONNECTIONS.<
GND 0

RA DEC HANDSET
PUSHBUTTONS

PH1A PH2A PH1B PH2B-I I
PH3A COM PH4A PH3I3 COM2 PH4B

AIRPAX ID31 STEPPER MOTOR CONNECTIONS

Fig.7 Details of pin -outs for semiconductors and stepper motor

WORMWHEEL

TOOTHCOUNT

GEARBOX

REDUCTION

RATIO

Al TO IC23

COUNT

A2 TO IC23

COUNT

144-199 125:1 "3" "9"

200-249 125:1 "2" "8"

250-299 125:1 "2"

300-399 50:1 "3" "9"

400-499 50:1 "3" "9"

500-649 50:1 "3" "9"

650-699 25:1 "6" "9"

Construction
Construction of the main control box along with the

circuit diagram and component overlay will appear next
month meanwhile, we can begin with the handset.

Before connecting any of the components, use the PCB
pushbutton centre holes as a template for drilling the case;
the PCB can be taped to the case as shown in Figure I and
I mm pilot holes drilled in the case for the pushbuttons.

Mount the LED's on the underside of the PCB leaving
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enough lead length for the top of the LED's to penetrate
through the front of the case.

All other components can now be put in place, the case
drilled and the battery connected. The PCB should be
mounted on stand off pi I lars to allow the tops of the pushbuttons

to clear the top of the case. If necessary, the pillar height may
be built up with two 6mm spacers and M3 nut and washer
(see Figure 4).

Fig.8 Diode positioning over IC1

NOTE:There is a flat on the pushbutton and the switch
contacts are either side of the flat.

When drilling the clearance holes for the pushbuttons, it
was found that gripping the case firmly in the jaws of a large
vice and having the drill speed on a fast setting produced the
cleanest cut.

The infra red receiver preamplifier can now be con-
structed.

Mount DI on top of ICI with the text of the diode facing
towards the IC, as shown in Figure 3.

Mounting The Infra -red Pre -amplifier
The infra red preamplifier should be mounted inside a

clear perspex enclosure such that the infra red receiver diode
may be activated by the handset from as wide an angle as
possible. A suitable enclosure is Farnell order code mp451 I.

This has a 'valve' type base which can be removed using
a junior hacksaw and the formed pins can be removed by
tugging with a large pair of pliers.

For easy attachment and removal from the telescope, it is
recommended that 'velcro' type fasteners be employed.

Remote Control Handset Enclosure
This is pilot drilled using the handset PCB as a template

as previously stated and as shown in Figure. I. 11 mm Clear-
ance holes for the pushbuttons should then be drilled. Drill
cut out the front panel as detailed in Figure.4 and mount the

PCB with spacers as shown.

PARTS LIST
PREAMPLIFIER PCB

RESISTORS

R1 47R

CAPACITORS

C1 22u 6.3V Elect

C2 10u 6.3V Elect

C3 68u/6.3V Elect

C4 6u8/6.3V Elect

C5 22n

C6.9 4n7

C7 150n

C8 15n

SEMICONDUCTORS

D1 BPW41N SEE BUYLINES

IC1 SL486

MISCELLANEOUS

CLEAR PERSPEX MOUNTING ENCLOSURE

HANDSET PARTS LIST
RESISTORS

RI 100R

R2 470R

CAPACITORS

C1 470u/16V miniature electrolytic

C2,C3 120p

SEMICONDUCTORS

01 BC548

01,2 TSIP5200 SEE BUYLINES

D3 8MM MIGH INTENSITY LED

ICI MV500

CRYSTAL

XT1 500 kHz CERAMIC RESONATOR (MURATA)

MISCELLANEOUS

SWITCHES

SW1-SW8 PCB Mounting posh to make See Buylines

2 Mounting clips for TSIP5200

1 Mounting clip for high intensity LED SEE Buylines

Box. Maplin TYPE LH9OX

PP3 Battery clip

BUYLINES
All unusual components like the Infra red emitter and receiver

diodes and mountings, the ultra -fright LED, the Clear mounting box

for infra red reciaver/preamplifier and the pushbuttons for the remote

handset all came from Farnell Electronic Components

PART 2 NEXT MONTH

O
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EXPRESS MPONENTS
741.7 SERIES

741.500
701.301

741302
.741.303
741304
741.305
741506
741307
741308
741309
741510
7415 11

711312
711313
'741310
741315

4741320
741321
741.322
741.524
741526
741527
741.Srd
741330
741332
741333
741337
741538
741.540
701342
741544 I

741347
711348
741349
741351
741354
74LS 55
741373
741373A
741374
741374 A
741375
741376
741376A
701377
741313
741.3 85

741386
741.590
741591
741.392
741393
741395
741396
7413107
741.5109
7415112
7413113
7415114
7413122
741.3123
7415125
7413126
7413 132
7413133
7413136
7413137
7413136
7410139
7415145
7413147
7413148
7413151
741-3153
7413154
7413 I 55
7413156
7413157
7413158
7413160
741.3161
7413162
7413163
7413164
7413165
741,5166
7413168
7415169
7413170
7413173
7415 174
741.3175
7413181
7413182
7413183
7413190
7413191
7413192
7415193
7413194
7413195
7413196
7413197
7413221
7413240
7413241
7413242
7413243
7413244
7413245
7413247
7415248
741.5219
7413251
7413253
7413256
7413257
74132511
7413259
7413260
741,3266

10

10

10

10

10

10

39

39

.10

12

10

10

10

18

22

12

12

12

12

33

12

12

.12

.12

.13

13

14

13

13

23

62

50

46
62

1 1

II
13

20

26

16

IR21MPSA06
22

244256
34

34

22

24

50

29

24

la
46

25

25

25

25

33

33

28

21

25

21
62

24
26

58

25

70

25

20

25
32

32

32

32
50

4,

53

58

51

66

56

24

24

48

1.58'is
0.25
021
0.39
0 39

019
0 24
0.24
024
076
0 32
0 32

032
0 32
0 32
033
032
0 38

068
024
0 34
O50
0 24

0 24
0 48
0 28
0 14

7413273 0 32
7413279 025
7415280 086
7413233 0 49
7413290 024
7413293 024
7413295 058
74132913 063
7415299 1 18

7015322 158
7413323 178
7413347 090
7413348 1 16

7413352 078
7413351 088
7413363 1 38
7413361 1 38
7415365 0 24
7413366 028
7413367 0 26
7413368 028
7413373 032
7413374 032
7413375 ON
7413377 012
7415371 062
7413379 086
7413383 222
7413386 046
7413390 025
7415393 0 24
7413395 0 32
7413396 168
7413398 1 22
7415399 062
741.5445 1 50

7413490 090

4511 0.28
4512 0.30
4514 072
4515 077
4516 0.30
4518 026
4520 0 25
4521 062
4526 0 39
4527 038
4528 039
4529 043
4532 0 31

4534 220
4536 0.99
4538 0.36
4541 030
4543 0 45
4555 034
4556 0 33
4560 1 17

4566 195
4572 024
4584 023
4585 072
4724 069
40106 0.30
40109 049
40163 045
40171 033
40175 0 35
40193 059

LM3352 090
LM339 0 34
LM348 0 32
1E351 0 35
1E353 035
1E356 079
LM358 026
1.M380 I 10

LM381 260
1343116 046
LM393 027
ZN414Z 099
ZN4I6E 1 59

ZN423 1.45
ZNI24P 120
ZN425E 4 90
ZN426E 290
ZN427E 940
ZN4213E 7 90
ZN435E 6 25
ZN406E 920
51486 270
5L490 235
NE531 151
NE544 275
NE555 0 19
7555 041
NE356 034
NE565 149
NE566 110
NE -567 0 35

2 35NE57080Y954
NE571 196
13.1710 080
L 0 50
LM725 480
741 017
134747 038
134748 0 30
TBA810 0 07
TBA820 0 38
341924 4.65

341926 427
341927 4 25
TDAI024 I 80
SAAI027 320
ZNI 034E 320
LM1458 030
111.N2003 0 39
L'LN2004 0 42

TDA2004 175
TDA2030 1 18

11172061 120
1172065 120
1172068 1 4
X82206 4 2°

11342803 064
LM2917N8 260
CA313415 0 35
C-A3080E 07)
CA3130F 097
CA3140E 0 SS

CA324°E 120

MC3302 060
MC3340 I 75

I.M3900 0 70
LM3909 I 45
LM3911 2 20
13.13914 2 65
13.13915 2 65
RC4558 036
NE5532 0 79
NE5534 0 80
ICI 7106 5 80
ICM7555 0 45

1CM7556 1 20
ICL6038 490
1-2413600 1 10

ELECTROLYTICS
AXIAL

47111 I6V 009
10(XJF I6V 009
220UF 16V 0 10
47011 16V 019
LOOCUF 16V 028
2,200UF 16V 045
4.70CUF 16V 0 75

I OUF 25V 003
22UF 25V 005
47UF 25V 0 06
I 00UF 25V 0 09
220UF 25V 0 II
470UF 25V 022
1.0000F 25V 0 35
2,200UF 25V 032
4.300 25V 133

22UF 25V
3.311E 25V
4.71./F 25V
6 8UF 25V
IOUF 25V
1511F 16V
22UF 16V
33UF 16V
47UF 16V
68UF 6V
10 .:F 10V
1001JF 16V

14

16

18

20

22

28

28

50

62

72

140
I 70

TNC 508 PLUG 089
TNC CRIS SOC 0 65
PL259 PLUG 0 55
REDUCER (P1259) 0 16
PL259 SOCJLET 055
COAX PLUG 018
COAX LLNE SOC 0 38
SCART PLUG 065
IEC OTIS PLUG 0 49
IEC LINE SOC3CET 170
IEC 2M LEAD 180
IEC RA 2M LEAD 240
I/4' MONO PLUG 0 18
1/4"3TEREO PLUGO 29
1 5 MONO PLUG 0 12
3 5 MONO PLUG 0 12

3 5 STEREO PLUG 0 20

BD I38
BDI 39
1313140

13E180

9E182
9E185
9E194
9E195
9E196
9E197
13E198

9E199
8E257
11E258

9E259
13E337

13E640

BER 80

19

22

23

30

30

30

III
18

19

19

19

19

32

35

32

35

38

38

272907 0 19

2342907A 0 19

272926 0 14

2.43053 026
273054 085
2N3055 056
243442 134
273702 009
2N3703 0.09

273701 009
273705 009
273706 009
273773 1 78

273666 I.18
273903 009
273904 009
273905 009
273906 0 09

7011C243 0.46
7411C244 0 34
74HC240 0 49
7411C251 028
74HC253 0.28
74HC257 028
74HC259 0.34
74HC266 0.25
741-1C273 034
74HC280 0.36
74HC299 0.59
74HC354 042
74HC356 044
74HC365 032
74HC366 032
74HC367 oas
74HC368 025
74HC373 0 34

CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

I SPF 005
2 2PF 005
3 3PF 0 05
4 7PF 0.05
6 8PF 005
10PE 005
15pF 005
22FF 005
33PE 005
47PF 0 05
56PF 005
68PF 005
82PF 0 05
I °OPE 0 05
120PE 0 °7150PFBSX29007
180FF

0 127220PF131:205007
270PF 007
330PF 0 07

470PF
390PF 0 07

007
560pF 007
680PE 0 07
820PF 0 07
I (44F 0 07
IN5F 0 07
2N2F 0 07
3613p 0 CI7

4N7F 0 07
6N8F 0 07

IONE 007
100NF 007

TOGGLE BFR 81 36

21

274062 0 16 74HC370 0 34
74HC390 044SWITCHES

SPOT 3A 250V 057
SPDTC/0 3A 250V 062
DPDT 3A 250V 067
DPDTC/0 3A 250V 079

BFX 29
BFX134

BEMIS
BE)037

8E3(88
BEY 50

30

30

43

43

26

FETS
9E244 B 034
13F256B 0 36

270819 039

2N3820 058

701-1C393 0 32
7411C423 0 36
71HC533 036
74HC 534 0 42
74HC 563 0 46

MINATURE
PUSH TO MAKE

SWITCHES

BEY51
5EY52
BEY33
0EY55

25
27

46

46

2 N 5 4 5 7 049
2 N 54 5 8 049
2N5485 042

74HC564 0 46
74HC 573 042
74FIC 5 74 042
74110640 060

RED 0 19
BLACK 0 19
GREEN 0 19
BLUE 0 19
YELLOW 0 19min, 0 19

BSX 20

139
81:206 140
BUM 1

26

55

48

65

DIODES
174001 (10 PACK) 0 24
1244002 (10 PACK) 0 25
I N4003 (10 PACK) 026
174001 (10 PACK) 0 27
IN4036 00 PACK) 0 28

74HC643
74110646 1

74HC648
74HC688
71HC4002
74HC4017

0 72
10

1 10

48

34

32

VOLTAGE BEGS
78105 0A471123

78L12 023
78115 023
791,05 0 27
79L12 0 27
79L15 027
7805 027
7812 0 27
7815 027
7905 0 37
7912 0.37
7915 037
78305 048
78512 048
LM3I 7T 0 43
LM323K 2 49
LM338K 495

ROTARY
SWITCHES

1 POLE 12 WAY 0 75
2 POLE 6 WAY 0 75
3 POLE 4 WAY 0 75
4 POLES WAY 073

34/2955
M1E340
MJE320
MJE.521

MJE3055
3APSA05

.75

35

44
60

85

27

27

174007 )10 PACK) 0 29
175401 (5 PACK) 0 30
175402 (5 PACK) 0 31
1,5404 (5 0 33

I N5406 (5 PACK) 0 34
1N5408 (5 PACK) 0 37
047 (5 PACK) 093

74HC4020
74HC4040
74HC4049
74 HC4050
7411C4060
74HC4075
74HC4076

38

39

26

26

ao

16

16

D CONNECTORS
SOLDER BUOCFT

9 PIN SOCKET 0 27
9 PIN PLUG 0 26
15 PIN SOCKET ON
15 PIN PLUG 0 34
25 PLN SOCKET 042
25 PLN PLUG 040

DIL SWITCHES
4 WAY 8 PIN 049
6 WAY 12 PIN 0 69
8 WAY 16 PLN 0 79

MESA
,,,,A56
mpsu0,
mp,u06
70'29A

27

17

56
30

0A90 (5 PACK) 0 40
0A91 (5 PACK) 050
IN914 (5 PAOC) 0 20
IN4108 (10 PACK) 0 22

74HC45I 1
74HC4514
74HC4538
74HC0543
74HC 7266

40
80

40

66
26

T1P29B 306000 SERI ES
4000
4001

4002
4006
4007
4008
4010
4011
4012
4013
4014
4015
4016
4017
4018
4019
4020
4021

4022
4023
4024
4025
4026
4027
4028
4029
4030
4031

4033
4034

4035
4040
4041

4042
4043
4044

4016
4007
4048
4049
4050
4051

1052
4053
4054
4035
4060

4°63
4°6°
4°67
0068
1069
4070
4071

4072
4073
4075
4076
4077
4081
4082
4085
90116

4089
4093
4094

4095
4097
4098
4099
0502
4503

4508
1510

16

16

16

31

16

30

22

IS
IS
16

29

30

17

24

26

DI
30

30

32

16

21

IS
40

18

28
27

17

70

55

23

30

28

30
21

27

30

30
24

30

19

19
24

24

24

55

29
30

28
15

I90
15

.19

16

20

17

17

17

30

17
14

17

27
26

55

15
30

55
119
0.31

0 37
0.37
031
089
0 25

TRANSISTORS
ACI25 030
ACI26 029
AC127 029
ACI23 028
AC176 031
AC187 0
AC186 036
A0142 190
AD161
A0162
AFI24
AF126
BCIO7
BC1079
BC 108
BC 1089
BC108C
BC109
BC109C
actso
BC141
BCI42
BC] 43

35

78

85

78

46

12

13

11

13

14

13

14

24

26

30

33

TIP29C
.1-0,30

TW30A
T1P309
T/3.30c

T1P314
Tuni a
TIP31C
T1P32A
TIP328
TIP32C
TIP33A
TIP33C
TIP34A
TW34C
TT35A
TIP35C
TIP36A
TIP36C
TIP4IA
TEP42A
TIPI20
TIPI21
nein

31

31

31

30

30

30

30

31

30

30

31

66

71

69

74
103
I 15
1.15

125

0 35
0 35

0.37
031
0 26

74/1C SERIES
74HC00
74HCO2
74HCO3

74HC04
7434C013

74HC 10
74HCII
74))C14
70HC20
7411027

74HC30
74HC32
74HC42
74HC73
74HC 74
74HC 75
74HC76
74E1015
74HC86
74HC107
74HCI 23
74HCI 25
70HC126

II
14

14

14

I4
14
14

18

14

14

14

14

26
26

19
19

19

25

19

19

32

23

22

CRYSTALS
1 M1CZ 1 10

1 84323.1112 178
2MW 166
2 097MHZ 0 76
2 4576341V 096
3 276M HZ 0 76
3 579MHZ 076
434100 076
4 I 94MHZ 076
4 43MHZ 178
4 9153HZ 0 76

5 008MITZ 0.76
5 06M1TZ 076634W0 76
6 144MHZ 0 76
BMW 076
I OMHZ 076
11 051,114Z 076
umra 076
16MW 076
18141{1. 0 76
39 92SM1TZ 076

POLYESTER/MICA
CAPACITORS 15V

IN., DOS

2N2 0 05
4197 005
ION 003
22N 0 05
4724 005
100N 005
220N 005
470N 005
6604 005

IC. SOCKETS
8 PIN
14 PIN
16 PIN
18 PIN
20 P07
24 PIN
28 PEN

40 PIN

06

10

14

14

IS

18
20

24

RESISTORS
ALL 1/1 WATT MF 1%1(
FOR 00 13 (I VALUE)
INDIVIDUAL RES1S
TORS £003 EA
SKELETON PRESETS
LO 10 ANY VALUE
STANDARD POTS 1/4
SHAFT, LAG OR 1.13.

00 35 EACH
SWITCHES) POTS CO 4
EACH

POLYSTYRENE
CAPACITORS 120V

47PF 0 °9
68PE 0 °9
112PE 0 °9
100PF 0 °9
120PF 009 09

150PF 009
I HOPE 0 °9
22OPF 0 °9
270PF 009
330PF 0 °9
390PF 0 09
470PF 004
560PF 009
MOPE 0 °9
820PF 009 09

I NF 009
1NSF 009
272E 009
3193F 009
IMF 009
6N1IF 0 °9101...,

0 °9

BCI470c,,
BC149
9C137
ems
BC I 59

Bow
BC168C
BC 169C
BCI 71

33

33

11

11

11

11

27

16
16

II

TIPI 41
105TIPI 42
1

TIP147 110
T1P2955
T1P3055
r111107
z-rx 1 oa
z-rx 117,9
rrx300
ZTX302

20

62

62

17

17

17

16

20

74 HC 132
70HC133
74HC 138
74HC1 39
74HC I 51
74HC153
74HCI 54
7414CI 57

74HCI 58
74HC I60

15

26
15
25

25
25

35

2g

26

32

MEMORIES
2114 I25
4164 10 1 16

4164-12 I08
4164 15 0 96
41256 8 1 60
41256 10 I 46
41464 10 4 24
41464 12 420

LEDS
330,1 RED 005
330.1 GREEN 010
3MM YELLOW 012
5M741 RED 005
5ALM GREEN 0 07
5MA1 YELLOW 007
5M74 FLASH RED O49
3M3.1 FLASH G30:0 51
83434 FLASH RED 099
3m,4 cup, 004
5M81 CLIPS 001
8MM CLIPS 0 IR
COMMON CATHODES
3' 7 SF -G RFD 070
5' 7 SEG RID 0 75

56' 7SW RED 0 85
COMMON ANODES
3' 7 SEG RED 0 70
5- 7 SEE RFD 0 75

56" 7 SEG RED 0 83
10 BAR on. RED 1 39
ORPI 2 (LDR) 063

BC 177
BCI 78
(ICI 79
!Kim
9C11321

9C183
BC11331

BC I14
BC 1841.

BC212
9C2121
9C213
BC2131
BC2I4
BC2141.

17

17

17

07
07

07
07

°7
07

07
0)
07

07

07
07

zrx341
ZTX500
z-rx 501
zrx502
zrxsos
2N22I9A
2722220
2192369

2N2484
272901
2N2904A
272905
2342905A
2N2906A

24

15

24

24

24

27
IS

24
24

24

24

20

20

20

74HC161
74HCI62
74HCI63
7411C164
7411C165

74HC 173

74HC174
74HCI75
74HC 192
70HC193
74HC I 94
74HC I 95
74HC240
74HC24I
7411C242

25

25

25

25

40
32

25
15

47

40
36

32

35

36

36

WIRE AND CABLE
SPEAKER WIRE 7P A
METRE ANY LENGTH
STEREO SCREENED
CABLE 16P A METRE
ANY LENGTH
4 CORE SCREENED
ANY LENGTH 28P A
METRE.
STANDARD TV COAX
CABLE 20P A METRE
ANY LENGTH

TRIMMER
CAPACITORS

2 10PF 0 38
2 22PF 0 38
5 5 65PF 038

BRIDGE
RECTIFIERS

WOOS 50V 1 5A 0 18
WO2 200V 1 5,4 0 19
W04 400V I 5A 022
BR32 200V 3A 0 34
BR34 400V 3A 0 38
DB602 200V 6A 059
D8608 800V 6A 0.713

DB2502 200V 25A 1 40
1392506 600V 25A I 90

BC237/3

BC23133

BC306
BC327
BC328
BC337
BC338
BC477
BC476
BC479
BC5I7
BC547
BC 548

BC549
BC557
BC558
BCY70
BCY7I
BCY72
BDI 15
130131

813132

00135
50136
00137

C6

°°
09

09

09

09

09

33

33

33

19

07
07

07

07

07

20

19

19

48

36

36
19

19

19

EXPRESS COMPONENTS
SALES 0273 771156

FAX 0273 206875
ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT

TO VAT (17.5%).
POSTAGE AND PACKING
IS 99P + VAT PER ORDER.

AUTOMATIC ACCOUNT FACILITIES
FOR SCHOOLS ETC.

NO MINIMUM ORDER.
NO COUNTER FACILITIES.

PO BOX 517 HOVE, E SUSSEX BN3 5QZ

ELECTROLYTIC
RADIAL

07UF I6V 0 05

100UF I6V 006
2204.1F 16V OOH

4701F I 6V 012
1,000UF I6V 0.19
2,200 16V 0 35

IOUF 25V 005
22UF 25V 0 05
171E 25V 0 05
10352F 25V 008
22011F 25V 0 II
470UF 25V 0 17
I ,000UF 25V 025
2.201381F 25V 049

LINEAR
71061 0 33
T1062 0 39
11.061 047
11.071 070
n.on 0 33
11.074 0 45
nom 032up, 0 32
TI,084 0 45
TBA 120S 062
1165V 185
T1.C271 0 55X272 096
1272M 165
11930 3 20
1.29.7 490
L290 4.90
LM301 A 0.30
Ls/31 I 0 32
L0,13,, 080
134324 0 22
LM334Z 080

TRIACS/DIACS
THYRISTORS

Z0105DA 0.40

Z0102MA 042
TIC206D 062
TIC226D 069
TIC246D 099
BRIO0 D1AC 019
TIC 106D 0 40
TICII6D 069
TIC 1260 0 79TANTALUM

CAPACITORS
0 ILE 35V 0 10
0 22UF 35V 0 10
0 33UF 35V 010
0 47UF 35V 0 10
ILT 35V 0 12

CONNECTORS
BNC 5CIR PLUG 069
BNC 75R PLUG 0.69
BNC OTIS SOC 0 59



MICROWAVE CONTROL PANEL Mains operated, with touch
switches Complete with 4 digit display, digital clock and 2 relay
outputs one for power and one for pulsed power (programmable)
Ideal for all sorts of precision Omer applications etc Now only £4.00
ref 4P151. Good aspen mentors board
FIBRE OPTIC CABLE. Stranded optical fibres sheathed in black
PVC Five metre length f7 00 ref 7P29R or E2 a metre
12V SOLAR CELL200rnA output ideal for tnckle
charging etc 300 mm square Our price C15 00 ref
15P42R Gives up to 15v
PASSIVE INFRA -RED MOTION SENSOR.
Complete with daylight sensor, adjustable lights on
Omer (8 soca -15 cans), 50' range with a 90 deg
coverage Manual °vends faahty Complete with
wallbrackets, bub holders etc Brand new and guar-
anteed Now only E19.00 ref 19P29
Pack .1 two PAR38 bulbs for above unit t12 00 ref 12P43R
VIDEO SENDER UNIT Transmit both audio and video signals
from other a adeo camera, video recorder or computer to any
standard TV set within a 100' range) (tune TV to a spare channel)
12v DC op £1500 ref 15P39R Suitable mains adaptor f500 ref
5P191R Turn your camcorder into a cordless camera,
FM TRANSMTTERHouse4 in a standard working 13A adapter
(bug is mains do yen) £2600 ref 26P2R Good range
device
IAINATURE RADIO TRANSCEIVERS A par of wake
takes with a range of up to 2 kilometres Units measure -1,"
22x52x155rnm Complete with cases and earpieces j
£30 00 ref 30P12R
FM CORDLESS IAICROPHONE.Small hand held unit with a 500'
range, 2 transmit power levels Reqs PP3 battery Tuneable to any
FM recover Our pnce £15 ref 15P42AR
12 BAND COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER. 9 short rn
bands, FM. AM and LW DX/local switch, tuning 'eye' mains or
battery Complete with shoulder strap and mains lead f19 ref
19P1 4R Ideal for istenng all over the world
CAR STEREO AND FM RADIO.Low cost stereo system giving
5 watts per channel Signal to nose ratio better than 45db,
wow and flutter less than 35% Neg earth E19.00ref 19P30
LOW COST WALIKIE TALKIESPar of battery operated
units with a range of about 200' Our pnce f8 00 a pair ref r -

J_8P5OR Ideal for garden use or as an educational toy
7 CHANNEL GRAPHIC EQUAUZENAJs a 60 watt power amp,
20-2IKHZ 4-8R 12-14v DC negative earth Cased £25 ref 25P14R
NICAD BATTERIES. Brand new top quality 4 x M's £4 00 ref
4P44R 2 x C's £4 00 ref 4P73R, 4 x D's £9 00 ref 9P12R. 1 a PP3
£6 00 ref 6P35R Pack of 10 AAA,s f4 00 ref 4P92R
TOWERS INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR
GUIDE. Theultrnate equovalents book New ed £20 00 re120P32R
GEIGER COUNTER KIT.Complete with tube. PCB and all compo-
nents to build a battery operated gager counter £39 00 ref 39P1R

any FM radio 9v battery req'd £500 ref 5P158R 35mm square
FM BUG KIT.New design with PCB embedded cod Transmits to

FM BUG Built and tested supenor 9v operation f14 00 ref 14P3R
COMPOSITE VIDEO KITS.These convert composite video into
separate H sync V sync and video 12v DC E8 00 ref 8P39R
SINCLAIR C5 MOTORS 12v 29A (full load) 3300 rpm 6-x4" 1/4-
OfP shaft New £2000 ref 20P22R Limited stocks
As above but with fitted 4 to 1 !nine reduction box (800rprn) and
toothed nylon belt dnve cog £40 00 ref 40P8R 800 rpm
ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROL KITtor C5 motor PCB and all
components to build a speed controller (0.95% of speed) Uses
pulse width modulation £17 00 ref 17P3R PotenDometer control
SOLAR POWERED NICAD CHARGER.Charges 4 AA
nicads in 8 hours Brand new and cased £6 00 rot 6P3R 2oC
cell model E6 00
ACORN DATA RECORDER ALF503 Made for BBC
computer but suitable for others Includes mains adapter leads and
book £1500 ref 15P43R
VIDEO TAPES. Three hour supenor quality tapes made under
icence from the famous JVC company Pack of 10 tapes New low
price £15.00 ref J15P4
PHIUPS LASER. 2MW HELIUM NEON LASER TUBE.
BRAND NEW FULL SPEC £40.00 REF 40P1OR. MAINS
POWER SUPPLY KIT £20.00 REF 20P33R READY BUILT
AND TESTED LASER IN ONE CASE C75.00 REF 75P4R.
12 TO 220V INVERTER KITAs supplied it will handle up to about
I 5 w at 220u but with a larger transformer it will handle 80 watts Basic
kit f1200 ref 12P17R Larger transformer E1200 ref 12P41R
VERO EASI WIRE PROTOTYPING SYSTEMicaai for design-
ing projects on etc Complete with tools, wire and reusable board
New low bargain price only 02.00 ref B2P1
25 WATT STEREO AMPLIFIER IC STK043 With the addition
of a handful of components you can build a 25 wan anvils, CA 00
ref 4P69R (Circuit dia included)
BARGAIN NICADS AAA SIZE 200MAH 1.2V PACK OF 10
04.00 REF 4P92R, PACK OF 100 030.00 REF 30P16R
FRESNEL MAGNIFYING LENS 83 x 52mm fl 00 ref BD827R
12V 19A TRANSFORMER Ex equipment £20 but OK.
ULTRASONIC ALARM SYSTEM. Once agan in stock these
units consist of a detector that plugs into a 13A socket in the area to
protect The recover plugs into a 13A socket anywhere else on the
same supply Ideal for protecsng garages, sheds etc Complete
system now only £19 !!!
POWER SUPPUES Made for the Spectrum plus 3 give +5 @
2A, +12 @700mA 8 -12 @ 50mA. £8 ref 08P3
UNIVERSAL BATTERY CHARGER.Takes AA's, C's, D's and
PP3 nicads Holds up to 5 batteries at once New and cased. mans
operated £6 00 ref 6P36R
IN CAR POWER SUPPLY. Plugs into agar socket and gives
3,4,5,6.7 5,9. and 12v outputs at 800rnA Complete with universal
seder plug f5 00 ref 5P167R
RESISTOR PACK.10 x 50 values (500 resistors) all 114 watt 2%
metal film f 500 ref 5P170R
QUICK CUPPA? 12v immersion heater with lead and cigar lighter
plug E3 00 ref 3P92R Ideal for tea on the move,
LED PACK .50 red, 50 green, 50 yellow all 5mm £8 00 ref 8P52
IBM PRINTER LEAD.(D25 to centrorics plug) 2 metre parallel
£500 ref 5P186R 3 metre version £6 00 ref 6P50
COPPER CLAD STRIP BOARD I r a 4- of 1" pitch "vero" board
£4 00 a sheet ref 4P62R or 2 sheets for C7 00 ref 7P22R
STRIP BOARD CUTTING TOOL.E2 00 ref 2P352R

WINDUP SOLAR POWERED RADIO! FM/AM radio takes re
chargeable banenes Complete with hand charger ti solar pane
14P200R Set ct 2 AA nicads £2 ref L2P9
PC STYLE POWER SUPPLY Made by
AZTEC 110vor 240v Input +5 @ 15A,+12
5A,-12 @ 5A .5 CO 3A Fully cased with fan,
onion switch, IEC inlet and standard PC fly -
leads E1500 ref F15P4
TELEPHONE HANDSETSIO brand new handsets with moo and
speaker only £3 00 for 10 ref 3P146R
BENCH POWER SUPPUES Superbly made fully cased (mete
giving 12v at 10 plus a 6V supply Fused and short circuit protected
For sale at less than the cost of the case, Our price is £4 CO red
4P103R

SPEAKER WIRE Brown twin core 100 feet £2 00 REF 2P79R
MICROSCOPE 1200X MAGNIFICATION
Brand new complete with shnmp hatchery. shnmps. prepared
slides, ighl etc £29 00 ref J29P4
UGHT ALARM SYSTEM
Small cased alarms that monitor a narrow beam area for sudden
changes in light level Complete with wren that sounds for a preset
erne when unit is tnggered £700 ref J7P1
720K 3 1/2" DISC DRIVE FOR Mend new units made by JVC
complete with tech info set E9 0011 they have a metal tab instead cf
a button and you may want to ht an led Combined power and data
cable easily modified to IBM standard ref L9P2
MONO VGA MONITORS C59 Standard IBM compatible monitor
made by Amstrad New Our pnce just £59 Ref 59P4RB
CAR BATTERY CHARGER
Brand new units complete with panel meter and leads 6 or 12v
output £700 ref J7P2
CUSTOMER RETURNED SPECTRUM +2
Complete but sold as seen so may need atter-Don £25 00 ref J25P1
or 2 for £40 00 ref J40P4
CUSTOMER RETURNED SPECTRUM +3
Complete but sold as seen so may need attenton £25 00 ref J25P2
or 2 for C40 OC ref J40P5

AMSTRAD 1640DD BASE UNITS

BRAND NEW AND CASED

TWO BUILT IN 5 1/4" DRIVES

MOTHER BOARD WITH 640K MEMORY

KEYBOARD, MOUSE 8 MANUAL

OUR PRICE JUST

£79!!!!

SCART TO D TYPE LEADS
Standard Sort on one end. Hi density C type (standard VGA
connector) on the other Pack of ten leads only C7 00 ref 7P2R
OZONE FRIENDLY LATEX
250mlbottleol liquid rubber setsin 2 hours Iceal for mounting PCB's
hang wires Mc £2 00 each ref 2P379R
VIEWDATA SYSTEMS
Brand new units made by TANDATA complete with 1200/75 built in
modem infra red remote controlled gwerty keyboard BT improved
Prestel compatible, Centronics pnnter port RGB colour and compos-
ite output (works with ordinary television) complete with power
supply and fully cased Our once is only f20 00 ref 20PIR
COMMODORE 64 COMPENDIUM Pack contuseng of a Com-
modore 64 computer, power supply. data recorder and software All
for f'69 red 069P1
PPC MODEM CARDS Made for the Amstrad PPC1640,1512
range these are plug in modules that operate at 2400 baud No data
£15 ref 015P5
AMSTRAD L03500 PRINTER ASSEMBLIES Entire mochas -
cal assemblies including pnnt head platen, cables, stepper motors
etc etc intact everything bar the electronics and case! Our once pat
£10 ref 010E 3
AMSTRAD DMP4000 PRINTER ASSEMBUES Entire porter
assemblies Including pnnt head, platen, cables. stepper motors etc
Everything bar the electronics and case Our pnce set f20 ref
020P2
TOROIDALTRANSFORMER 146VA with tappngs at 8v, 10v and
32v will give 50v at 3A or 32 at 4A etc Centre tapped pnmary ref
09P2 Fixing kit is f2 ref 02P1
AERIAL BRACKETS Wall plate 7 5' sq complete with rawl bolts,
10" stand off brackets with standard tube camps Will take up to r
mast SubstanDal bracket (would take body weight) £7 ref 07F1
TV SOUND RECEIVERS Popular units that with the addition of a
speaker act as a N sound recover Ideal as a stand alone unit or for
connecting into HI FI, £12 ref 012P4
2,000 COMPONENTS FOR C3 Yes thats nght,pust send us f 3 end
you can have 1.000 resistors plus 1,000 capacitors! Our chow a of
value Order ref 03P1
ETRI FANS Mains, 11 wan 80mm diameter £6 Ref 06P3
UGHTGUNS Ongonalhy made for the Spec-trum.2 but may have
other uses (good stnpper) £2 Ref 02P3
GX4000 GAMES CONSOLES Complete with motor racing game
psu and poyseck £15 ref 015P3 Extra 4 games £12 ref 012P1
VCR RABBIT SYSTEM Lets you control your VCR from a second
sot using the VCR remote control Retail £99 ours C3gnl

BULL ELECTRICAL
250 PORTLAND ROAD HOVE SUSSEX

8N3 5OT TELEPHONE 0273 203500
MAIL ORDER TERMS: CASH PO OR CHEQUE
WITH ORDER PLUS £3.00 POST PLUS VAT.

PLEASE ALLOW 7 . 10 DAYS FOR DEUVERY

FAX 0273 323077
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CAMERAS Customer returned units 3 for El 0 ref LI0P2
STEAM ENGINE Standard Mamod 1332
*noire complete with baler Aston etc £30
ref 30P200
TALKING CLOCK
LCO dopey, alarm, battery operated
Clock will announce the ems at the
push of a button and when the
alarm is due The alarm is switchable
from voice to  cock crow ng 1£14 00 ref 14P200 R
HANDHELD TONE DIALLERS
Small unite that are designed to hold over the mouth piece of 
telephone to send MF dialing tones Ideal for the remote control of
answer machines E5 00 ref 5P209R
AMAZING TALKING COINBOXI
Fu ly programmable taking, lockable combos BT approved, retail
pipe is £79 ours is just f291 ref J29P2
ANSWER PHONES C15
Customer returned units with 2 faults one we tell you how to fix the
otter you do your seff, E18 ref J18P2 or 4 for £60 ref J60P3 BT
approved (retail once £79 9511 each)
COMMODORE 64 IAICRODRIVE SYSTEM
Complete cased brand new dives with cartridge and software 10
ernes faster than tape machines works with any Commodore 64
soup The orginal pnce for these was £49 00 but we can offer them
to you at only £25001 Ref 25P1R
90 WATT MAINS MOTORS Ex equipment but ok Good general
p000se unit f9 00 ref F9P1

R SPEAKER BARGAIN Originally made for TV sets they
consist of  4- 10 watt4R speaker and a 2" 140R tweeter If you want
two of each plus 2 of our crossovers you can have the lot for £5 00
ref F5P2
EMERGENCY UGHTING SYSTEM
FLIP,/ cased complete with 2 adjustable flood lights All you needles
standard 6v lead acid battery Our pnce is pie £10 ref J10P29
AMSTRAD 464 COMPUTERS
Customer returned units complete with a monnorfor pre £351 Thee
units are sold as faulty and are not returnable
WOLSEY DMAC DECODERS
Made for installation in hotels etc as the man sat recover no data bit
tu N cased quality unit £20 ref K20P1 Suitable pau 03 ref K6P3
REMOTE CONTROLS
Brand new infra red CONTROLS onginally made for controling
WOLSEY satellite recovers £2 ea ref K2P1 or 20 for £19 ref Kl9P1
TELEPHONES
Modern 1 peas phones BT approved Last no radial £8 ref K8P1
3116 TOWER SYSTEMS
Tower case 52orneOcnix20cm 2 fans speaker, 275w psu. IEC L'L
and 01 386 rn/board with onboard disc controller, ethernet, display
dnver, parallel and senal ports There Cr. several ICs missing
from the miboard plus no date! £79 ref K79P1.
DOS PACKS
Compete sat of PC discs with MS DOS 3 2. Locomotive basic,
gemdesktop and gem paint No manuals, 51r4" discs £10 ref Kl0P2
CORDLESS TIE CUP MICROPHONE
transmits between 88-108MHZ FM 5 2cm x 2an, uses LR44 watch
battery Complete with wire aenal 8 battery£16 ref KI6P1
CHASSIS MOUNT TRANSFORMERS
240v pnmary, 12v secondary 20VA £2 ref K2P2
240v pnmary, 16v secondary 10A (spit winding) £10 ref L1OPt
100 RED LED PACK (SUM) f5 REF K5P2
12V STEPPER MOTOR Ideal for models etc 3" dia £2 ref J2P1
INFRA RED BEAM SWITCH 24v DC 5m range source & sensor
housed in plastic case £12 ref J12P1
CAPACITOR BARGAIN PACK 100 CERAMICS fs2 REF J2P2.
SPECTRUM JOYSTICKS TWO FOR £5 REF J5P2.

AMSTRAD PC CASE, POWER SUPPLY AND 720k FLOPP
DRIVE ALL THIS FOR C30 REF030P-15

BUMPER PACK NO 1 10 of our popular £1 packsfor just £5 our
choice of contents
BUMPER PACK NO 225 of our popular f 1 packs for pet f12 Our
choice of contents
LCD 1 X 32 DISPLAY Bargain pnce of pst £3 complete with loads
cf data for a similar display £3 ref L3P1
USEFUL POWER SUPPUES. 18v 900mA dc output (regulated)
filly cased with mains cable and DC out cable £6 ref K6P1
UNCASED PC POWER SUPPUES. Standard PC psu ethout
case fan etc Good for spare or low cost PC, £4 ref L4P6
RADAR DETECTORS. Detects X and K bands (le speed traps)
Not again the UK so only available If you Intend to'exporl'It.
tel J59P1.
100 WATT MOSFET PAIR.Same spec as 2Sk343 and 2SJ4' 3
,8A 140v. 100hre) 1 N channel and I P channel £3 a par ref J3P9
LOW COST CAPS. 1.000 capacitors £3 (33uf 25v) ref J3P10
VELCRO. 1 metre length 20mm wide, blue £2 ref J2P16
JUG KETTLE ELEMENTS. Good general purpose heating ele
ment just £3 ea ref £3P8 or 5 for £10 ref JI OP3
VERY BIG MOTOR. 200v induction 1 lkyr 1410 rpm 10nx7- GEC

keyed shaft Brand now £95 ref J95P1
BIG MOTOR. 220-240v 1425rpin 2 BA 5/8th" keyed shaft GEC 6 5"

r complete with mounting plate £38 ref J38P1
SMALL MOTOR. Electrolux 160 watt 3,000 rpm, 220-240 5/8"
shaft precision built C18 ref J18P1
EPROMS 27C64 PACK OF 10 C7 REF M1P1.
EPROMS 27C256 PACK OF 10 f9 REF M9P1.
EPROMS 27C512 PACK OF 10 £10 REF M1 0P1.
MODEMS FOR C1.25? These modems are suitable for stnming
only hence they are only 4 for C5 ref J5P3
SOLAR POWERED WOODEN MODELS. Complete with solar
Dane!, motor and full instructions £9 ref J9P2 3 duff £20 ref J20P3
SOUND OPERATED LIGHT. Clap your hands and light comes
on Turns after preset delay (4 M's req'd) E2 ref J2P3
FERGUSON SRBI REMOTE CONTROLS. Brand new units
ideal for a spare or have two remotes, £4 each
5 VC 360K DISC DRIVE Made for AMSTRAD 1640/1512 ma-
chines White front Our once just £9 ref 09P1
1993 CATALOGUE AVAILABLE WITH ALL ORDERS IF RE-
QUESTED OTHERWISE A4 SAE FOR FREE COPY.

IN SUSSEX? CALL IN AND SEE US!

SOME OF OUR PRODUCTS MAY BE LNLICENSABLE IN THE UK



QUALITY INSTRUMENTS AT EXCEPTIONAL VALUE
MULTI INSTRUMENT MX9000

DIGITAL MULTIMETERS 183, 185, 187, 285

COUNTERS SC -130, SC -40 LCR METER MIC-4070D

For further information contact SAJE now on tel (0223) 425440 or fax (0223)
424/11. or for fast delivery send your order direct enclosing cheque/postal order
made payable to SAJE E1ECTROMCS to SAJE Electronics, 117 Lovell Road,
Cambridge, CB4 2QW,. Free postage for UK orders, for overseas, orders add /Taw

ELECTRONICS Trade orders welcome.
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MULTI INSTRUMENT
The MX9000 combines four instruments to suit A broad range of applications in both education and
industrial markets including development work stations where space is at a premium.

the instruments include.
I. A triple output power supply with LCD display offering 0-50V 0.5A, I5V IA, 5V 2A with full overcurrent

protection;
2. An 8 digit LED display 1Hz - 100MHz frequency counter with gating rates of 0.1Hz, 1Hz, 10Hz and

100Hz providing resolution to 0.1Hz plus attenuation inputs and data hold
3. A 0.02H2 to 2MHz full featured sweep/function generator producing sine, square, triangle. skewed sine.

pulse and a TTL output and linear or logarithmic sweep. Outputs of 5011 and 600 t1 impedance are
standard features;

4. An auto/manual 31/2 ditt LCD multimeter reading DCV, DCA, ACV, ACA, resistance, and relative
remeasument with data Id functions

The M)(9000 represents exceptionally good value at only £399.00 plus VAT (468.83).

DIGITAL MULTIMETERS
The 180 series of high performance multimeters pmside advanced features and arc supplied complete with
probes, battery and rubber holster. The case is dust and splash proof making it ideal in most environments
Designed to meet IEC348 Class II safety standard
183 - 31/z digit large LCD display, ACV, DCV, ACA, DCA resistance, continuity buzzer, diode test, hold,

basic accuracy 0.5%. £39.50 plus VAT (46.41).
185 - 31/2 digit LCD, bar graph, ACV, DCV, ACA DCA, resistance, continuity buzzer, diode test, hold,

timpiiature ( -40' C to 1370°C), capacitance (Ipf to 40uf), frequency ( I Hz to 200kHz ), max min,
edit, % compare, basic accuracy 0.3%. £74.50 plus VAT (£87.54)

187. 31/z digit LCD, bar graph, ACV, DCV, ACA, DCA, resistance, continuity buzzer, diode test, hold,
temperature (-40° to 1370°C), frequency (1Hz to 200kHz), mot mid edit, %, compare, basic
accuracy 0.3%, auto ranging. £99.50 plus VAT (£116.91)

285 As 185 except 4' /2 digit true RMS, basic accuracy 0.05%. L109.50 plus VAT (128.66).

FREQUENCY COUNTERS
The SC -130 and SC -40 are full featured. micro processor based, hand held frequency counters providing
portability and high performance. Both instruments provide measurement of frequency, period, count and
RPM plus a view facility enabling min, max, av and difference readings.
SC -I30-. 5Hz 1.36Hz, 8 digit readout, sensitivity typically 10mV, high impedence input, battery condition

indicator. £109.00 plus VAT (128.08)
SC -40-. As SC -130 except 5Hz to 400MFIz £89.00 plus VAT (£104.58)

LCR METER
The MIC-4070D LCD digital LCR meter provides capacitance, inductance, resistance and dissipation
mwasurement Capacitance ranges are from 0.1pf to 20,000uf plus dissipation. Inductance ranges from
0.1pH to 200H plus a digital readout of dissipation. Resistance ranges from 'mil to 20M it . Housed M a
rugged ABS case with integral stand it Ls supplied complete with battery and probes at £85.00 plus VAT
( £99.88 ).

SAJE

ass ELM

What more do you need than a practical,
easy to use and fast program to design
your electronics in your own way?
Layol is the ideal solution to do just that.
Just ask the thousands ofsatisfied users!

T

0

Layol is priced at £99 up to £999 (ex. carriage & VAT) which includes:
Layol Schematics, 90 days FREE updates and technical support.

Layol
> Netlist import via Project Manager from Layol Schematics
> Also for OrCAD/SDT, Schema III, Tango etc.
> Forward Annotation
> Graphics netlist entry
> Manual-, Interactive and Auto Routing
> Design Rule Checking
> SMD Support
> Extensive component library
> User definable Macro's

Powerful! output drivers for:
> Gerber photoplotters
> Excellon, Sieb&Meyer and HPGL drillingmachines
> HPGL, DMPL compatible penplotters (with open pads)
> Adobe 2.0 Postscript (with open pads and 10 greyscales)
> HP-Laserjet, Deskjet and Epson compatible printers

UK Distributor
Pentagram Electronic Designs
6, Pasture Close, Clayton, Bradford BD14 6 LY
Phone: (0274) 882609 Fax: (0274) 882295

International headquarters
Baas Electronics by Rijksstraatweg 42
3281 LW Numansdorp The Netherlands
Phone: (+31) 1865 4211 Fax: (+31) 1865 3480
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HALCYON
ELECTRONICS

Test equipment, video monitors, amateur radio gear, printers,
power supplies, communications, disk drives, multimeters,
oscilloscopes, scientific instruments, connectors, component
bridges, frequency counters, signal generators, computers.
BARCO CDCT451 20 M/SYNC RGB [Rs 1495

CONRAC 20 RG8 HI-RES LONG PERS. AtSYNC £495

HITACHI 20 CW073A,301 RGB CAD/DTP ETC 1195

BOONTON 92BD R F MILLIVOLTMETER 1295

ANTIOUE TEST EQUIPMENT POA

TEA 46R.B laGMHZ 'RA'E CE'- 1.9 £475

RP "4A 'EEN 6: C. 4, E 71E, TSB £450

-c 70ukz £395

H;  '224."'Y652. DJAL TRACE ETC POA

HAYES E265 COMPONENT TESTER £29

TEKTRONIX 520 521A PAL V/SCOF'ES From £475

TELE0o.I,ME'," DCA 251,1HZ, 2T. DEL T/B 1215

H P 17DCA -/.510,-.: CUAL TRACE C249

SCOPE) 4:1:t 25AIHZ DUAL TRACE C169

EIECKMP; 332". ?OMHZ DUAL TRACE 1249

DATA PRECISION 6000 WITH 611 PLUG-IN AND

681 DISK DRIVE UNIT £995

HAMEG 203-5 20MHZ. 2 TRACE. COMP TESTER 1249

HITACHI VC 6015 IOMHZ DIGITAL STORAGE £345

H P 1340A X -Y DISPLAYS E99

LEADER LBO -9C ALIGNMENT SCOPE 1195

TEK 51.4N 1009HZ SPECT ANAL WITH 5110 WF,

2x MISR. 5810/4 TIME BASE £750

TEKTRONIX 7103N. DF1. 7001 LOGIC ANAL 1495

TEK 5451585 SERIES PLUG -INS From 110

WANDEUGOLTERMANN SPM-2 LEVEL METER ftE8
WANDELGOLTERIAANN SPIA-3 LEVEL METER

WANDEUGOLTERMANN PS -3 SIGNAL GEN

MARCONI TF2301 AWFIA MOD METER PRTBLE

RACAL 9059 F. CTR 560MHZ MAINS/BATT

19' RACKS 20U 31 DEEP

[189

£169

£249

045
£125

XFORMERS SEC 30-0-30V 20A UNIV PRI S C -Core £20

CONSTANT VOLTAGE TRANSFS ISOVA.2KVA POA

MARCONI TF2331 DISTN FACTOR METER £175

MARCONI TF2300 DA AM MODULATION METER £195

NASCOM CARDS VARIOUS POA

HP 5420A DIGITAL SIGNAL ANALYSER, WITH

HP 51410A ANALOGDIGITAL CONVERTER. AND

HP 54470e DIGITAL FILTER

BELL 8 HOWELL 658 16mm SOUND PROJECTOR

BERTAN 205A -05A 0-9N 5mA

BRANDENBURG 470 0-2.569 5mA

HP 6521A 0- IKV 200mA

FERRANTI 26 LASER nu 6004-1 6K V 15mA

FARRELL E350 0-350) ICOmA 2 x 6 3V

DEFIBRILATOR 50-400 JOULES BATT/MAINS

FARNELL FG1 FUNC GEN 2-2 264112

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS. VARIOUS

203W U V SOURCE WITH TIMER

PERISCOPES MILITARY No 43 Mk 3

LCR MARCONI TF2701 IN SITU BRIDGE

LCR MARCONI TF868A BRIDGE

LCR COMPONENT COMPARATOR AVO CZ4i7/S

WAYNE KERR 8321 LOW IND. BRIDGE

HP1901A -05A -08A -17A 25MHZ PULSE GEN

SCR578N GIBSON GIRL EMERGENCY XMITTER

LEVELL TM6B MICRO V -METER 450MHZ

LEVELL DAM MICRO V -METER 3MHZ

T111313/TU943 TUNER UNITS BRAND NEW

OERTLING V20 SINGLE PAN BALANCES 20:GM

ANALYTICAL BALANCES WITH WEIGHTS 250GM

UDI 2026 SONAR SCANNER, SURFACE UNIT

£750

£95

f59

129

£95

£39

t49 to £69

119

029
POA

fE6

f19

[125

£59

[75

£39

t125

£75

£95

£85

f29/f39

£69

£895

UPA CAVIDERM C,C6 P T H TESTER i750

DECADE FVCN/ BOXES FROM 05

KAYE DEE. PNEUMO UV EXP UNIT 1304260mm £175

VACUUM PUMPS TYP 100 MBAR (28L/MIN) £95

CALIBRATION STANDARDS CN/VR POA

COSSOR CR64533A VHF NAV/COIA RF SIG GEN 1
t750

COSSOR CRM511 ILSNOR AUDIO SIG GEN

TOPAZ 91007-117 SKVA 120/240-1201240 ISOL £175

KINGSHILL N51540 15V 40.4 PSU CASED, AS NEW £195

HP 626A 628A SIG GENS LAST FEW C35 ea

LIST AVAILABLE, BUT 10000 OF UNLISTED BARGAINS FOR CALLERS ALL PRICES EXC. OF FOP AND VAT

QUALITY ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT ALWAYS WANTED
423, KINGSTON ROAD. WIMBLEDON CHASE, LONDON SW20 8JR

SHOP HOURS 9-5.30 MON-SAT. TEL 081-542 6383

Sri ill112Rarag
UK DISTRIBUTOR AND

STOCKIST FOR THE COMPLETE
ILP RANGE

* AMPLIFIER MODULES

* PRE -AMPLIFIERS

* 100V LINE TRANSFORMERS

* TOROIDAL TRANSFORMERS

* LIGHTING TRANSFORMERS

Write, phone or fax
for data and prices

Jaytee Electronic Services
143 Reculver Road, Beltinge, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 6PL

Telephone: (0227) 375254. Fax: (0227) 365104

RANGER 2
A new concept in bug detection equipment

Ranger 2 is an advanced new detector of radio
eavesdropping devices. It combines powerful new
capabilities with all the best features of previous
leading instruments of this type, irrespective of
manufacturer. At the same time great care has been
taken to make the operation as easy as possible by
using an interactive display and by making the micro-
processor do as much of the "thinking" and "button
pushing" as possible.

The result is a unit which is extremely effective and
equally suitable for both non -technical and professional
users and which makes all other devices look
cumbersome. deficient. and old-fashioned.

0 For more details about RANGER 2 or our full range of equipment
contact: DATONG ELECTRONICS LIMITED, Clayton Wood Close,
West Park Leeds l S16 ROE. Te1:0532-7642322

WE HAVE THE WIDEST CHOICE OF USED
sr- -RESIN THE COONtrill

TEKTRONIX 2315Dull Trace' 0Cla-12 Se-vc

:1=44711Catel True 100MHZ DElay SweeP TN V rew

E1000

Clew CarleNt LAW Crystal Asp* DSO
MACON V1050F Dual Tract 20011111Z Duel TB with 4
Channel Mora 6.40
SCOILUMIERGIA 5218 Duel True MANZ DEliy Sweep
rem Trig Vow
TEKTRONIX 475 Dual Trace 21:01.4142 Delay Sac 8111
H P Dual Trace 200MHZ Delay Swap
1E0 TRONIX IPM ow Taw NNW Debi Some elk 2
r PUN Tslareall imam Usiased
TEKTRONIX M5 Duel Trim 111111941 ivy 1.1111

nAMEG 1005 Nib Tram 101 /MO D410 0511
H P 174CA Deal Time 1111111120=111misp.. 011
TEKTRONIX 7103 DIM Trios 1 Delev hasp

TEKTRONIX r'2!2'2! Dual Trace 50MHZ amnia TB

'414131111213 Dual Trace MIK
PHILIPS P143217 Dual Tram MHZ Daley SAM
NITA CH, ii9EOF Duel Trace 805140 Dilly SwF
GOULD .7,51E00A Duel Trace PARC Delay Sweep
KIKUSU: 5530 Dual Trice 3006142
GOULD CS1100 Dual Trace 301411Z
TRIO 051720 Dual Trios 20MHZ Programmable
GOULD CS300 DeY Tram 2PANZ
GOULD cs250e Duel Tram 19611

MS  JUST A SAMPLE -1101111 OTHERS MAILAIL6

060

£000

ON

001
016

VW, Pc Pus.rol PRCC,PAvslABLE
rr rr rr ,r NERATOR

.11111

. ENO
ARNELL - *Hz WS

MARCONI 7i2OIS AM. FM '0-S20M141 Sig Gen COI
MARCONI 1F2015 intlicut Synchronies, TF217, PM
MARCONI Ti21316 AWFW i0d42-120110 4200 "72173 130
MARCONI TF2016 without Synchronises TF2173 ass
MARCONI SANDERS Sig SOuriela VanfbM Modell

BM fNf
KEIT/IL:1' s gramMablill CW10 ROWS* PON
GOULD BiOMA T HON K5030 Lope Maim/ ON
HP P .1 ,E.NERATOR ems 2118 011
RACAL DANA 1991 Nanosm4a0 Untwist Cana 00

FARWELL SSG520 Synthesise Sp Gen 10-
520AN 146
FARNELL TIS520 Traumas, Tat Sal Congaing of RF

Al' Count RF Mod War RF Power Meer AF
Voltmeter, AT Detorbon Meter AT Seekesrser 101
SOLD as s c ONLY ENO

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS
1 with C I pirrg -  .1`MH2 'SG.%

HP talT with 6664806552E SOOkrrz ,25,30Hze1,ega
HP MOT mat 85544. A 55524 500012 . 1250mHZ81.11111

I4P 1411 wen 85541A A 1155213 201-12 - 3001(112_ . .C101
10110T met 85531 I 8552A IKHZ  110111Q . . UM
MACON TF 2370 30142 - 1101,4112 £1,666
In lak with 8558 10010-1/ -15001Al2 11.111

MAPS P142534 laitthmaion DAN 3 6 r ,
GPIB -IEEE OR 7 145,1
MURIA, PL320T-GP Bench PSU 0-30v 2 Ar ,
Tame mitt GP1B LIM
140,10-40.0 111.0.011111101  - 3 5 140 I:1 110S -14
RieVle DC- 2Amp Ordy SU
1.12165 - 32 Raves 60.700 10 Amps DoodaTramielix
Tesler Free c,unew me OnN 01.11

RACAL DANA 5,n Sag Gen 0364 0 01-10400 au
RACAL 'DANA RF Paver *ler 9104 63111

RACAL:DANA 5141 DillibflOga. A/AMAIN INIaluremees nr
LCR LC DSO
WAYNE KERR 9424 RCL Wet 1.031:100 £123
WAYNE KERR 4210 LCR 500. A6001p/ 01% . . . tin
AVO AC DC Break001111 WW101 a 104.0on Tare
RU2' 5:'2 MO

MARCONI DIGITAL 11001111110 OEMS
, ape 2433A 1041115-41300 1125
1,4e 243/A 1010140-2011043 6156
MARCONI UNIVERSAL e01111111411/11015
'vce 2437 DC -103114 It TS
',Pe 2438 DC 521:81141 6225

EARNELL PSU TeS70 MO 70V 5A. 30V 10A
FARRELL PSi: H60 25 0- 60V 0 25Amps Wand FARO

FAAMELL PSU , 30E 0 36J 0-5Arnps Metered 611)

TELIOUIPMENT CT 71 Curve Tracer 0750
MARCONI TF2700 Ont.'s.' LCR Bridge Beery troin6125
MARCONI TF2337A Auto Delon Meter 403HVI11146
001% 1175
AVO valve CI% acweix Mew VCAI163 £300

AVO 1AULTIAIET01115
11000. 8 or 9 Omuta 4,0141341) 140 *Act,
Test Set No 1 80 950 Irv- LSO
8 lb S wtn Carry.r.g Case PO
5 ra 7 e.in .7arRog l-rese 6120

Al Meters Supplied wet Sallerles a Leads

NEW EQUIPMENT
1401E0 OSCILLOSCOPE 14141105 Triple Troia 1001:11.10
Duty Terabit,. 047
NA100 OSCILLOSCOPE 111:404 Dual Trace SO MHz Del;

=0 OSCILLOSCOPE 1414203 7 Dual Traps 201111,
Component Tester 053
KAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE 144205 3 Dull Trace 2014
09141 Si yam 053

All other models amiable -
all

BLACK arr31117= MAP= 01
APOLLO 10130AIH5 Counter Tamer Ratio/Pienod/Time
interval etc 0522
APOLLO 100 1010MHz AS abone with more loncb0.111) 035
0E7E00 100 FREQUENCY COUNTER 1E012 00
1!1101600 FREQUENCY COUNTERS/30MHz 8135
METEOR 1000 FREQUENCY COUNTER IGHz 1171
JUPITOR 500 FUNCTION GEN 011,-50014, SliwiSor
Tn 1110
ORION COLOUR BAR GENERATOR PAUTVNicleo _us

All other Biwa Star Equipment available

OSCILLOSCOPE PROBES Stvecnabls s 1 s 10 978.17 E3 fit

Used Equipment - Guaranteed Manual supplied If possible This is a VERY SMALL
SAMPLE OF STOCK SAE or Telephone for lists Please check asarlability before ordering

CARRIAGE all units E113 VAT to be added to total of Goods and Carriage

©STEWART of READING
110 WYKEHASA ROAD READING. RFRKS Rae IN

Tel 107341 268041 Fax 107341 357 1398 Callers welcome gem -5 30pm Mon -Fri runtrl 8pm Inure/
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TELEPHONE
ORDERS

may be made on

(0442)
66551

ACCESS or VISA

Price Price
code (inc.

VAT)
£1.80

D £2.50
E £3.25
F £4.00
G £4.75
H £5.50

£6.62
K £7.20
1. £8.80
11 £10.60
N £13.10
0 £15.80
P £17.90
Q £21.80
R £23.90
S £25.90
T £29.00
U £32.20
V £35.80
W £37.90
X £40.70

r

L

ET
ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

PCB
Service
April

E9304-1 Solo Mic Pre -Amplifier F
E9304-2 Multimate Tester
E9304-3 The Keepsafe Alarm
E9304-4 Proving Unit E
E9304-5 Infra Guide Receiver Module
E9304-6 Infra Guide Transmitter
E9304-FC (AutoMate) Peak Program Meter
PCBs for the remaining projects are available from the companies listed in Buylines.

Use the form or a photocopy for your order. Please fill out all parts of the form. Make sure you use the board reference numbers. This not only identifies the board
but also tells you when the project was published. The first two numbers are the year, the next :wo are the month.

Terms are strictly payment with order. We cannot accept official orders but we can supply a preforma invoice if required.
Such orders will not be processed until payment is received.

E9 I I 2-2 Nightfighter Sensor Switch Channel Control E9203-3 Sine Wave Generator (surface mount)
(2 sided) E9204- I Auto Car Lights

E9112-3 Nightfighter Sensor Switch Sound Trigger E9205-1 Bat Detector
E9112-4 Nightfighter Connector Board E9205-2 Pond Controller
E9112-5 Nightfighter Sensor Switch PSU E9206-FC Stereo amplifier
E9 I 12-6 Nightfighter 8 -Channel Input Interface (2 sided) E9206-2 Xenon flash trigger Main Board
E9112-7 Power On and Overload Regulator E9206-3 Xenon flash trigger Flash Board
E9201-1 Laboratory Power Supply E9206-4 Scanner for audio generator
E9201-2 Test Card Generator Board E9207-1 Improved Rear Bike Lamp
E920 I -3 LED Star (2 sided) E9207-2 Mini Baby Bug Monitor
E920 I -4 Enlarger Timer Main PCB (2 sided) E9207-3 Ultrasonic Audio Sender (2 boards)
E9201-5 Enlarger Timer Selector Board (2 sided) E9207-4 Camera Add-on unit (4 boards) 0
E9201-6 Enlarger Timer Switch PCB E9207-5 AutoMate 5V/48V Mixer power supply
E9203-1 MIDI Switcher- Main Board E9207-6 AutoMate Precision 17V power supply
E9203-2 MIDI Switcher- Power Suply E9207-FC Surround Sound Decoder

ETI PCB Service, Reader's Services, Argus House,
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead HP2 7ST

Please Supply:

Quantity Ref No. Price Code Price Total Price

E

E

E

Please send my PCBs to:

Name

Address

Post & Packing £ 0.75

Total Enclosed £

Postcode

CHEQUES SHOULD BE MADE PAYABLE TO ASP Ltd.

E9208-1 Dynamic Noise Limiter
E9208-2 Touch Controlled Intercom (2 boards)
E9208-3 MIDI Keyboard
E9208-FC Battery charger
E9209-1 Intercom for light aircraft
E9209-2 Alarm protector
E9209-3 Temperature controller
E9209-FC 45W Hybrid power amp
E9210-1 Universal I/O Interface for PC (2 Sided)
E2910-2 Rapid Fuse Checker
E9210-3 Heartbeat/Audio Listener
E9210-FC Wizards Hat
E9211-1 Electronic Die
E9211-FC Car Alarm
E9212-1 Digital Circuit Tester
E9212-2 Communications Link by RS232
E9212-FC Mains Inverter
E930I -2 Fading Festoonery
E9301-FC Infra Red Receiver
E9302-1 EPROM Programmer (2 Sided)
E9302-2 Sound to MIDI Board
E9302-3 Puddle Tec
E9302-FC Infra Red Transmitter
E9303-1 Ni-Cd Battery Charger
E9303-2 IC Tester
E9303-3 Disco Amiga (motor driver board)
E9303-4 Direct Conversion Reciever (2 Sided)
E9303-FC LED Stoboscope
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PCB Foils
The PCB foil patterns presented here are intended as a
guide only. They can be used as a template when using

tape and transfer for the creation of a foil.

(AutoMate) Peak Program Meter

O

Proving Unit

DANGER 0
HIGH VOLTAGE

O

0 0 0

Multimate Tester

LED Stroboscope March '93
In Figure 2, R4 is given as 33R. It should be 330R

as in the parts list.

Hybrid Line Amp Dec'92
In Figure 3, a horizontal line should be drawn

between top of R3 and C5 (C6 in component overlay).

Infra -Guide Transmitter

Infra -Guide Receiver Module

O
0

0
. .

...,
ono

ro
", 0

0

The Keepsafe Alarm
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cir
8 CAVANS WAY, BINLEY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,

COVENTRY CV3 2SF, ENGLAND.
TELEPHONE (0203) 650702. FAX (0203) 650773

LIST OF TEST EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE

KEITH MORRIS
Tel: 0203 650702
Fax: 0203 650773

OSCILLOSCOPES
HEWLETT PACKARD VP 9GHZ to 1 3GHZ - 0/P 18GHZ to 26GHZ

HEWLETT PACKARD 1741A.100 MHz Dual Trace Analgoue Storage Scope C325 HEWLETT PACKARD 37028 I. F Baseband Receiver
HEWLETT PACKARD
HEWLETT PACKARD

1 744A.100 MHz Dual Trace Analogue Storage Scope C325

1820100 MHz 4 Channel fitted with 1809A 4 channel C300
HEWLETT PACKARD 3705A Differential Pnase Detector
HEWLETT PACKARD 3710A L F. Baseband Transmitter

Microwave
Link

Vertical ampofier and 1825A time base 8 Oxley generator - HEWLETT PACKARD 3716A Baseband Transmitter Analysers

PHILIPS 3211 -15MHz Dual Trace f150 HEWLETT PACKARD 320013 VHF Oscillator 10MHZ - SC MHZ
PHILIPS 3217- 50MHz Dual Trace HEWLETT PACKARD 8750A Storage Norrialisers
PHILIPS 3226-15 MHz Dual Trace £150 HEWLETT PACKARD 4204A Oscillator (1 CHZ to 1 MHZ)
PHILIPS 3240 -50MHz Dual Trace £250 HEWLETT PACKARD 196A Oscilloscope Cameras
PHILIPS £325 PHOTODYNE 1800 Fibre Optic Attenuators
GOULD 0S4200 - 50 MHz Digital Stops Scope Dual Trace ............ TEKTRONIX 7904 500MHZ Oscilloscopes
TEKTRONIX 7603-100 MHz 4 Channel C300 TEKTRONIX 4041 Disc Drives
TEKTRONIX 7313-100MHz 4 Chimer Antique Stage Scope . C325 TEKTRONIX 4926 Disc Drives

TEKTRONIX 1103 Tek Probe Power Supply
HEWLETT PACKARD 1821 y11187558 Swept Amplrhxle Anefillr £250 TEKTRONIX 7623A Oscilloscopes (100MHZ) with storage
HEWLETT PACKARD 180TR with 8755B Swept Amplitude MWynr ........................................................... KINGSHILL 150 Power Supply (300V -10A)
PHILIPS PM 8226 Six Line Pen Recorders £399 MARCON TF 1073A R/F Attentuators 0-100db
HEWLETT PACKARD RMS Voltmeter- Modefs100E400FU403F . From C125 MARCON TF 2801/4 Error Detectors
HEWLETT PACKARD Test OscilLate6518 10 Hz to 10MHz .. f153 MARCON TF 23701 /1 Spectrum Analysers (1 10MHZ)
LYONS PuLse Generates Type PG2B 0-101.1Hz..........................__....£250

Electronic Voltmeter TF2804
MARCON TF 2909 Grey Scale Generators

MARCONI £50 MARCON TF 2905/6M Sine/Square Pulse 8 Bar Generators..

Model 2601.5 GHz Unser Up Convenor Input 243 MHz 350TECHTEST MARCON TF2802/2 Pattern Generator 8 SLMS
MHz Output 1440 - 1550 MHz £399 MARCON TF 2606 Differential Voltmeters

HEWLETT PACKARD 3730A Down Convertor with 3738A Oscillator - 6 3 MARCON TF 2600 Sensitive ViV/M
GHz -8 5 GHz Dam to 70 MHz ..£11( MARCON TF131 3A Universal Badges

WANDEL B GOLTERMANN CifspLsy Unn SG3 200 Hz - 20 MHz MARCON TF 2213Ai1 X -Y Display
HEWLETT PACKARD 8745A Parameter Test Set 10 GHz - 2 G Hz j C499 MARCON TF 1245 20-300MHZ Oscillator with TF 1247 - 0 meter
ADRET Codasyn 301 Synthesser0- 1 MHz C150 MARCON TF 144H/4 STD. SIG GEN 10k -72Mhz
WANDEL B GOLTERMANN PS 6 Level Generator 6 KHz - 18.6MHz 400 MARCON 6057B/1 Signal Source
WANDEL &GOLTERMANN PS 60 Level Generator 6 KHz - 18.6 MHz £500 MARCON Insertion Loss TestSet
WANDEL B GOLTERMANN SPM 60 Level Meter 6 KHz -18.6MHz 0500 MARCON Power Supply Double 30V -3A
WANDEL a GOLTERMANN PS 12 Level Generator 200 Hz - 4.5 MHz and 200 Hz -6 MHz C500 NARDA 5073 Reflectometer Coupler (1.7-4.2GHZ)
WANDEL 7 GOLTERMANN SPM 12 Level Meter 200 Hz -4 5MHz and 20Hz -6 MHz. £500 NARDA 5074 Reflectometer Coupler (3.7-8.7GHZ)
HEWLETT PACKARD 86200 Sweep °satiety Mainframes

RMS Voltmeters 3406A Broadband Sampling Voltmeters
0499 NARDA 5075 Reflectometer Coupler (7-12.4GHZ)

HEWLETT PACKARD C150 NARDA 757 Attenuators - various- -
Loge Analysers with Pods -1615AHEWLETT PACKARD FAO ELECTROSTATIC 5KV Voltmeter

AVO CZ457/6 Component Comparators .. £50 B RAN DE BURG 2475R Photomultipher Power Supply (2KV)
MARCONI Type 605713/1 Signal Source 4-8 GHz . C499 ANDERSON Prom Eraser
HATFIELD Type 1000 Psophomeler f100 GOULD J3B 10KHZ - 100KHZ Oscillator
HATFIELD Type 1015 Level Measunng Set £150 GOULD DMM12 True RMS Voltmeter
RADIO SPARES Mans Filters (Isolating Translormers) EP/AS- 207481 From C30 S.T.C. 74216A Audio Noise Generator
POWER SUPPLIES By SotartroftWayne KerrAVainCountant and Famel -etch as L301, LT301, S.T.C. GTA9A Milliwatt Test Sets (Power Meter)

L3905. EIS°. L3OF. L1210C etc . ....... .................................. .............FromMoC120 S.T.C. 156A MIlliwatt Test Sets (Power Meter)
DIGITAL MUILTIMETERS Fluke 8010A/8050A/138004/13600A ............... ...... . ........ .. ...... . .......... .... C1001C1251C86275 EDGECOMBE P.kT.S. Testers

Solartron 7015tM14202 C50 J.J. LLOYDS G35 Tuned Detectors
Gould Alpha III and Alpha IV C15 ADVANCE J2 A.F. Signal Generators (1 5-50KHZ)

AVO'S Model 8 and Seieclests CIO to f40 GAY/MILANO F.T.M. Fast Transieni Monitors
FREQUENCY COUNTERS Racal 95209903/9905 0I5T1008125 FLUKE 8922A True RMS Voltmeters

Advance TC17A £75 ROBAND 500 Voltmeters (1KV
CAPACITANCEJINDUCTANCE,RESISTANCE DECADE BOXES- MANY TYPES £5 TO £15 550 Fibre Optic Power Meters
MARCONI TF 2356 - 20MHz Oscillator C300 SYSTRON DONNER 1010 Pulse Generators
OFF AIR FEOU STD Celerlec £75 TELECTRON J5008 Composite Transmission Test Set
RACAL DANA 202 Logic Analyser  6800 Disassembly 0325 RACAL 1200 Universal Switcn Controllers
MARCONI 2306 Programmable Interface f125 RACAL 9303 True RMS RiF Level Meters with
HEWLETT PACKARD 1640B - Serial Data Analyser

9084 Synthesised sc. Gareralor
£600 RACAL 11-1478 Sensing Heads

RACAL DANA . £320 HATFIELD 1015 Level Measunng Sets (30HZ-120KHZ)(0.01.104MHz) .
TM5003 - AFG 5101- Prow's/metes ArbitraryTEKTRONIX HATFIELD 1016 Level Oscillator Sets (30HZ-120KHZ)
FuncOonal Gen [1500 SIEMENS W2008 Level Oscillators (200HZ-18.6MHZ)

MARCONI 2435- Dsg Freo Courtier (2614z) C550 SIEMENS D2008 Level Meters (200HZ-18.6MHZ)
TEKTRONIX 603 Storage Monitors x 2 £50 SIEMENS Low Pass Filters 2 4GHZ, 3.3GHZ 8 4.3GHZ
KIKUSUI 5091 Akernent Scope 0150 SIEMENS REL 3R 114E Inductance Bridges (0.1uH-1000H)
AIM LIMITS COMPARATOR 402 WITH LCR DATABRIDGE 401 . 0250 TREND 1-9-1 Data Transmission Test Sets
ADRET 2230A Frequency Synesisiser - WI° 11ANz f200 TREND 1-4 Data Transmission Test Sets

PHILIPS 3211 Oscilloscopes ( ' 5MHZ)
FISCHERSCOPE BETA 2060 (Non Cestnxlive coating Manses measuring inNvnente -

based on the Beta Badumatier ceinciple)
PHILIPS 3217 Oscilloscopes (50MHZ)
PHILIPS 3226 Osallioscpes (1 5MHZ)

FISCHER Printer F3050 PHILIPS 3261 Oscilloscopes ('20MHZ)
FISCHER Propnnt SD PHILIPS 3240 Oscilloscopes (50MHZ)
FISCHER Propnnt S (Electrophotographic Porosity Teeter) LYONS PG75A Pulse Generators
FISCHER Through -Hole Rating Measurement WANDEL B GOLTERMANN RGI Noise Generators (0- 100KHZ)
FISCHERSCOPE BETA 2010 COATING THICKNESS COMPUTER WANDEL B GOLTERMANN PRT I Test Signal Generators (4.43361 8MHZ)
FISCHER WP24DH - Hand Press WANDEL 8 GOLTERMANN QRTI Regenerator Test Sets
FISCHER F1-12 Press WANDEL 8 GOLTERMANN TFPM43 Level Meter 10KHZ 14MHZ)
ALL ABOVE CAN BE PURCHASED AS JOB LOT BRADLEY 192 Oscilloscope Calibrators

LEVELL TG200M RC Oscillators
METROHM PoLerecord (Polargrapn - 626 LEVELL Transistor Decade Oscillator
METROHN VA -Timer 621 C11( RHODE 8 SCHWARZ UHF Resonance Frequency Meters
METROHN VA Stand (For Polargrapnx and Vonammetnc Ana,ysisi RHODE 8 SCHWARZ BN41 50 Noise Generators
OERTLING R40 Scales LlUV WAYNE KERR B642 Universal Badges
OERTLING 040 Scales........................................._f100 WAYNE KERR 1E200 Transducers
DEMITRON Non Destructive Thickness Tester .... ....... . ...... .. ..... ........... ............... ....... ............. 0250 DELTEST Family Module General Purpose
PROJECTINA CH9435 Photomicroscope (SvAN Made) C1K DELTEST Family Module Linear Devices Component
BRYANS SOUTHERN Series 4000 pen Violet Oadlogreph C350 DELTEST Family Module Digital Devices Test
METROHN Pats Testers 0125 DELTEST Family Module Remote Test Hea Sets
WPA Long Scale Galvorcrnsesr C50 DELTEST Family Module Power Supply Un
PYE Scalamp Fluxmeter £50 G.E.C. Audio Noise Generators
CORNING EEL Limply° f50 G.E.C. Variable Low Pass Filters
MEECO INSTRUMENTS Electrolytic Water Antiyesr G.E.C. Flash Testers
MULTICORE SOLDERABILITY TEST MACHINE MK III .- .. ....... .. .......... . C300 ENGLISH ELECTRIC Insulation Testers
BENTHAM 223 and 217 Lol Ampltrar and Current Amplifier C200Lode D.T. L. S. 64 KBit Test Sets
THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENTS HAVE JUST ARRIVED IN STOCK (PRICES ON APPLICATION) INTEL (INTELLEC MDS) Universal Prom Programmers
HEWLETT PACKARD 3763A Error Detectors FILT RON IC Network Measurement Sets
HEWLETT PACKARD 3762A Data Generators WANDEL 8 GOLTERMANN AZD-1 Display Expanders
HEWLETYT PACKARD 15520A Return Loss Hybrids DANBRIDGE Capacitance Deviation Bridges CDBI
HEWLETT PACKARD X752C Adaptors ARRA TT Line Attentuators
HEWLETT PACKARD 938A Frequency Doublers AZTEC H Isolated Line Conditioners.

ALL EQUIPMENT IS USED, WITH 30 DAYS GUARANTEE.
PLEASE CHECK AVAILABILITY BEFORE ORDERING.

CARRIAGE CAN BE ARRANGED - VAT TO BE ADDED TO TOTAL PRICE OF ALL GOODS AND CARRIAGE.
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Classified

James Gale
0442 66551
Send your req Jirements to:
ETI Classified Department, ASP, Argus House,
Boundary Way, Herne Hempstead, HP2 7ST
Lineage: 60p r er wort (+VAT) (minimum 15 words)

Semi display: (minimum 2.5cms)
£15.00 per single column centimetre (+VAT) 1 Per
Electromart E24.00 (+VAT) J Insertion

Ring for information on series bookings/discounts.
All advertisements in the section must be prepaid.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions
printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request).

FOR SALE

= 0. .',..--1K." E3
COOKE INTERNATIONAL

SUPPLIER OF QUALITY USED TEST INSTRUMENTS
ANALYSERS, BRIDGES, CALIBRATORS, VOLTMETERS,
GENERATORS, OSCILLOSCOPES, POWER METERS. E7C

ALWAYS AVAILABLE

ORIGINAL SERVICE MANUALS FOR SALE
COPY SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

EXPORT, TRADE AND U.K. ENQUIRIES WELCOME
SEND S.A.E. FOR LISTS OF EQUIPMENT AND MANUALS ALL

PRICES EXCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE
DISCOUNT FOR BULK ORDERS SHIPPING ARRANGED

OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY 9AM - 5PM
ELECTRONIC TEST & MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

Unit Four, Fordingbridge Site, Main Road, Barnham, Bognor Regis,
West Sussex, P022 OEB

Tel (+ 44) 0243 545111/2 Fax + 44) 0243 542457

"BOFFINS SPECIAL" -
UNIQUE OFFER

Precision Medical Unit. internally In extol-
lent condition Designed primarily to erect a prattles
controllable amount of fluid from  medical syringe
Outer not supplied) Contains the following remov-
able components Dual Micro Process°, Boards and
(PROMS ESceP Precision I 2V DC Mobs with
300 1 Gear Box and optical encoder coupled to a
precision threaded dove mechanism Mains supply
with 6 x 1 5V Ni-Cad A A cells bace up L C D
Digital read out 1 7mm high with legends Audible
warning
Them are sold In. Me dismantling of the exception*
quality components Repot no Circuits liveried°
eid,cuiousiv low price 11.00 + £4.00 I..

(t23.50 incl VAT)

VARIABLE VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMERSSurplus

INPUT 220/240V AC 50/60
OUTPUT 0-260V

Price P&P
0 5KVA 2 5 amp max £29.00 £4.65

(139 54 inc VAT)
1 KVA 5 amp max C37.40 £6.25

(151 29 t nc VAT)
,2KVA 10 amp max £54.00 ET..

1(72 62 inc VAT)
3KVA 15 amp max £71.50 £7.80

(f93 18 Inc VAT)
5KVA 25 amp max E126.50

(Plus Carriage)
Buy direct horn the Importers Keenest prices in the countrY

COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF
TRANSFORMERS -LT -ISOLATION  AUTO

I110 240V Auto rumen Mho caned with Arrencan socket and
mans lead frame type Ainibble lot Winery

WIDE PAW Of XENON FLURRIES
Write/Phom your onquirrm
12V D.C. GEARED MOTOR

12V 0 C Reversible precision built Motor Output
speeds noir:40.00mq 12V 26 rpm 9V 20 rpm. 6V 12
,pm Well work at lower voltages and still retain a
resod-utile MM., Ideal in. robollc. etc Sue L
40mm W 29 mm H 39mrn Shah 3mm de a 10ml,
ic'El Price (1.00 +S00 P&P 1(10 00 roc VAT)

TORIN CENTRIFUGAL BLOWER
230V AC. 2.800 RPM 0 9 I 30.nm diameter,

° open mrediate
ULTRA VIOLET BLACK UGHT

FLOURESCENT TUBES
4h 40 wan C12 00 trailers only) ((14 10 inc VAT)
2h 20 wart (7 44  CI 25 p&p 1(10 21 Inc VAT)
1 3in 10 wan f5 80  75p p&p (E7 70 Inc VAT)
12in 8 wan f4 SO  75p pap I(6 52 inc VAT)
gin 6 wan (3 96  50p p&p (C5 24 inc VAT)
bin 4 wan C3 86  50P P&P (C5 24 inc VAT)

230V AC BALLAST KIT
Fix either 6in 9in or 12in tubes C5.50,1115
P&P ((7 81 inc VAT)
For 13in tubes C6.00  El 35 Om

(03 64 inc VAT)
400 WATT UV LAMP

Only E34 .00  (2 50 p&p /42 89 Inc VAT)
160 WATT SELF BALLASTED BLACK

UGHT MERCURY BULBnommen
Available wrth BC or ES fitting price inc VAT
& p&o and VAT (25.55

amp an -
peke outlet 63 a 37mm overall pis 195  180 a
I 5ornrn ION Price E1 7.50  12 50 pAm (C23.50 etc
VAT) SOUD STATE RELAY
 amp ii 2405 A C when mounted on suitable Hen -
sink Can be &wen horn T T L an Computer output be -
tween 3-10V D C Size 24mm a 179595  159595 high.
Fixing centres 30nm (T0-3) Puce C300  4011P&O
114 00 inc VAT)

GEARED MOTORS
71 RPM 2010 och torque reversable 115V AC in -
Put including CePecerst and transformer for 2405 AC

Price Inc VAT & p&p E23.60.

SOUD STATE EMT UNIT
Input 230/240V AC Output approx I SKV
Producing I Orem spark Built in IC mg tuner
Easily modified Ica 20 sec 30 sec to =continuous
Designed for bode kannion Doyensa uses in the
field of Oyster; and electronics eg supolying neon
or argon tubas etc Price less case E6.60 . (240
p&p (f 12 81 me VAT) NMS

12V D.C. BILGE PUMPS
SCOOPS 1511 head 3 amp (18 21
1750 G P 11 1511 head 9 amp C31 73
Also now available 240 I) C 1750 SRI 15h Sew
5 amp (32 90 All designed to be used
sJbmerged PRICES INCLUDE P&P & VAT

t SAVE POUNDS!((
Build your own forged bank note detector Can
detect counterfeits amongst a quantity of notes

Complete kit of parts less case 2405 a c
including 5 uV black light tube, starter and

holder dream b1 pin tube holders 'otal price
including p&p & VAT only (1306

EPROM ERASURE KR
Build you own EPROM ERASURE for a fraction of the
price of a made up unit kit of parts less case includes
12in 8 wan 2537 Angst Tube Ballast unit pair of b. pin
leads neon indicator on..on syntch safety microsenick and
circuit L14.00  12 00 pi, (118 80 iric VAT)

SUPER HY-LIGHT STROBE KR
Designed for Disco. Maur icel teem etc.

Appro. 16 pugs Adiustble speed 050.00  (3 00 p&p
If 62 28 Inc VAT)

Case and reflector (24.00  13 00 p&p (131 73 inc VAT)
SAE for funher details including Hy. Light and in.
dustrial Strobe Kits

RHEOSTAT
50W 2 ohm 5 amp ceramic power rheostat price Inc
VAT & p&p (10 61

MICROSWITCH
Pye 15 amp changeover lever rnicrosmth. type SI 71
Brand new price 6 for (705 inc VAT 8 pap

Ilk SERVICE TRADING CO
57 BRIDGMAN ROAD, CHISWICK. LONDON W4 6BB maw

FAX 081 995 0549 081-995 1560Showroom open Ample
Monday/ Frod4v ACCOUNT CUSTOMERS MIN ORDER 110 Pt" r/k7 Space

CATALOGUE E1.00 - 25p P&P
LEDs3rrna Swe worry.° rIP sag yes. rip each
ikt Weeny wgrew at yellow 5rw 30o egg
Cs* We 1pin:0E5950w t000 En 50 Pe 10 000
=motor 4 rectum 1217 sup 50 arm- ED 05

0 05
F14 Treramez ke poi:dewily land - MOO
HSA OMR PM. nee mewl:WI wort Saes boards
Owerrons ores seed mew sided
344inclw
sdnthes E240 12 60
6.12 nth. £537

2112 etches £1066
Special 011en
Corrpuier graft reposers re soya termese MOW 20-

(.? 5
87003u1 104 El 95 00000d 15. C2 95 100314 161 El 50

=Tcommando led dopey 1nm LO 45
M 0 ba *epos% awoke T

2rOZOpediase
EV

8.5250P share meet CO 45. 19C650 Meats CZ per OD

'4LSOS tan near flO 00 Pe 100 *WOWS feercoeue 0 50
TV Man WWI 4.4 95446 pole sac mornetwy contacts tor Irmo
conirdpme to C3.96box ote00995
00430 carrels %Wee moil V12115 12, .)51,203ne as 300.
000 b output Iodine MA dela E4 'Swam pus oil 10 00 50
nosounter used 76;12010450Hz 05
Ranks pike 2500nedori 10421V 50 dawn vanes 0395
OWERTY Sereat511 Maize query swam we E5 00
OWERTY Saga* eat mete Wog ok dale laid) £500
11,..14.= of MOS TN. 74K 74F Lamy "rares.r, Lim

Lodi wan

95a Weds PIP et reWes

JP g1- ELECTRONICS
274478 mown. Road Cenorfieci S40 21111

AccasNea Omen M246121120 caws ...se

Fakes DIY SPEAKERS

Send for our FREE price list PL21
All we ask for is a large S.A.E.

(34p stamp) or $2 bill (Air) overseas.
Europe - 3 International reply coupons)

SYSTEM DESIGNS (Total Kits)
Focal, KEF Constructor, Seas, etc

DRIVE UNITS FOCAL. KEF, Audax, Coles,
Peerless, Seas. Siare, Elac Metal Dome,

Scanpeak. etc
Also Group/Disco Units

CROSSOVER NETWORKS -
Active A, Passive Components,

Accessories, Polypropylene Caps
AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS

BACK ISSUES
Speaker Builder, Audio Amateur & Glass

Audio, US Cookbook  books
Full details from

FALCON ELECTRONICS
(Dept E.T.I.) Tabor House, Mulbarton,

Norfolk NR14 8JT (0508) 78272
(Proprietors Falcon Acoustics Ltd.)

N.R. BARDWELL LTD (ETI)
20()
76
50
56

Signal diodes 1144148 ..
Rectifier Diodes 1N4001
Rectifier Diodes 1N4007 ..
Rectifier Diodes 1166401 .

CI 00
El 00
E1 00
E1 00

20
16
2
200

24 -way turned pin I C Sockets . .E1 00
40 pin all wire wrap I C sockets ....E1.00
ORP12 light dependent resistors (1.00
Printed circuit board 20mm fuse clips £1 .00

100 Asstd Zenon £1 00 200 Asstd disc ceramic capacitors... ...it 00
10 NE555 Tirnor ICs (1 00 80 Asstd. capacitors Int to tut 11 .00
8 C108D 400V 6 amp thyristors Cl 00 80 Asstd electrolyic capacitors E1.00
B BF- f 51 Transistors CI 00 60 4 7UF 16V Radial electrolytic* £1.00
30 BC478 Transistors Cl 00 75 4 7UF 63V Radial electrolytic* £1 .00
30 MPSA42 Transistors El 00 80 IOUF 16V Radial electrolytic* E1.00
30 5MM Redled s Cl 00 60 1OUF 50V Radial electrolytic* E1.00
25 Asstd high brightness I s 0 5 Et 00 BO 22UF 25V Radial electrolytic* E1.00
24 Miniature red I e.4 s 3mm dia Ci 00 60 33UF 16V Radial electrolytic* £100
50 Axial I e d e (Diode package) wide angle 50 47UF 50V Radial electrolytic, E1.00

Ieds II 00 80 100UF 10V Radial electrolytic* E1.00
12 Asstd seven segment displays (1 00 50 220UF 16V Radial electrolytics £1.00
30 Asstd I F transformers Et 00 60 470UF 10V Radial electrolytic, £1 .00
48 AsaId coil formers Cl 00 40 1000UF 10V Radial electrolytic, E1.13/3
100 Asstd RF chokes (inductors) ... CI 00 12 1000UF 25V axial electrolytic.* £1.00
30 Asstd connectors edge -Oil -WI etc . Cl 00 I 1 Farad 95V memory back up
10 4P 3W MBB mm rotary iwitClIWS , CI 00 capacitor Cl .00
20 1 inch Glass reed switches El 00 1 Peltier effect heat pump E1.95
20 Magnetic ear pipe plus lead & plug El 00 1 10 watt Stereo amplifier. 4 controls plus
20 Min SP/CO slide switches Cl 00 data (2.95
30 Asstd Oil sockets up to SO pin .. El 00

Prices include VAT, postage £1.25. Stamp for Lists

288 Abbeydale Road, Sheffield S7 1FL
Phone (0742) 552886. Fax (0742) 500689

SINCLAIR SPECTRUM 16/48 k
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS

UNTESTED FULLY POPULATED eg:

280A CPU, ULA, RAM I.C.S.

LOTS OF USEFUL COMPONENTS, USE FOR SPARES.

4\'0 £9.95 inc. V.A.T.
+ p.p .each

SEND CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER TO:-

M.C.E. SERVICES, 33 ALBERT STREET
MANSFIELD, NOTTS, NG18 1EA or Tel: (0623 653512)

* * Please add £1.50 for P/P* *
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COMPONENTS ELECTROMART

A & L SYSTEMS LTD.
If your looking for a supplier with the following -

A Massive Range of Electrical and Electronic
Components, Systems, All Aimed at the Proffesional
and Hobbyist Markets along with Very Competitive
Prices, First Class Service and Response then -

LOOK NO FURTHER
For Batt and Acuessortes. Boewa and Equipment Hwang& Cables, Capacitor& Ccrinector& Dectricad and
SeCVNIN Product,, Eike" and Suppreseca& Fuses and Crew Breakers, Nadler& Operalectroeuct Power
Sumacs Relays Renton. Semiconductors and Hardware. Sr/suite& Teleconerns. Tout Tramf omen. etc.

For Detailed Listings Send 1125 to -

7 West Street, West Butterwick, Scunthorpe, Sth Humberside. DN17 3JZ

COURSES

Start training now for the following
courses. Send for our brochure -

without obligation or Telephone us on
0626 779398 ETI 493

Name Tel ecomms
Tech C&G 271

0 Radio Amateur
Licence C&G

o Micro-
processor

Introduction to
Television

Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence School
12 Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, Devon TO14 9UN

AVON

L.F. HANNEY
Your Electric Component
Specialist for Avon, Wilts

& Somerset.

77 Lower Bristol
Road, Bath, Avon.

Tel: 0225 424811

To Advertise
Telephone

James Gale
0442 66551

LIVERPOOL

PROGRESSIVE RADIO

87/93 Dale Street
Tel: 051 236 0982 051 236 0154

47 Whitechapel
Tel: 051 236 5489

Liverpool 2
THE ELECTRONICS SPECIALISTS

Open: Tues-Sat 9.30-5.30

SERVICE
MANUALS

Available for Most Equipment.
TV, Video, Audio, test etc.
Any Age, Make or Model.

Write or Phone for Quotation.

MAURITRON (ETI)
8 Cherry tree Road, Chinnor,

Oxon, OX9 40Y.
Tel:- (0844) 351694.
Fax:- (0844) 352554

LONDON

AFFORDABLE CAD/CAM AND PC -TUTORIALS
* By offering disk sets packed with try -before -you -buy IIRM-FR SHAREWARE) program
grouped specifically for the electronics user. our distribution charges are the lowest!
* You decide which evaluation sets best suit your needs.

WRITE TODAY FOR DETAILS!
* Only if you find a program useful are you required to pay a registration fee to the softuarc
author (usually a lot less than a comparable commercial package would cost).

** Ask about oar 1999 ELECTRONICS DESIGN COMPETITION * *
Our SEMICONDUCI OR CLEARANCE continues voth lot,. I OW PRICES. cg

''C256 II El, 7.80A -CFI (11.69. NES532. (0.36. INCLUDING VA 1. Exten,ite lists II

Profile Electronics (ETI), 100-102 Woodhouse Road, Leytonstone,
Londoa Ell 3NA. Telephone: 081-470 2038

* * EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNT * *

ETI
Rates:

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT

ARGUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

Lineage 55p per word + VAT minimum 15 words.
Semi -display £14.00 per single column cm plus VAT. No reimbursemert for cancellations. All ads must be
pre -paid.

Name

Address

Daytime Tel. No:
Signature Date

PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD No.

FOR SALE COMPONENTS PLANS OTHERS STATE

Expiry Date
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FOR SALE

Micro AMPS
8051

"C" COMPILER £125

BASIC COMPILER £99

ICE51 £225

ICE51+ £495

ICE751 £495

66 SMITHBROOK KILNS, GRANBLEIGH,
SURREY GL6 8JJ UK

Tel: +44(0)483268999
Fax: +44(0)48368397

HOME AUTOMATION
LAMP MODULE Plugs in to wall socket to
control incandescent lamps up to 300W
Responds to ON/OFF/DIM/BRIGHT
commands from controllers L M565 £22 45

MINI TIMER Timed control of up to 4
modules twice a day Also features direct
ON/OFF/DIM/BRIGHT control plus clock
functions MT522 £29 95

ENERLOGIC 1400e Controller
The first intelligent home automaton system A remarkable hardware  software package
that adds brains to the range of X-10 modules and controllers £349 95

UNDERSTANDING &
INSTALLING HOME SYSTEMS,
How to Automate Your Home
The best practical guide to cafe for the
home automation enthusiast. Packed full
of advice and Ideas on Installing home
systems and equipment. 14C pages and
120 Illustrations of the most up to date
data on home automation. £22.95

Part of a remarkable range of home automation components from

SMART HOUSE SYSTEMS LTD
3 Buchanan Street, Largs, Ayrshire KA30 8PP

Tel: 0475 672589

KITS

NEW VHF MICROTRANS-
MITTER KIT tuneable 80-
135MHz, 500 metre range,
sensitive electret microphone, high
quality PCB, Special offer
complete kit only £5.95, assembled
and ready to use £9.95 inclusive
P&P. 3 Watt FM transmitter kit
£14.95 Credit card orders
telephone 021 411 1821, Fax 021
411 2355. Cheques/ PO's to
Ouantek Electronics, (Dept ETI), 3
Houldey Road, Birmingham, B31
3HL. Send 2 x 1st class stamps
for details of these and other kits.

HEATHKIT. U.K. spares and
service centre/Educational
Products Distributor. Cedar
Electronics, 12, Isbourn Way,
Winchcombe, Cheltenham
GL54 5NS Tel. (0242) 602402.

SYSTEM 200 DEVICE PROGRAMMER

SYSTEM: Programmes 24, 26, 32 pin EPROMS, EE -
PROMS FLASH and Emulators as
standard, quickly, reliably and at low cost.

Expandable to cover virtually any pro-
grammable part including serial E2, PALS,
GALS, EPLD's and microcontrollers
from all manufacturers.

DESIGN: Not a plug in card but connects to the PC
serial or parallel port; it comes complete
with powerful yet easy to control software,
cable and manual.

SUPPORT: UK design, manufacture and support.
Same day dispatch, 12 month warranty.
10 day money back guarantee.

ASK FOR FREE
INFORMATION

PACK

m
MOP ELECTRONICS Ltd.
Unit 2, Park Road Centre,

Malmesbury, Wiltshire, SN16 013X UK
TEL 0666 825146 FAX. 0666 825141

PHOENIX DIGITAL CHANNEL
MONITOR Model 5575 Mecalink
5575 2048 KBPS Megadert
(Plus), Marconi Digital Line
Monitor Modle 2933A over
£9,000 Sell for £4,000 o.n.c. Tel:
061 476 3827

SURPLUS
STOCK

ASTEC POWER SUPPLIES:
(IN 240VAC OUT -5. -12. -12 VDC)
 85 watt (Model SA100) £22 50
 65 watt, several types, from £18 50
AT -STYLE, EUROPEAN KEYBOARDS
with LCD display from £1000
AC ADAPTERS, Moulded ?40VAC plug.
to 22V. 2A output £7 5C each
3.5 JVC FLOPPY DRIVES, 720k 11050
with dccumentation.

Above are one-off prices. for quantities.
details, and/or full :lock list

Call 081 441 4189
or Fax 081 364 9495

AD TECHNOLOGY LTD
46 Salisbury Road, Barnet.

Herts, EN5 4JN

SUE PLUS STOCK BOUGHT FOR
CASH - CalitFax

TO ADVERTISE
TELEPHONE
0442 66551

=
GERMANY 089/4602071

NORWAY 071-17890
ITALY 02 92 10 3554

Also from VEROSPEED UK

WANTED

WANTED
RE -USABLE AND ALL TYPES

OF ELECTRIC SCRAP
P.0 B's. PLUGS AND

SOCKETS, EDGE
CONNECTIONS, TEST

EQUIPMENT, VALVES, ETC.
PAID ON CLEARANCE.

A.R.S.
2 NORMANS LANE, RABLEY

HEATH, WELWYN,
HERTS AL6 9TQ

TEL: 0438 812193 FAX: 0438
812387 MOBILE: 0860 214302

TURN YOUR SURPLUS
TRANSISTORS. ICS ETC INTO CASH

immediate settlement.
We also welcome the opportunity

to quote for complete factory
clearance.

Contact.
COLES-HARDING & CO.

Sandal! Road, Wisbech,
Cambs PE13 2PS

BUYERS OF SURPLUS INVENTORY
ESTABLISHED OVER 15 YEARS

Tel: 0945 584188
Fax: 0945 475216
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Next
Month

For the musically minded, our cover PCB will enable you
to make a guitar effects unit called a fuzz box.

We start a mini series of projects for radio -control fans
(yes, we mean those people interested in radio controlled
models, not radio -controlled fans of the rotating kind!). The
first part shows the construction of a trafficator board for
your model cars and trucks.

Other projects include a Vibration detector, and a Penta-
code combination lock to keep the younger members of the
family from watching too much TV or playing too many
computer games. We also continue with the PPM project
and the Infra -red remote -controlled telescope.

A look at low voltage circuits is included in our features
line-up.

So why not make it a date to purchase your next copy of
ETI.

At your newsagent on Friday 2nd April
The above article; are in preparation but circumstances may prevent publication

Last Month
0 ur March issue featured:

Nickel -Cadmium battery charger
Intergrated Circuit tester

LED Stroboscope
Moving -Coil meter circuits

Disco Amiga Part 2
Direct Conversion Receiver

The AutoMate Mixing Desk Part 10a

Back issues can be obtained from Argus Subscription Services.
Address in column to left.

ADVERTISERS' INDEX
AG ELECTRONICS..11
BK ELECTRONICS IFC

BAAS ELECTRONICS 58

BADGER BOARDS 11

BONEX 40

CP TECHNOLOGY 11

CANAL BRIDGE AUCIO 46

CHELMER VALVE Co. 14

CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS 30

DATUNG 59

DISPLAY ELECTRONICS 24

EOT 45

HALCYON ELECTRONICS 59

HESING TECHNOLOGY 45

J&N BULL 56,57

JAY TEE ELECTRONICS 59

JPG 46

M&B ELECTRONICS 41

MAPLIN ELECTRONICS OBC
NUMBER ONE SYSTEMS ICB

OMNI ELECTRONICS 11

PICO TECHNOLOGY 15

RN ELECTRONICS 11

SAJE ELECTRONICS 58

SEETAX 49

STEWARTS OF READING 59

TECHNICAL INFORMATION 11

TELNET 62

WILMSLOW AUDIO 46
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Electronic Designs Right First Time?

From Schematic Capture -

"'988488°
Jr

UP 0161, r IKEWNS V

Create your schematics quickly and
efficiently using EASY -PC Professional.
Areas of the circuit can be highlighted on
screen and simulated automatically using
ANALYSER III and PULSAR, our
analogue and digital simulation
programs.

through Analogue and Digital Simulation -

ND Ole

If the results of the simulations are
not as expected, the configuration
and component values of the circuit
can be modified until the required
performance is achieved.

to Printed Circuit Board Design!

The design, complete with connectivity,
can then be translated into the PCB. The
connectivity and design rules can be
checked automatically to ensure that the
PCB matches the schematic.

Affordable Electronics CAD
EASY -PC Professional: Schematic Capture
and PCB CAD. Links directly to ANALYSER $375.00
III and PULSAR.

PULSAR: Low cost Digital Circuit Simulator
- 1500 gate capacity.

PULSAR Professional: Digital Circuit
Simulator - 50,000_g_ate capacity.

$195.00

$376.00

£195.00

£98.00

£195.00

ANALYSER Ill: Low cost Linear Analogue
Circuit Simulator - 130 nodes.
ANALYSER Ill Professional: Linear
Analogue Circuit Simulator - 750 nodes.
EASY -PC: Low cost, entry level PCB and
Schematic CAD.

$195.00 f98.00

$376.00 £195.00

$195.00

We operate a no penalty upgrade policy.
You can upgrade at any time to the
professional version of a program for the
difference in phce

US$
prices
include
Post and
Packing

£98.00

Sterling
Prices
exclude
P&P
and
VAT.

See us on Stand 600

CADCAM '93
9-11 MARCH 1993
NI:(_' 1311(MINGI IAM

Number One Systems Ltd.
Harding Way, St. Ives, Huntingdon,

Cambs. PE17 4WR, UK.

For Full Information: Please Write, Phone or Fax.

Tel: 0480 61778
Fax: 0480 494042

USA te1:011- 44 - 480 61778 fax 011- 44 - 480 494042
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GL29G

YOU WILL ALWAYS FIND MONEY SAVING BARGAINS
AND LOW PRICES AT MAPLIN ELECTRONICS

Example NOW

SAVE UP TO *E100
ON OSCILLOSCOPES

Due to Maplin's continued success and the popularity of our
superb range of oscilloscopes, we are able to offer them at
SPECIALLY REDUCED PRICES, but they are only available at
these prices AT MAPLIN STORES for a LIMITED PERIOD, so
hurry down to your nearest Maplin store TODAY! Advanced
design and high quality manufacturing techniques have been
combined to bring you, at a sensible price, all the features that
you would expect of a sophisticated oscilloscope. For example,
I mV/div sensitivity, advanced 6 -inch CRT
with percentage markers and an internal
graticule that eliminates parallax error,
ensuring a highly accurate display, and an X -Y
mode that produces Lissajous patterns for
phase shift measurements. Type 7025 has all
the features required for general purpose use
and can display signals from DC to at least
20MHz with a high degree of accuracy. In
addition to all the features of the 7025, Type
7026, has the added facility of a delayed

sweep timebase, which can be used to magnify a portion of a
waveform, making possible, accurate time interval measure-
ments and the study of short duration events. The sophisticated
Type 7045, has a bandwidth of 40MHz and incorporates a 4Ons
delay line to enable the display of very short duration events in
their entirety. Top -of -the -range is the Type 7046, a delayed
sweep oscilloscope with increased magnification along with a
40MHz bandwidth and capable of displaying Complex signals

with precision and accuracy.

* Please note: MONEY SAVING
BARGAINS SHOWN ON THIS PAGE
are applicable to purchases made in
MAPLIN STORES ONLY and are not
available at these prices through
Mail Order.

SAVE £100 7025 (GL29G) Catalogue Price £299.95 NOW £199.95
SAVE £20 7026 (GL3OH) Catalogue Price £349.95 NOW £329.95
SAVE £70 7045 (GL311) Catalogue Price 1449.95 NOW £379.95
SAVE £40 7046 (GL33L) Catalogue Price £499.95 NOW £459.95

Rush to your local Maplin store: BIRMINGHAM; Sutton New Road, Erdington. BRIGHTON; 65 London Road. BRISTOL;
302 Gloucester Road CARDIFF; 29-31 City Road. CHATHAM; 2 Luton Road. COVENTRY; 12 Bishop Street.
EDINBURGH; 126 Dairy Road. GLASGOW; 264-266 Great Western Road. ILFORD; 302-304 Green Lane. LEEDS;
Carpet World Building, 3 Regent Street LEICESTER; Office World Building, Burton Street. LONDON; 146-148 Burnt Oak
Broadway, Edgeware. 107-113 Stanstead Road, Forest Hill. 120-122 King Street, Hammersmith MANCHESTER;
8 Oxford Road NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE; Unit 4, Allison Court, The Metro Centre, Gateshead. NOTTINGHAM; 86-88
Lower Parliament Street PORTSMOUTH; 98-100 Kingston Road. READING; 129-131 Oxford Road. SHEFFIELD; 413
Langsett Road, Hillsborough SOUTHAMPTON; 46-48 Bevois Valley Road. SOUTHEND-ON-SEA; 282-284 London
Road. Westcliff Plus a NEW STORE opening soon in MIDDLESBROUGH. Phone 0702 552911 for further details. All
items are subject to availability All prices include VAT Offer ends July 31st 1993. ELECTRONICS


